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UK & IRELAND** TERMS OF SALE
Trade prices are shown in our 2021 pricelist.
Carriage is paid on orders of net £250 or over. Orders under £250 will incur a minimum £15 
carriage and handling charge.
For credit account customers, orders will be ready to ship within 7 working days from receipt 
of order. Where payment is required on proforma, orders will be ready to ship within 7 
working days of receipt of cleared funds.
Although we make every eort to maintain stock of all items in our warehouse, shortages 
may occasionally occur. If an item is out of stock, it will automatically be placed on back 
order, we will provide you with our best expected available dates, unless you have instructed 
us to cancel the backorders.
Please note the maximum pallet height is 1.7m and maximum carton weight is 25kg.
We cannot be held responsible for the service provided by our carrier which may be aected 
by unforeseen circumstances.
Payment terms are 30 days from date of invoice for credit account customers.
Accounts must be current before subsequent shipments can be made. Overdue accounts are 
subject to a 1.5% per month finance charge.
For orders from the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, please see our Export Terms below.
UK Retail Trade Terms are available on request.
**For Ireland please see our European customer section below regarding shipment of your 
orders.

EXPORT TERMS OF SALE
Trade prices are shown in our 2021 pricelist.
Our net minimum order value is £350. (For Russia please contact your Sales Manager)
Container pricing or special price quotations are available upon request.

European Customers*
We are no longer able to oer Ex Works collection. We will calculate your delivery charge       
and send the details to you for your approval before shipping from the UK. Orders will be  
 imported & cleared into the EU under DDP incoterms, prior to immediate onward delivery. 
You will be invoiced for delivery separately.

Non-European Customer
Prices are EX-Works Southampton (UK). 
For credit account customers, orders will be ready to ship within 5 to 7 working days from 
confirmation of shipping method. Where payment is required on proforma, orders will be 
ready to ship within 5 to 7 working days of receipt of cleared funds. 
We will notify you when your order is ready for collection. Please note orders must be 
collected within 10 working days of notification. Failing this will result in storage fees of £25 
per pallet per week. Uncollected orders after 28 days of notification will be cancelled and 
products returned to inventory. A restocking fee may apply.
Learning Resources can arrange the shipment on your behalf. Please note all shipping 
charges are billed separately and require immediate payment.
We make every eort to maintain our stock levels. However, in the event of an item being out 
of stock, we will send you our best estimated date of availability and automatically include 
the item to ship with your next order. Should you require the items sooner we can then 
arrange to ship the back order at your expense.
If backorders are not required to ship automatically they should be cancelled.
We cannot be held responsible for the service provided by your and/or our carrier which 
may be aected by unforeseen circumstances.
Euro Pallets: Learning Resources reserves the right to pass on an additional charge of £5.00 
per pallet to customers requiring their orders packed on Euro Pallets.
Please note the maximum pallet height is 1.7m and maximum carton weight is 25kg
Payment terms are 45 days from date of invoice for credit account customers.
Invoices can only be paid in the stated currency into the corresponding bank account. Please 
note you will find the relevant bank details on your invoice.
Any errors of payment resulting in loss due to currency dierences will not be borne by 
Learning Resources.
Accounts must be current before subsequent shipments will be made. Overdue accounts are 
subject to a 1.5% per month finance charge.
These terms apply to orders from the UK to Europe, the Middle East, Africa and India.
For sales to other parts of the world please contact Learning Resources Inc, 380 North 
Fairway Drive, Vernon Hills, Illinois 60061, USA. Tel: +1 847 573 8400, Fax: +1 847 573 8425

PAYMENTS
New accounts run on a pro forma basis. To set up an account, a completed account 
application form must be submitted. Please contact your Sales Manager for an account 
application form.
All credit accounts are subject to credit approval.

PRICES AND TERMS
Prices are exclusive of VAT.
Although it is Learning Resources’ intention to maintain prices for a full calendar year, 
we cannot guarantee that prices or terms will not change over this time period. Learning 
Resources reserve the right, in their sole discretion and upon 60 days’ prior notice, to 
increase prices upon the occurrence of unforeseen external events that, in our good faith 
determination, necessitate such increases. Such external events may include, without 
limitation, large increases in the prices of raw materials, energy, transportation, labour and 
other manufacturing costs.
Prices are eective from 1st January 2021. Learning Resources Ltd reserves the right to 
accept or reject any order based on our terms and conditions, which supersede any terms 
and conditions stated on your purchase order.
Samples are available at a special price. Please contact your Sales Manager for details.

RETENTION OF TITLE
The risk in the goods shall pass from the seller to the buyer upon delivery of such goods to 
the buyer. However, notwithstanding delivery and the passing of risk in the goods, title and 
property in the goods, including full legal and beneficial ownership, shall not pass to the 
buyer until the seller has received cleared funds in full for all goods delivered to the buyer 
under this and all other contracts between the seller and the buyer for which payment of the 
full price of goods there under has not been paid.

Payment of the full price of the goods shall include the amount of any interest or other sum 
payable under the terms of this and all other contracts between the seller and the buyer 
under which goods are delivered.

SERVICE AND RETURNS
Shortage and/or damaged merchandise must be reported to Learning Resources’ Customer 
Service department within 15 days of receipt of shipment. Claims for damages must be 
supported by photographic evidence.
In the event of a shortage, we will send the item or credit your account with prior approval 
from a Customer Service representative.
For damages that are the result of product defects, we will arrange collection of the item(s) 
and issue a credit or send a replacement.
For goods showing visible damage on the shipping carton, instruct the carrier to record 
damages on the freight bill before accepting delivery. Goods damaged in transit must be 
reported to the carrier immediately. Save all original shipping cartons, packing material and 
damaged items until they have been inspected or your claim has been settled. Goods must 
be signed for as damaged.
All returns must be accompanied by a packing slip and marked with an authorisation number 
available from your Customer Service representative. There will be no cash refund for 
returned items.
All items will be inspected upon return and must be in saleable condition to be eligible for 
credit.
Returns apply only to items listed in our current catalogues.
There will be a 20% restocking fee on all returns unless they are the result of errors made by

Learning Resources Ltd, 51A Bergen Way, King’s Lynn, Norfolk, PE30 2JG, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1553 762276  
Fax: +44 (0) 1553 769943
Email: sales@learning-resources.co.uk
www.LearningResources.co.uk
While we make every eort to ensure the accuracy of all information, we reserve the right to 
make corrections if an error does occur. 

*These terms may be subject to change.

Copyright © 2021 Learning Resources, Inc. All rights reserved. No trademark or any 
other part of this work may be reproduced in any form or mechanical means, including 
information storage and retrieval systems, without permission in writing.
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 Look out for our award winners throughout the catalogue

Play is a joyous and fundamental part of childhood. It’s the innate process through 
which children interact and engage with their world. Playful learning experiences 
where children have the freedom to explore, experiment, and express their 
creativity lay the foundation on which they build who they will become.

For over 35 years, Learning Resources has developed innovative, fun, award-
winning educational toys and games that support this natural process of learning 
through play. During 2021 we are adding over 100 exciting new products to our 
extensive range. Each is designed to prompt curiosity and discovery and help 
provide children with the building blocks they need to develop a lifelong  
love of learning.

Here are some of our favourites for 2021.

Circuit Explorer® takes learning about circuits o a flat board and into a fun 
3D space-themed world. Children line up the circuitry graphics on the easy-
to-connect construction pieces and snap them together to close the circuits, 
building a Rocket, Rover or Deluxe Base Station with working lights and fully 
powered features.

Numberblocks are the friendly characters from the award-winning CBeebies 
series that help young children see how numbers really work. Now children can 
build their own Numberblocks with the new MathLink® Cubes Numberblocks 
1-10 Activity Set. The set has everything children need to construct the 
Numberblocks from One to Ten in all the dierent ways seen in the episodes and 
engage with 30 activities that closely follow several episodes from Series 1-3.

Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ is a simple construction toy range for young 
children. Using a real working power drill and colourful bolts children build 
a Rocket, Pick-It-Up Truck, Race Car, Fire Truck, Rescue Helicopter or Police 
Motorcycle. Each toy’s packaging unfolds into a themed playset to inspire a rich, 
imaginative play experience.

Following on from the success of the award-winning 24-Hour NumberLine 
Clock™, the inventive teaching clock that shows children that a clock face is 
simply a circular number line, we’ve added an Advanced NumberLine Clock™. 
This new geared version teaches two concepts - elapsed time and how time is 
displayed on dierent clock faces that children will see in the real world.

Aware that space is at a premium in modern classrooms we have developed  
the Nestable Pan Balance and Nestable Bucket Balance. A fun, hands-on  
way for students to explore measurement, weight, volume, and equivalency  
these scales are quick and easy to assemble and disassemble, and pieces  
nest together for convenient, compact storage.

As you look through our new 2021 catalogue, we hope you’ll have many 
opportunities to discover your own new favourites.

Building Someone Amazing™  through play

MathLink® Cubes 
Numberblocks 1-10 
Activity Set 
LSP 0949-UK , Page 3
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UK & IRELAND** TERMS OF SALE
Trade prices are shown in our 2021 pricelist.
Carriage is paid on orders of net £250 or over. Orders under £250 will incur a minimum £15 
carriage and handling charge.
For credit account customers, orders will be ready to ship within 7 working days from receipt 
of order. Where payment is required on proforma, orders will be ready to ship within 7 
working days of receipt of cleared funds.
Although we make every eort to maintain stock of all items in our warehouse, shortages 
may occasionally occur. If an item is out of stock, it will automatically be placed on back 
order, we will provide you with our best expected available dates, unless you have instructed 
us to cancel the backorders.
Please note the maximum pallet height is 1.7m and maximum carton weight is 25kg.
We cannot be held responsible for the service provided by our carrier which may be aected 
by unforeseen circumstances.
Payment terms are 30 days from date of invoice for credit account customers.
Accounts must be current before subsequent shipments can be made. Overdue accounts are 
subject to a 1.5% per month finance charge.
For orders from the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, please see our Export Terms below.
UK Retail Trade Terms are available on request.
**For Ireland please see our European customer section below regarding shipment of your 
orders.

EXPORT TERMS OF SALE
Trade prices are shown in our 2021 pricelist.
Our net minimum order value is £350. (For Russia please contact your Sales Manager)
Container pricing or special price quotations are available upon request.

European Customers*
We are no longer able to oer Ex Works collection. We will calculate your delivery charge       
and send the details to you for your approval before shipping from the UK. Orders will be  
 imported & cleared into the EU under DDP incoterms, prior to immediate onward delivery. 
You will be invoiced for delivery separately.

Non-European Customer
Prices are EX-Works Southampton (UK). 
For credit account customers, orders will be ready to ship within 5 to 7 working days from 
confirmation of shipping method. Where payment is required on proforma, orders will be 
ready to ship within 5 to 7 working days of receipt of cleared funds. 
We will notify you when your order is ready for collection. Please note orders must be 
collected within 10 working days of notification. Failing this will result in storage fees of £25 
per pallet per week. Uncollected orders after 28 days of notification will be cancelled and 
products returned to inventory. A restocking fee may apply.
Learning Resources can arrange the shipment on your behalf. Please note all shipping 
charges are billed separately and require immediate payment.
We make every eort to maintain our stock levels. However, in the event of an item being out 
of stock, we will send you our best estimated date of availability and automatically include 
the item to ship with your next order. Should you require the items sooner we can then 
arrange to ship the back order at your expense.
If backorders are not required to ship automatically they should be cancelled.
We cannot be held responsible for the service provided by your and/or our carrier which 
may be aected by unforeseen circumstances.
Euro Pallets: Learning Resources reserves the right to pass on an additional charge of £5.00 
per pallet to customers requiring their orders packed on Euro Pallets.
Please note the maximum pallet height is 1.7m and maximum carton weight is 25kg
Payment terms are 45 days from date of invoice for credit account customers.
Invoices can only be paid in the stated currency into the corresponding bank account. Please 
note you will find the relevant bank details on your invoice.
Any errors of payment resulting in loss due to currency dierences will not be borne by 
Learning Resources.
Accounts must be current before subsequent shipments will be made. Overdue accounts are 
subject to a 1.5% per month finance charge.
These terms apply to orders from the UK to Europe, the Middle East, Africa and India.
For sales to other parts of the world please contact Learning Resources Inc, 380 North 
Fairway Drive, Vernon Hills, Illinois 60061, USA. Tel: +1 847 573 8400, Fax: +1 847 573 8425

PAYMENTS
New accounts run on a pro forma basis. To set up an account, a completed account 
application form must be submitted. Please contact your Sales Manager for an account 
application form.
All credit accounts are subject to credit approval.

PRICES AND TERMS
Prices are exclusive of VAT.
Although it is Learning Resources’ intention to maintain prices for a full calendar year, 
we cannot guarantee that prices or terms will not change over this time period. Learning 
Resources reserve the right, in their sole discretion and upon 60 days’ prior notice, to 
increase prices upon the occurrence of unforeseen external events that, in our good faith 
determination, necessitate such increases. Such external events may include, without 
limitation, large increases in the prices of raw materials, energy, transportation, labour and 
other manufacturing costs.
Prices are eective from 1st January 2021. Learning Resources Ltd reserves the right to 
accept or reject any order based on our terms and conditions, which supersede any terms 
and conditions stated on your purchase order.
Samples are available at a special price. Please contact your Sales Manager for details.

RETENTION OF TITLE
The risk in the goods shall pass from the seller to the buyer upon delivery of such goods to 
the buyer. However, notwithstanding delivery and the passing of risk in the goods, title and 
property in the goods, including full legal and beneficial ownership, shall not pass to the 
buyer until the seller has received cleared funds in full for all goods delivered to the buyer 
under this and all other contracts between the seller and the buyer for which payment of the 
full price of goods there under has not been paid.

Payment of the full price of the goods shall include the amount of any interest or other sum 
payable under the terms of this and all other contracts between the seller and the buyer 
under which goods are delivered.

SERVICE AND RETURNS
Shortage and/or damaged merchandise must be reported to Learning Resources’ Customer 
Service department within 15 days of receipt of shipment. Claims for damages must be 
supported by photographic evidence.
In the event of a shortage, we will send the item or credit your account with prior approval 
from a Customer Service representative.
For damages that are the result of product defects, we will arrange collection of the item(s) 
and issue a credit or send a replacement.
For goods showing visible damage on the shipping carton, instruct the carrier to record 
damages on the freight bill before accepting delivery. Goods damaged in transit must be 
reported to the carrier immediately. Save all original shipping cartons, packing material and 
damaged items until they have been inspected or your claim has been settled. Goods must 
be signed for as damaged.
All returns must be accompanied by a packing slip and marked with an authorisation number 
available from your Customer Service representative. There will be no cash refund for 
returned items.
All items will be inspected upon return and must be in saleable condition to be eligible for 
credit.
Returns apply only to items listed in our current catalogues.
There will be a 20% restocking fee on all returns unless they are the result of errors made by

Learning Resources Ltd, 51A Bergen Way, King’s Lynn, Norfolk, PE30 2JG, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1553 762276  
Fax: +44 (0) 1553 769943
Email: sales@learning-resources.co.uk
www.LearningResources.co.uk
While we make every eort to ensure the accuracy of all information, we reserve the right to 
make corrections if an error does occur. 

*These terms may be subject to change.

Copyright © 2021 Learning Resources, Inc. All rights reserved. No trademark or any 
other part of this work may be reproduced in any form or mechanical means, including 
information storage and retrieval systems, without permission in writing.
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 Look out for our award winners throughout the catalogue

Play is a joyous and fundamental part of childhood. It’s the innate process through 
which children interact and engage with their world. Playful learning experiences 
where children have the freedom to explore, experiment, and express their 
creativity lay the foundation on which they build who they will become.

For over 35 years, Learning Resources has developed innovative, fun, award-
winning educational toys and games that support this natural process of learning 
through play. During 2021 we are adding over 100 exciting new products to our 
extensive range. Each is designed to prompt curiosity and discovery and help 
provide children with the building blocks they need to develop a lifelong  
love of learning.

Here are some of our favourites for 2021.

Circuit Explorer® takes learning about circuits o a flat board and into a fun 
3D space-themed world. Children line up the circuitry graphics on the easy-
to-connect construction pieces and snap them together to close the circuits, 
building a Rocket, Rover or Deluxe Base Station with working lights and fully 
powered features.

Numberblocks are the friendly characters from the award-winning CBeebies 
series that help young children see how numbers really work. Now children can 
build their own Numberblocks with the new MathLink® Cubes Numberblocks 
1-10 Activity Set. The set has everything children need to construct the 
Numberblocks from One to Ten in all the dierent ways seen in the episodes and 
engage with 30 activities that closely follow several episodes from Series 1-3.

Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ is a simple construction toy range for young 
children. Using a real working power drill and colourful bolts children build 
a Rocket, Pick-It-Up Truck, Race Car, Fire Truck, Rescue Helicopter or Police 
Motorcycle. Each toy’s packaging unfolds into a themed playset to inspire a rich, 
imaginative play experience.

Following on from the success of the award-winning 24-Hour NumberLine 
Clock™, the inventive teaching clock that shows children that a clock face is 
simply a circular number line, we’ve added an Advanced NumberLine Clock™. 
This new geared version teaches two concepts - elapsed time and how time is 
displayed on dierent clock faces that children will see in the real world.

Aware that space is at a premium in modern classrooms we have developed  
the Nestable Pan Balance and Nestable Bucket Balance. A fun, hands-on  
way for students to explore measurement, weight, volume, and equivalency  
these scales are quick and easy to assemble and disassemble, and pieces  
nest together for convenient, compact storage.

As you look through our new 2021 catalogue, we hope you’ll have many 
opportunities to discover your own new favourites.

Building Someone Amazing™  through play

MathLink® Cubes 
Numberblocks 1-10 
Activity Set 
LSP 0949-UK , Page 3
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MathLink® Cubes Numberblocks 1-10 Activity Set
Numberblocks are the friendly characters from the award-winning CBeebies series that help young children see how numbers really work. Now Numberblocks MathLink® 
Cubes bring maths learning to life. Children use the special edition Numberblocks MathLink Cubes to build their own Numberblocks from One to Ten in all the different 
ways seen during the series and engage in 30 activities that closely follow episodes from Series 1-3. The 251-piece set includes 100 Numberblocks MathLink Cubes, 59 
faceplates, 54 stickers, 11 Numberlings, 11 Character Cards, 15 double-sided write and wipe Activity Cards, a stand for Zero, and a Supporting Activity Guide. Measures 
30cm L x 23cm W x 4cm H. 251 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LSP 0949-UK 

ages 3+

New

©2020 Alphablocks Ltd. All rights reserved
©2020 Learning Resources Ltd. 
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Advanced NumberLine Clock™

An enhanced version of our award-winning 24-Hour NumberLine Clock™, the new Advanced 
NumberLine Clock teaches children lapsed time and how time is displayed on different analogue 
clock faces. The hands are geared and keep the correct relationship between hour and minutes, 
which students can use to calculate intervals of time and solve lapsed time problems. The clock 
has two removable number lines and three different face styles so children can practise telling time 
on clock styles they will see in the real world.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
93409 Advanced NumberLine Clock™ measures 12cm H. 3 Piece Set 
93410 Advanced NumberLine Clock™ (Set of 6) 
93411 Magnetic Demonstration Advanced NumberLine Clock™ measures 34cm H. 
93412 Advanced NumberLine Clock™ Class Set Includes (93409) 24 x Advanced 
NumberLine Clock™, (93411) 1 x Magnetic Demonstration NumberLine Clock™  
and Activity Guide. 

ages 7+

New

New

Removable number linesRemovable number lines

Geared clock - keeps correct Geared clock - keeps correct 
relationships with hour and relationships with hour and 

minute handsminute hands

Learning Intervals of Time Center Kit
Ideal for group learning, this set comes with 3 Advanced NumberLine 
Clocks™, 3 Time Work Mats, 30 Mixed Time Cards, 30 Word Problem 
Cards, 15 Time Interval Cards, and an Activity Guide. The set’s 16 
games and activities help children learn to tell time, calculate time 
intervals, find elapsed time, and regroup with minutes. Includes 81 
pieces. Advanced NumberLine Clock measures 12cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
93413  

ages 7+
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Rainbow Fraction® Measuring Cups
Rainbow Fraction® Measuring Cups are a colourful, visual, 3D way to help young learners connect the concepts of fractions, volume, and capacity. 
These cups feature a bright colourful base that corresponds with the rest of the Rainbow Fractions teaching system resources, and transparent sides 
so children can see volume and capacity while learning fractional relationships. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
HM93439UK Rainbow Fraction® Measuring Cups (Set of 4): Includes 4 measuring cups (whole, 1/2, 1/3 and 1/4), and multilingual Activity 
Guide. Whole cup measures 9cm in diameter. 4 Piece Set 
 
HM93399UK Rainbow Fraction® Measuring Cups (Set of 9): Includes storage container with 9 measuring cups (whole, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 
1/8, 1/10, 1/12) and multilingual Activity Guide. Set measures 10cm H x 21cm W x 28cm L when stowed. 10 Piece Set 

ages 3+

New
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Nestable Pan Balance
The brightly coloured Nestable Pan Balance lets children explore 
measurement, weight, and equivalency. The clear 500ml pans can hold 
liquids or solids, and the equivalency dial can be moved as children 
learn and explore greater than, less than, and equal to. The scale 
assembles and disassembles in 3 quick and easy steps and the pieces 
nest together for convenient storage.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
93404 Nestable Pan Balance: Includes 1 Nestable Pan Balance with 
2 pans, storage base with handles, and Activity Guide. Scale measures 
45cm L x 15cm W x 25cm H when assembled, and 40cm L x 15cm W x 
11cm H when stored. Pans measure 14.5cm in diameter. 5 Piece Set  
 
93405 Nestable Pan Balance (Set of 4): Includes 4 Nestable Pan 
Balance scales with space-saving storage base. Set of 4 measures 44cm 
L x 17cm W x 20 cm H when stowed. 20 Piece Set 

ages 3+

Nestable Bucket Balance
The Nestable Bucket Balance is a compact, easy-to-assemble scale ideal for 
learning about measurement, weight, and equivalency. The scale assembles 
and disassembles in 2 quick and easy steps, and pieces nest together for easy, 
convenient storage. The clear buckets can hold up to 500ml of liquid or solid, 
and the equivalency dial can be moved as children learn about greater than, less 
than, or equal to.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
93402 Nestable Bucket Balance: Includes 1 scale with 2 buckets, 1 storage base 
with handles, and Activity Guide. Scale measures 14cm H x 15cm W x 36cm L 
when assembled, and 14cm H x 15cm W x 33cm L when stowed. 4 Piece Set  
 
93403 Nestable Bucket Balance (Set of 4): Includes 4 scales and 8 buckets, 1 
storage base with handles, and Activity Guide. Set of 4 measures 23cm H x 17cm 
W x 37cm L when stowed. 16 Piece Set 

ages 3+

93405

93405

93403

93402 colour may vary

93404 colour may vary

New
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Big Time™ Mini Clock
Big Time™ Mini Clock is perfect for personal learning in the classroom or 
home. This geared clock is colour coded to make it easier for students to 
understand telling time to the hour and minute. Hands are geared to keep the 
correct relationship between hour and minute as children play and learn. Clock 
measures 10cm W x 10cm H. Contains 1 clock. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3675 

ages 5+

LER 6134

Pattern Blocks
Play-based learning with Pattern Blocks geometric shapes help children identify and recognise 
shapes, organise visual information, and builds problem-solving skills. With these sets, children use 
the brightly coloured geometric shapes to complete the picture puzzles. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 6134 Pattern Block Activity Set Use the Pattern Blocks included in this set to 
complete the creative geometry puzzles on the 20 double-sided challenge cards. Cards 
measure 21cm L x 28cm W. 144 Piece Set 
 
LER 6133 Pattern Block Design Cards The easy way to add arty fun to pattern block play. 
This set of 20 double-sided cards has 40 puzzles that challenge children to turn their 
pattern blocks into a flower, train, a boat and more. Cards measure 21cm L x 28cm W. Cards 
only: Pattern Blocks not included. 20 Piece Set 

ages 4+

New
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New

New

New

Pattern Block Smart Pack
Our popular Pattern Blocks are now available in personal Smart Pack sets created 
for individual hands-on learning in the classroom. Students use the brightly 
coloured geometric shapes to explore geometry and measurement concepts 
including shapes, area, and symmetry. Contains 50 pieces comprising hexagons, 
squares, rhombuses, trapezuims and triangles. 50 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 3669 

ages 3+

Tangrams Smart Pack 
Ideal for individual hands-on maths learning in the classroom, children solve simple 
geometric puzzles using the brightly coloured geometric Tangram shapes. It’s a 
fun way for children to learn about shapes and angles, develop spatial perception 
and practise fine motor skills including hand-eye coordination. The Smart Pack 
includes six sets each holding seven Tangrams. Each Tangram set includes two 
large right-angle triangles, one medium right-angle triangle, two small right-angle 
triangles, a square and a parallelogram in a resealable bag. Includes multilingual 
Activity Guide. 42 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3668

ages 5+
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Take-Home Manipulative Kit (ages 5-7) 
Includes 74 Foam Cuisenaire® Rods, Base Ten Blocks (20 units, 20 rods and 
10 flats), 40 Foam Colour Tiles, 27 Foam Pattern Blocks, 1 Geared Clock, 100 
Plastic Snap Cubes®, and an Activity Guide (English only).  
292 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
93538 

ages 5-7

Take-Home Manipulative Kit (ages 8-10) 
Includes 51 Rainbow Fraction® Circles, 74 Foam Cuisenaire® Rods, Base 
Ten Blocks (20 units, 20 rods, 10 flats), 40 Foam Colour Tiles, 100 Plastic 
Snap Cubes®, and an Activity Guide (English only).  
315 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
93539 

ages 8-10

Take-Home Manipulative Kits 
Ideal for practising maths learning at home, these kits include our most popular hands-on maths resources and an Activity Guide with 2-3 activities that show parents 
how to help their children use the resources during home learning. Kits measure 13cm H x 28cm W x 33cm L.

Mini 100-Bead Rekenrek
The compact Mini 100-Bead Rekenrek is ideal for when pupils are working at 
their desks learning about number sense and relationships for numbers greater 
than 20. This compact, durable maths tool has a sturdy wooden frame, and 100 
colour-coded wooden counters. Colours change at 50, highlighting that 100 is 
composed of 2 sets of 50. Measures 23cm H x 15cm W. Includes Activity Guide. 
93430 (single) 
93431 (Set of 4) 
93383 (Set of 25) 

ages 3+

20-Bead Sensory Rekenrek
Grooves in the red beads add a sensory component to learning numbers up to 
20 and make this Rekenrek accessible for visually impaired pupils. Includes 1 
20-Bead Sensory Rekenrek and Activity Guide. Measures 24cm W. 
93432 

ages 3+

NewNew

New
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Demonstration Clings 
Demonstration Clings have been designed for the modern classroom. Made from an innovative 
material, they adhere to almost any smooth, flat surface in the classroom – no more magnets! They 
can be used over and over again and won’t leave a sticky residue, regardless of how often they’re 
used. Demonstration Clings are durable and easy to clean. Simply rinse with warm water, allow to dry 
and they’re ready to use! 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  

Durable, reusable 
and washable

Pattern Blocks,
Demonstration Clings
92857 47 Pieces  Ages 4+

Ten-Frame with Counters, 
Demonstration Clings
92856 44 Pieces  Ages 5+

Cuisenaire® Rods,
Demonstration Clings
92859 74 Pieces  Ages 5+

Differentiated Base Ten Blocks, 
Demonstration Clings
92855 112 Pieces  Ages 5+

Clings to 
almost any 

smooth surface

Rainbow Fraction® Circles, 
Demonstration Clings
92860 51 Pieces  Ages 8+

Rainbow Fraction® Tiles, 
Demonstration Clings
92861 51 Pieces  Ages 8+

Easy to stic
k, 

easy to pee
l off

Board not included

New
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Finn The Fine Motor Fish
Get a handle on fine motor fun with Finn, the colourful aquatic friend 
that helps toddlers practise essential hands-on skills. Finn comes with 
10 bright grip-and-pull stars that have been designed to encourage 
whole-hand movement. Playing with Finn helps improve hand-eye co-
ordination, refine grip and wrist rotation abilities, and introduces colour 
identification. Stars store inside for easy tidy-up. 12 Piece Set 
LER 9093 

ages 18 months+

New

Max the Fine Motor Moose
When young children place the colourful textured rings on Max’s antlers, 
they get to practise key fine motor capabilities including wrist rotation, 
pincer grasp and hand-eye co-ordination. Indents on the rings naturally 
guide little hands to practise the all-important grip action they need 
to eventually hold a pencil. The brightly coloured rings also introduce 
early counting and sorting skills. Each ring is textured to introduce tactile 
awareness through play. 13 Piece Set 
LER 9092   

ages 2+

New
Wriggleworms! Fine Motor Activity Set
Unearth fine motor skills, one wriggly, stretchy worm at a time. Spin 
the spinner, locate your worm, and then use the Tri-Grip Tongs 
to pull your worm out of the foam dirt. Finger placements on the 
tongs make it easier for children to become used to the position and 
feeling of holding a pencil and get ready to write. Set also builds 
colour, matching and sorting skills. 47 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 5552 

ages 3+

New Huey the Fine Motor Hippo
Huey the friendly hippo helps toddlers build four skills through play – fine motor 
skills, early number learning, colour identification, and shape recognition. When 
young children pop the colourful twistable birds into Huey’s back, they practise 
hand-eye coordination, and build hand strength. Includes 5 twistable birds 
perfectly sized for little hands. Birds store inside Huey’s back. Huey measures 
10cm H x 22cm W x 16.5cm L. 6 Piece Set   
LER 9108 ages 18 months+

New 
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Sorting Surprise Pirate Treasure 
Ahoy there matey, unlock early learning skills and find a treasure! Each of the five 
numbered treasure chests has its own unique shaped key that unlocks a pirate-
themed surprise. Set also includes coin counters that add to the matching, sorting 
and counting fun.  30 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 6808   

ages 3+
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1-2-3 Build It!™ Robot Factory
Create and build a twisting, turning, spinning robot buddy while learning about 
construction and STEM through play. This set’s chunky, mix-and-match pieces help 
young construction fans strengthen their critical thinking and fine motor skills. 
The Activity Guide features suggested builds and supports open-ended creative 
construction play. 18 Piece Set 
LER 2869 

ages 2+

NewBabysaurs Sorting Set
Crack open a prehistoric dino surprise. This set’s five pop-apart eggs open 
to reveal a dino baby finger puppet hiding inside. These colourful eggs and 
dinosaurs teach colour and shape recognition, matching and sorting skills, and 
the cute finger puppets are perfect for pretend play. 16 Piece Set 
LER 6807 

ages 18 months+

New

New
Good Behaviour Buckets
Good Behaviour Buckets are a visual way to help young children build social 
awareness and emotion self-management skills in the classroom or at home. The 
set includes 2 behaviour buckets, each with an emoji showing happy or sad, and 
30 colourful dipper sticks in 6 shapes. Use the suns, hearts, and stars for good 
behaviour, and the clouds, lightning bolts, and raindrops for challenging ones. 
Includes 30 pre-printed behaviour stickers and 30 blank customisable ones. Buckets 
measure 9cm H and 11cm in diameter. Sticks measure 15cm L. 34 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 6734 

ages 3+

New
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New

Mixaroo™ 
Create your own huggable plush pal with Mixaroo. Developed in conjunction 
with paediatric therapy experts, Mixaroo encourages imaginative play and 
problem-solving. Using the 10 easy-stick hook-and-loop parts allows children to 
practise their fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. It’s also ideal to help 
children with Social Emotional Learning (SEL). 11 Piece Set 
EI-3620 

ages 2+

New

Vegetable Garden
Sow the seeds of learning through imaginative play at the vegetable garden. Plant your 
veggies and harvest a colourful crop while sparking early learning skills like sorting and 
speech development. Includes eight plush veggies and soil, reusable cardboard crate 
and Activity Guide. Largest component (tomato vine) measures 16cm H x 3cm W.  
10 Piece Set 
EI-3686 

ages 2+

Fruit Basket
It’s a beautiful day at the fruit garden. Harvest plush fruits including strawberries 
and bananas while sparking skills like speech development and social interaction. 
Includes 11 plush fruits, reusable cardboard basket and Activity Guide. Largest piece 
(pineapple) measures 18cm H x  7cm L. 13 Piece Set 
EI-3685 

ages 2+

New
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Puzzle Cards
Build preschool readiness, one piece at a time. These self-
correcting puzzles help young children develop early numeracy 
and literacy skills through play. Each puzzle features brightly 
coloured illustrations and numbers, letters, or simple words. 
Designed with littles ones in mind, each puzzle fits together in a 
unique way, so there’s only one correct answer per puzzle. This 
allows children to experiment and self-correct as they figure out 
the answers. Every Puzzle Cards set comes in a sturdy, reusable 
box for easy tidy-up and storage after playtime is finished. Puzzle 
sizes range from 10cm W  x 10cm H, to 18cm W x 8cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

ABC Puzzle Cards
Pieces measure 12.7 x 7.6cm. 26 Puzzles

LER 6085 

ages 3+

3-Letter Word Puzzle Cards
Pieces measure 10.1 x 10.1cm. 20 Puzzles

LER 6088 

ages 3+

Spelling Puzzle Cards
Pieces measure 14 x 10.1cm. 20 Puzzles

LER 6086 

ages 4+

Counting Puzzle Cards
Pieces measure 15.2 x 7.6cm. 25 Puzzles

LER 6087 

ages 3+

Puzzle Cards Bundle
Includes ABC Puzzle Cards, Counting Puzzle Cards and 3-Letter Word Puzzle Cards.  
71 Puzzles

LER 6090 

ages 3+

Upper & Lowercase 
Alphabet Puzzle Cards
Pieces measure 17.7 x 7.6cm. 26 Puzzles

LER 6089 

ages 4+

New
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Snap-n-Learn™ Letter Llamas
These adorable llamas help young children learn letter and colour 
recognition. Each snap-together llama features uppercase and lowercase 
letters on the sides of their saddles. Sized for little hands, the Snap-n-
Learn™ Letter Llamas pop apart and push back together with ease, helping 
little ones build hand strength, coordination, and other essential fine motor 
skills every time they play. Llamas measure 9cm H x 5cm L. 26 Piece Set 
LER 6713   

ages 18 months+

Learn-A-Lot Avocados
Help children identify and express their emotions with four pop-apart 
avocados featuring spinning emoji-style faces that change with every 
roll. They’re ideal for teaching kids to process their own emotions and 
empathise with others, two key principles of Social Emotional Learning 
(SEL). Plus, build colour and matching skills with the avocados' four 
colourful interiors. Set includes storage crate for easy tidy-up.  9 Piece Set 
LER 6806 

ages 18 months+

Snap-n-Learn™ Fruit Shapers
Compare oranges, apples, grapes, and a pineapple too! These colourful, tactile, 
pop-apart fruits introduce early colour and shape recognition skills to toddlers 
and preschoolers. Fruit have a soft PVC shell that pops apart to reveal a sturdy, 
hard plastic connector inside, each with a different shape. The set teaches colour 
identification, shape and colour matching, and helps develop fine motor skills. 
Includes 8 two-piece fruits: 1 orange, 1 pineapple, 2 apples, 2 bunches of grapes, 
and 2 pears in a reusable storage bucket. Orange measures 6cm H, and pineapple 
measures 9cm H. 16 Piece Set 
LER 6715   

ages 2+

New

New

New Sprouts® Pasta Time
Serve up easy peasy pretend fun with this play food set. It includes durable and 
easy to clean plates, forks, meatballs, ravioli, noodles and more that are ideal 
for pretend play opportunities for young chefs. Colander measures 18.5cm L x 
7cm H. 20 Piece Set 
LER 9746 

ages 2+

New

New
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Preschoolers can build their number sense with this all-new Playfoam set featuring eight 
colo red Playfoam bricks and 13 double-sided number cards. Little learners place squishy, 
squashy Playfoam pieces in the spaces indicated on each number card and begin to identify 
numerals  with their corresponding quantities.

THE NITTY-GRITTY:
• Includes eight bricks of Playfoam and 13 double

sided number/quantity cards

• Cards feature numbers 1-10 and an object with
the corresponding number of spaces; set also
includes three bonus cards

• Encourages one to one counting

• Builds on number learning in the Playfoam Shape
& Learn Numbers Set

• No-mess, non-stick Playfoam never dries out, so
the fun and learning never end

Shape & Learn Counting Set 
UPC: 0 8600201914 1 
EI-1914 | CPQ 4

Package dims 
Package type: Window box
Approx. Availability: September 2020
Country of Origin: Taiwan

Playfoam® 

AGES 3+

New
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Playfoam® Shape & Learn Counting 
Ideal for hands-on, tactile learning, children make shapes and build number sense 
with this Playfoam® set featuring 8 coloured Playfoam bricks, and 13 double-sided 
number cards. Little learners place squishy, squashy Playfoam pieces in the spaces 
shown on each number card to begin to identify numerals with their corresponding 
quantities. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-1914 

ages 3+

Playfoam® Pals™ Space Squad Galaxy Pack
There’s an intergalactic squadron of Pal collectables waiting to be discovered in 
Playfoam® Pals™ Space Squad Galaxy Pack. Pop open each pod to find star-studded 
Playfoam around a special Glow-in-the-Dark Playfoam core and uncover the 
surprise collectable alien Pal hiding inside. Four exclusive alien Pals are waiting to 
be discovered inside this multipack. Each multipack also includes three accessories 
and an exclusive moon rover. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-1958-A 

ages 5+

Playfoam® Pals™ Space Squad Counter Display
Astronauts and out-of-this-world collectable creatures are hiding inside Playfoam® 

Pals™ Space Squad. Each pod features a special Playfoam space mix with star-
shaped sequins, a core of mystery glow-in-the-dark Playfoam, and an adorable 
space pal to collect. Each also includes two mystery accessories, sticker sheet, 
collector’s guide and UFO or rocket ship base. Child-friendly Playfoam never dries 
out so the sculpting, squishing space fun never ends. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-1955 CDU of 8 

ages 5+
Playfoam® Build-A-
Snowman Counter 
Display
What’s the secret to making a 
snowman that never melts? Use 
Playfoam®! Shape your snowman 
and add all of the necessary 
accessories for your squishable, 
squashable frosty friend. Includes hat, scarf, carrot nose, arm branches, 2 eyes, 3 
buttons, and winter wonderland themed glittery white Playfoam. Comes in three 
different coloured accessory variations.   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
ESP-2251 UK CDU of 10 

ages 5+

NewNew

New Playfoam® Shape & Learn Letter Sounds
The fun, tactile way to learn and practise ABCs. Preschoolers use the 8 bricks of 
squishy, squashy Playfoam® to shape the letters of the alphabet on 13 double-sided 
letter cards. The illustration on each card incorporates an object that starts with 
that letter. As children shape each letter, they speak the name of the object and 
practise the sound each letter makes.   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-1915 

ages 3+

New
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Playfoam® Mermaid Magic 
Squish, squash, and sculpt extra-special creations with limited-edition 
Playfoam® colour combinations! Special shades of sea green, blue, and 
purple with silver seashell sequins are perfect for making a mermaid tail and 
other underwater wonders. Plus, Playfoam never dries out so the fantastical 
fun never ends. Make something magic today!   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-9730 - Pack of 12 

ages 3+

NewPlayfoam Pluffle™ Twist
The award-winning feelgood fluffy stuff now comes in a fun new twisted packaging 
design that’s sturdy and resealable. To use, flip the container and pour out the 
Playfoam Pluffle™. Then, give it a squish and watch its mesmerising slow-motion 
flowing action. Child-friendly Playfoam Pluffle is ideal for tactile play and fine motor 
skills development, and it never dries out, so the squishing fun never ends. Measures 
20cm H x 13cm W x 7cm D. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-1943 - Playfoam Puffle™ Twist Glow in the Dark 
EI-1944 - Playfoam Puffle™ Twist Black and White

 ages 3+

Playfoam® Putty
What do you get when you combine the feelgood squishy, squashy sculpting 
fun of Playfoam® with mind-bending popping putty? New Playfoam Putty is 
the fun, grabbable, squishable crackling stuff you won’t want to let go! See it, 
feel it, hear it, sculpt it – give it a squeeze and hear it crackle. Set includes four 
reusable cups of neon coloured Playfoam Putty and is ideal for developing 
creativity, social and communication skills, and fine motor skills. Each 
measures 6cm in diameter x 3cm H. 4 Pack 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-2050

 ages 3+

New

New

EI-1943

EI-1943

EI-1944
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PaperCraft Dolls Fashion Parade
Colour in your own paper dolls and stick them up on the wall to display your designs. Mix 
and match outfits and create your own adorable looks! This 24-page book includes 24 
dolls and over 200 colour-in stickers for hours of creative fun! Dolls stand 21cm tall. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-1553 

ages 3+

New

PaperCraft Dolls Sweet Boutique
Use the 100 colour-in clothes and 40 reusable fashion accessory stickers 
to style 3 double-sided dolls with stands. The packaging transforms into 
a boutique for your fashionable friends! Dolls stand 17cm tall. Boutique 
measures 17cm H x 22cm W when assembled. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-1551  

ages 3+

New
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PaperCraft Dolls
Enjoy hours of crafting, creative fun with the PaperCraft Dolls range. Paper dolls are ideal 
for practising fine motor skills as children colour and fit the dolls’ clothes. When the dolls are 
dressed up and ready, they can be used for storytelling and role play activities, or open-ended 
free play. Paper sticks for no-slip colouring and designing but won’t leave a sticky residue. 

New
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New

where the packaging 
is part of the playset

Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™  
Rescue Helicopter  
Young pilots learn the basics of construction and engineering while 
building fine motor skills with tools perfect for little hands. Snap together 
the helicopter pieces, use the power drill to attach the bolts and race into 
rescue-themed pretend play fun. Includes power drill, helicopter body 
with snap-together pieces, rescue bucket that lowers and lifts, 5 bolts, 
Bolt Buddy Pilot and rescue falcon pal. Helicopter measures 15cm H x 
16cm W x 22cm L. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, (not included).  
15 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4188

ages 3+

Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ Police Motorcycle  
Snap together the motorcycle pieces and use the power drill to fasten the colourful 
bolts. Now pop in the police officer Bolt Buddy and her police dog pal and enjoy 
hours of pretend play fun. Set includes power drill, motorcycle body, 5 snap-
together parts, 6 bolts, Bolt Buddy Police Officer, and police dog. Motorcycle 
measures 9cm H x 13cm W x 14cm L. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, (not included).  
19 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4190

ages 3+

New

Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ Fire Truck  
Use the real working power drill to assemble this action-packed fire engine set. 
Snap together the Fire Truck parts, drill in the bolts, and then get your Bolt Buddies 
ready to race to the rescue. This fun set includes a Fire Truck with extendable 
rotating ladder, drilling board that stows inside the truck, power drill with 2 drill bits, 
24 colourful bolts, 8 snap-on fire and water toppers, a fire hydrant, Bolt Buddy Fire 
Chief, Bolt Buddy Firefighter, and Dalmatian dog pal. Fire Truck measures 16cm H x 
18cm W x 33cm L. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, (not included). 50 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4189

ages 3+
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Gears! Gears! Gears!®  
Robots in Motion
Ratchet up construction play with geared robots that twist, turn and move! This 
116-piece robotics building set includes all-new special components for designing 
and building robots, cars, and machines that move and transform. Boost early 
engineering and other STEM skills with every build! Works with all Gears! Gears! 
Gears! products. 116 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 9228

ages 5+

New 

Design & Drill® ABCs & 123s 
Drill and learn numbers and letters with this take along learning centre. Ideal for 
preschoolers, it’s the fun way to practise fine motor skills, and learn early maths and 
literacy skills through fun construction play. Place an alphabet or number card onto 
the board and use the power drill and colourful bolts to recreate the letter or number. 
Set includes board, power drill, chunky Phillips screwdriver, 50 colourful bolts, 10 
double-sided number cards, and 26 alphabet cards featuring upper- and lowercase 
letters. Packaging doubles as a storage box and includes the alphabet for reference. 
Activity board measures 3cm H x 20cm W x 22cm L. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, (not 
included). 92 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4113 

ages 3+

New

Design & Drill® Marble Maze 
This fun STEM activity set is ideal for cause-and-effect learning through play. Mini 
makers choose a maze challenge card, create the maze design using the drill, 
bolts, and track pieces, drop in a marble and watch it go! Children can use the 10 
predesigned maze challenges or create their own. Track pieces vary in length and 
design, and offer lots of fun, open-ended, creative STEM play opportunities. Set 
includes maze board, 15 track pieces, 20 bolts, 2 legs, power drill, 10 double-
sided challenge cards, and 2 wall brackets. Maze board measures 30cm H x 25cm 
W x 5cm L. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, (not included). 54 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4105 

ages 5+

New

Design & Drill® Patterns & Shapes 
Drill and learn about colours, counting, grouping and patterning through fun 
creative play. Ideal for preschoolers, children use a mini power drill and chunky 
Phillips screwdriver to attach colourful bolts onto the board to create pictures 
and patterns. Children can use the set’s pattern cards to create colourful designs 
or design their own clever creations while building fine motor skills and hand-
eye coordination. Set includes design board, 10 pattern cards, power drill, mini 
screwdriver, 50 colourful bolts and guide. Activity board measures 3cm H x 20cm 
W x 22cm L. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, (not included). 61 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-4108 

ages 3+

New

EI-4108

EI-4105

EI-4113
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CONNECT
THE CIRCUITS

TO POWER
YOUR PLAY!

CIRCUIT-POWERED 
LIGHTS, SOUND 
AND MOTION!

Circuit Explorer® 
Construction play meets electrical engineering with this snap-together building system. Line up 
the circuitry on the over-sized pieces and snap them together to build a fully powered, large-scale 
space-themed world. Circuit Explorer is a simple building set that lets kids build realistic-looking 
3D toys that light up and move! Follow the easy instructions to build a Rocket with light-up Nose 
Cone and Nozzles, Space Rover with light-up headlights, and Landing Pad with colour changing 
light effects, or connect the pieces your way to make out-of-this-world custom, light-up, builds. 
Then launch into hours of screen-free, pretend-play fun with the included astronaut and robot 
figures. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  WARNING: This toy produces flashes that may trigger 
epilepsy in sensitized individuals. 
EI-4200 Circuit Explorer® Rocket Assembled Rocket measures 22cm H x 4cm W.
Requires 9 AAA batteries (not included). 
 
EI-4201 Circuit Explorer® Rover Assembled Rover measures 6cm H x 19cm L.
Requires 9 AAA batteries (not included).
 
EI-4202 Circuit Explorer® Deluxe Base Station Assembled Space Station measures 29cm H x 
69cm W. Requires 15 AAA batteries (not included). 

ages 6+

New

EI-4200

EI-4201

EI-4202
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Coding Critters™ Go-Pets
Get ready for a twisting, turning coding journey with the Coding Critters™ Go-Pets. These 
motorised pets know how to follow black line paths towards all kinds of adventures. Children 
follow along with their full-colour coding activity books as they master coding and STEM skills 
such as counting and ordinal numbers, sequential thought, and computational thinking. Each 
set includes a Go-Pet, Coding Puzzle Tiles, Coding Activity Book, Quick Start Guide and 4 x LR44 
batteries (included). Go-Pets measure 5cm H x 8cm L. 14 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  

 ages 4+

New

Go-Pets:  
Scrambles the Fox
LER 3097 

Go-Pets:  
Dipper the Narwhal
LER 3099

Go-Pets:  
Dart the Chameleon
LER 3098

Includes storybook with activities! Includes storybook with activities! 

Pet Poppers: 
Zing the Dog 
LER 3094

Pet Poppers: 
Pepper the Cat 
LER 3095

Pet Poppers: 
Ripper the Dino 
LER 3096

Pet Poppers: 
Dash the Bunny 
LER 3084

Coding Critters™ Pet Poppers
Meet the Pet Poppers, the quick-moving 
Coding Critters pals. These fun pets introduce 
preschoolers to STEM concepts through the 
challenges found in their full-colour activity 
storybooks. As children launch the Pet Poppers 
into their world, they’ll learn about force and 
motion, angles, logic, trial and error, and 
problem-solving. Pet Popper launcher house 
measures 4cm H x 6cm W x 8cm L. 4 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  

ages 4+

New
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New Botley® the Coding Robot Facemask 4-Pack 
Dress up Botley or Botley 2.0 with this set of 4 facemasks in vibrant colours. Ideal for use in 
classrooms for multiple Botleys or at home to personalise your coding robot. Facemasks with 
assembled arms measure 10cm L x 10cm W x 7cm H. 12 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 2953 

ages 5+

Botley® the Coding Robot Costume Party Kit 
Get ready for a costume party with your Botley or Botley 2.0. This fun 13-piece set 
includes funky glasses, cool hats, and fun arms. Pieces store in a Botley-shaped 
storage case. Glasses measure 4.5cm H x 9.5cm L. 13 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 2956 

ages 5+

New 

Botley® 2.0 Color Wraps 
Add a pop of colour to your Botley 2.0 with this set of 2 facemasks with removable arms, and 2 remote 
programmer covers. Remote cover measures 11cm W x 8cm L x 3cm H. 4 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 2954 Red & Silver  
LER 2955 Purple 

ages 5+

New Accessorise your 
Botley® or Botley® 2.0  

Use these fun accessories to 
personalise your Botley® or 

Botley® 2.0 at home or in the 
classroom during coding lessons 

and challenges. 
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GeoSafari® Jr. KidScope™ 

A fun introduction to slide microscopes and STEM learning for curious young 
scientists, the KidsScope offers kid-friendly magnification and printed slides 
that provide a successful viewing experience every time. The KidScope 
includes 60 printed, magnified images on 15 easy-to-use slides. Children can 
also place their own specimens directly onto the viewing stage and take a 
closer look through the microscope’s 3x magnification. The KidsScope has 
a dual eyepiece so children can view using both eyes, a chunky focus knob 
that’s easy for little hands to turn, an LED light to illuminate the slides, and a 
slide storage drawer. KidsScope measures 15cm H x 21cm W x 23cm L. Slides 
measure approx. 13cm in diameter. Requires 3 AAA batteries, (not included). 
16 Piece Set 
EI -5117   

ages 5+

New
GeoSafari® Stereoscope
The double lenses on the GeoSafari Stereoscope provide a three dimensional 
view of opaque objects—plus, it’s easy to use! Place one of 12 included rock 
samples—or any found object—on the stage. Then turn on the light, choose 
from 10x or 20x magnification, and use the focus knob to bring your object into 
crystal clear view. Battery-powered, the Stereoscope is perfectly portable for 
exploration on the go. Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-5303  

ages 8+

New 

GeoSafari® Jr. Talking Wildlife 
Camera™

Go on a learning safari with GeoSafari® Jr. and wildlife 
TV presenter, Robert Irwin. This toy camera comes 
with 130 built-in high-resolution wildlife images that 
guarantee a successful viewing experience every 
time. The Talking Wildlife Camera includes 130 
built-in HD images and 2 modes of play that feature 
over 120 fun facts and 120 quiz questions! Camera 
measures approx. 19cm L x 22cm W. Tripod measures 
approx. 15cm H x 20cm W. Requires 3 AAA batteries 
(not included). Note: camera does not take pictures. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-8808  

ages 4+

New 

Features the voice 
of wildlife warrior 

Robert Irwin
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NewGeoSafari® Fossil Excavation Kit
Excavate fossils just like a real palaeontologist! Use the archaeology tools to dig 
into the hardened sand block and unearth the 8 different fossils buried inside. 
Now, clean them up and use the magnifying glass to examine the specimens up 
close. This engaging science project provides hands-on experience with science 
tools and is a fun introduction to palaeontology. The set includes a hardened sand 
block with 8 real fossils inside, rock hammer, chisel, brush, and magnifying glass. 
Fossil sizes and appearance may vary. Excavation tools have sharp points. Sand 
block measures 4cm H x 15cm W x 10cm L.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-5340 

ages 5+

World of Gemstones Dig Kit 
Young geologists will unearth gemstones and learn about the different 
cultures around the world where the gemstones are found. Dig out a real 
amethyst, red jasper, jade and more – there are 8 waiting to be found! Then 
turn the reusable packaging into a World Culture display box. The kit includes 
everything needed to complete the activities and comes with a Career & Lab 
Guide (English only). Gemstones may vary in size and appearance. Excavation 
tools have sharp points. 12 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93419  

ages 8+

New 

Owl Pellet Mystery Science Lab Kit 
Children dissect real owl pellets to identify what animals an owl eats based on 
the skeletons they find. Perfect for a budding young zoologist, biologist, or 
veterinarian, this kit has a fact-filled Career & Lab Guide (English only) and all 
items needed to do 10 hands-on learning activities. 
8 Piece Set. Warning: Contains owl pellets.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

90738  

ages 8+

New 

Dig & Display Fossil Kit 
When children dig in and excavate the real fossils in this kit, they’ll learn about 
the evolution of plants and animals that lived on Earth millions of years ago. 
Unearth the 8 included fossils and then turn the reusable packaging into a 
display case to show off the specimens. The kit has everything a child needs 
to complete the activities and comes with a Career & Lab Guide (English only). 
Fossils may vary in size and appearance. Excavation tools have sharp points.  
12 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93418  

ages 8+

New 
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New 

Magnet Force Science Lab Kit 
Through 9 repeatable experiments, children learn about magnetic force, 
levitation, and attraction as they race magnetic cars, and build a magnetic train. 
The kit introduces children to different magnet-related STEM careers including 
electrical engineer, medical technician, and particle physicist. It has all the 
items needed to engage in the kit’s experiments, and a fact-filled Career & Lab 
Guide (English only) to inspire young learners. 19 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

90740 

ages 8+

New 

Chemistry with a Bang! Science Lab Kit 
This set’s 22 activities give children an introduction to STEM careers with a 
big bang including volcanologist, pyrotechnician and firefighter. It includes 
all young scientists need to cover explosive geysers, sparklers, lava lamps, 
chemical reactions, and the sound of thunder, and comes with a fact-filled 
Career & Lab Guide (English only).  
47 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93423 

ages 8+

New 
H20hhh! Water Science Lab Kit 
This kit’s 23 repeatable water-themed activities let kids investigate STEM-related 
career options including marine biology, hydraulic engineering, and climate 
change analyst. The kit has all the equipment children need to do the repeatable 
experiments in their own home laboratory, and comes with a fact-filled Career & 
Lab Guide (English only). 36 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93414 

ages 8+

Take Flight Science Lab Kit 
With this kit, children learn about the importance of wind speed, predicting 
the weather, and building and launching different types of rockets. Through 
18 fun activities, children are introduced to air-related careers including 
propulsion engineer, meteorologist, and astronomer. The kit includes all the 
components needed to complete the experiments and has a Career & Lab 
Guide (English only). 47 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93422 

ages 8+

New 
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Beaker Creatures® Monstersglows - 5 Pack
Meet the glowing, ghoulish Monsterglows! Drop their bubbling pods in water 
to reveal one of eight all-new Beaker Creatures! Includes mini-posters with real 
science experiments! 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
LER 3833 

ages 5+

New Beaker Creatures® Monsterglow Lab
The latest crazy, wacky lab set from Beaker Creatures helps kids uncover the 
secrets behind the glow with experiments inspired by biology and chemistry. 
Includes a full-colour experiment booklet that encourages observation and 
cause-and-effect learning, glow-in-the-dark components, and two pods each 
containing a collectable Monsterglows creature. 13 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
LER 3838   

ages 5+

New

Kick-off to Chemisty Science Lab Kit 
Through activities about acids and bases, testing pH, and observing chemical 
reactions, children are introduced to chemistry-related STEM careers, 
including pharmacist, chemical engineer and flavourist. To inspire young 
scientists, this set includes a fact-filled Career & Lab Guide (English only).  
62 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93425 

ages 8+

New New Candy Creations Science Lab Kit 
Get a taste for sweet science with this innovative candy chemistry kit that 
introduces children to food-related STEM careers such as food technology. 
The 20 hands-on activities including making marshmallows and hard candy, 
cover STEM aspects such as measuring ingredients and creating chemical 
reactions. The kit includes all the preparation equipment needed to do the 
activities and uses common household ingredients. The kit also includes a 
Career & Lab Guide (English only). 43 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
93424

ages 8+
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Mindful Maze Set
Mindful Maze Boards are an easy-to-use, hands-on way to help children develop 
self-management skills through guided breathing exercises. Each board features two 
tactile designs. Children use their index fingers to trace along a design and follow 
the breathing pattern. There are 6 patterns from which to choose including Rainbow 
Breath, Square Breath, and Star Breath. These fun, colourful, tactile boards encourage 
children to experiment and find their favourite. The set has 3 double-sided boards and 
a Getting Started Guide. Boards measure approximately 18cm square. 3 Piece Set 
93247 

ages 3+

NewColorMix Sensory Tubes
Help children practise managing their emotions with this mesmerising set of 
colourful tubes. Shake a tube to mix the colours, and then watch as they slowly 
separate back into their original colours. Tubes are securely sealed, and the square-
end caps mean children can use them vertically and horizontally. Tubes measure 
20cm H x 4.5cm W. Includes Getting Started Guide. 3 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
93386 

ages 3+

New

Big Feelings Pineapple™

This pineapple is ready to show some emotions! Help children explore and learn 
about emotions and expressions using this tropical friend’s changeable mouths, 
eyes, eyebrows, and hands. It’s a fun, hands-on way to help children learn to 
recognise expressions and emotions in themselves and others. Set includes a guide 
with tips for introducing social emotional learning (SEL). Assembled pineapple 
measures 16cm H x 10cm W x 8cm L.  30 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
LER 6373   

ages 3+

Learn About Feelings Activity Set 
Help children build important social-emotional skills with this activity set that 
teaches them about feelings and emotions in themselves and others with 10 
engaging activities. Children match body postures and facial expressions, learn that 
emotions can look different on different people, and discuss how situations may 
cause an individual to feel a certain emotion. The set includes 2 question cubes, 
4 character cubes, 12 character cards, 18 situation cards, 1 poster and a Getting 
Started Guide. Cubes measure 4.5cm square, character cards measure 10cm L x 
10cm W. 38 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
92868   

ages 3+

New New
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Kanoodle® Cosmic
Critical thinking goes cosmic with this galactic game of strategy and 
reasoning. Choose a challenge, place the pieces shown, and try to solve  
the puzzle using the remaining pieces—including six asymmetrical shapes 
that fit four different ways! You’ll really have to use your noodle to solve  
this nebulous new take on our best-selling Kanoodle.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
EI-3037   

ages 7+

New

BrainBolt™ 
Follow the lights and see if your memory is up to the BrainBolt™ 
challenge. Watch, remember, and identify the lights that are new to the 
sequence. Perfect for solo play and ready for head-to-head mode with 
a friend, timed mode, or advanced mode for expert players. Requires 3 
AAA Batteries (included).  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
EI-8435 

ages 7+

New

Sensory Fidget Toy Kit
Eight toys are included in this kit created to help children deal with big emotions, 
calm their minds and bodies, reduce anxiety and stress, and practise quiet focus. 
Each hands-on fidget toy offers a unique experience and allows for independent play. 
Set includes 1 Sensory Fidget Tube*, 1 Globe Stress Ball, 1 Playfoam® Jumbo Pod*, 1 
Rainbow Coil Spring, 2 Marbleised Poppers, 2 Glow Sticks, 20 PopCubes®, 100 Link ‘n’ 
Learn® Links and Getting Started tips. *Colours/styles may vary. 127 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
93599 

ages 3+

New

Express Your Feelings Pocket Chart
Our best-selling Pocket Charts offer a convenient, visual way to help teachers and 
children organise and manage themselves. Every day students enter the classroom 
feeling slightly different. The Express Yourself Pocket Chart helps children identify 
their emotions and share them with their teachers in a safe way. The chart comes 
with 30 people craft sticks, 5 double-sided organisational cards, 5 emoji header 
cards, 12 emotion header cards, and 5 blank dry-erase cards. Chart measures 74cm H 
x 56cm W. 58 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
93385 

ages 3+

New
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Jumbo Sand Timers
Watch time pass with these colourful Jumbo Sand Timers, designed for use 
anywhere children need help managing time. The colourful, squared-off, 
soft rubber end caps provide increased durability, and allow for quiet 
pausing of the timer. (Note: Jumbo Sand Timers are not precision timing 
devices.) Timer measures 18cm H. 
93066 Jumbo Sand Timer (1-Minute) 
93067 Jumbo Sand Timer (2-Minute) 
93068 Jumbo Sand Timer (5-Minute) 
93069 Jumbo Sand Timer (10-Minute) 
93070 Jumbo Sand Timer Bundle: Includes 1-Minute, 2-Minute, 5-Minute 
and 10-Minute timers 

ages 3+

New

Motivate kids 
with a visual 
measurement 

of time

Rubber end caps 
provide long term 

durability 

Dice Poppers!
The quick easy way to roll dice, Dice Poppers! are ready for use with games, 
activity sets and more. Ideal for use at home or in the classroom. Includes two 
poppers with dot and numeral dice. Dice poppers measures 8.5cm in diameter x 
5cm deep. Set of 2 
LER 3766 

ages 3+

New
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Kids Face Masks*
These fun, bright reusable face masks for kids are comfy and cute. Designed for 
young children, they’re made from double layer, ultra-soft fabric with stretchy elastic 
ear straps to help prevent masks from falling off or sagging. Masks are washable 
and reusable – use them again and again. Each mask measures 15cm L x 12cm H. 
Set includes getting started guide. Note: This product is not a toy. Use under adult 
supervision.
 
EI-8950 The Sneaky Snacky Squirrel Kids Face Mask 3 Piece Set 
EI-8951 Dinosaur, Tiger, Shark Kids Face Mask 3 Piece Set 
EI-8952 Puppy, Kitty, Fox Kids Face Mask 3 Piece Set 

ages 3+

Children's Face Shields* (Set of 5)
Designed to fit young children, these wraparound visors shield a child’s face, nose, and 
mouth from direct contact with droplets in the air and liquid splashes. The headpiece is 
comfortable to wear and the elastic band helps each visor fit snugly and stay in place. 
Each visor is made from lightweight clear material so others can see the wearer’s facial 
expressions and lip movements. Face shields come in one size and fit most children 
aged 3-7. This set of five features fun, colourful designs on the headbands. Each shield 
measures 25cm W x 16cm H. Note: This product is not a toy. Use under adult supervision. 
5 Piece Set  
LER 4363 

ages 3-7

*Disclaimer: Face coverings provide protection but are not a substitute for medical grade face coverings. 
Face coverings are not intended for use in a medical setting. No warranties, either express or implied, that 
the face coverings prevent infection or the transmission of viruses or diseases. Products make no claims of 
antimicrobial protection, antiviral protection, particulate filtration, or infection prevention or reduction. This 
mask should not be placed on young children under the age of 3, anyone who has trouble breathing, or is 
unconscious, incapacitated or other unable to remove the mask without help.

New

New
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20-Second Handwashing Timer
Clean hands help everyone stay healthy. Encourage this hygiene habit 
in the classroom and home with the 20-Second Handwashing Timer. 
Light and sound let you know when to start and stop scrubbing. Tap 
the bubbles to activate the timer. When it lights up, start scrubbing 
your hands. The timer stays lit for 23 seconds which is enough time to 
get ready and scrub for the recommended 20 seconds. A small beep 
lets you know it’s time to finish washing. The timer measures 9cm in 
diameter. 1 Piece 
LER 4361 

ages 3+

New

Healthy Hands Pocket Chart
This handy pocket chart helps teachers encourage and manage healthy hygiene habits in the 
classroom. It comes with 36 name cards, 30 handwashing cards and 30 desk cleaning cards to 
help everyone remember to clean their desks and wash their hands regularly. The nylon chart 
with grommets measures 56cm W x 76cm H. 97 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 4364   

New

Social Distance Discs!
Keep classrooms healthy. Use this set of colourful foam discs and the 
measuring cord to help students stay a safe distance apart. Simply 
stretch the cord to the required social distancing length and place a 
disc at either end to show students where to stand. Then do the same 
with the remaining discs. Set includes 30 foam discs in five colours 
(blue, red, green, yellow, and purple) which are durable and washable. 
Cord measures approx. 2m L, discs measure 25cm in diameter.  
30 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 4360   

ages 3+

New

Mesh Washing Bags
Hygienically clean washable toys and classroom essentials with this set of five durable polyester 
mesh bags. Each bag can be filled with toys and placed in a bucket or tub for easy cleaning. Bags 
can be dipped in a bucket of bleach water or placed on the top rack of a dishwasher. (Please note 
bags are not suitable for use in a washing machine.) Set of five bags feature bead and pull cord 
closure, and measure 35cm L x 30cm W. 5 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 4365 

New

LER 4364
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Stay safe, Stay safe, 
Stay healthy!Stay healthy!
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Handwashing Reminder Decals
Place these removable vinyl decals on or near frequently touched items and 
surfaces to encourage healthy hygiene habits. These decals adhere to most 
flat, smooth, clean surfaces and can be used over and over again. Ideal for 
use in the classroom, home, or office. Set includes 60 decals of various sizes 
ranging from approximately 2cm in diameter, to 14cm in diameter  
60 Piece Set 
93709 

New

Social Distancing Floor Decals
Made from durable, waterproof vinyl material, these floor decals can be used indoors or outdoors 
to direct foot traffic and act as a reminder to stand apart. All decals products come with an 
instruction sheet. 
 
93732 Dashes Includes 10 bright orange dash decals. Dashes measure 30cm L x 5cm W. 
93733 Arrows Includes 10 arrows in two colours (orange and blue). Arrows measure 30cm L. 
93735 Footprints Includes 8 pairs of 20cm Footprints in four colours. 

New

9373593732 93733

93733

Create-A-Space™ Sanitizer Station
Organise your classroom hygiene supplies with Create-A-Space™ Sanitizer Station, 
inspired by our popular Create-A-Space organisers. Ideal for the classroom, home 
or office, the removable plastic trays hold sanitisers and disinfectant wipes. The 
easy grip handle means the station can be moved with ease to wherever it’s needed. 
The four-piece set includes one easy-grip handle and three removable trays. When 
assembled, trays measure 22cm L x 15cm W x 10cm H. Handle measures 18cm H. 
4 Piece Set 
LER 4362 

New

ages 3+
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Snap-n-Learn™ Matching Dinos
A snappy way to grasp colours and build fine motor skills during mix and match 
play! Set features 3 each of (two-piece) dinosaurs: Brachiosaurus, Stegosaurus and 
Triceratops, in a clear bucket. 18 Piece Set 
LER 6708 

ages 18 months+

Snap-n-Learn™ Counting Sheep 
A woolly, wonderful addition to our popular Snap-n-Learn™ line. Count your 
way to new number and colour skills with this set of 10 sheep numbered 1-10. 
Each sheep has a brightly coloured removable fleece. Match the coloured 
fleece number to the dots on each sheep’s back to learn about numbers and 
counting. Each sheep measures 9cm H. 20 Piece Set 
LER 6712 

ages 18 months+

New

New

Snap-n-Learn™ Fruit Shapers
Compare oranges, apples, grapes, and a pineapple too! These colourful, 
tactile, pop-apart fruits introduce early colour and shape recognition skills 
to toddlers and preschoolers. Fruit have a soft PVC shell that pops apart to 
reveal a sturdy, hard plastic connector inside, each with a different shape. 
The set teaches colour identification, shape and colour matching, and 
helps develop fine motor skills. Includes 8 two-piece fruits: 1 orange, 1 
pineapple, 2 apples, 2 bunches of grapes, and 2 pears in a reusable storage 
bucket. Orange measures 6cm H, and pineapple measures 9cm H. 16 Piece 
Set 
LER 6715   

ages 2+

Snap-n-Learn™ Letter Llamas
These adorable llamas help young children learn letter and colour 
recognition. Each snap-together llama features uppercase and lowercase 
letters on the sides of their saddles. Sized for little hands, the Snap-n-
Learn™ Letter Llamas pop apart and push back together with ease, helping 
little ones build hand strength, coordination, and other essential fine motor 
skills every time they play. Llamas measure 9cm H x 5cm L. 26 Piece Set 
LER 6713   

ages 18 months+
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Snap-n-Learn™ Stacking Whales
Children count, stack and balance their way to skill-building fun with the Snap-n-
Learn Stacking Whales. Snap open the five large two-piece whales to reveal the baby 
whales nested inside. Children will build fine motor skills through hands-on stacking 
and balancing play. They will develop early sequencing skills with the help of the 
numbers on the baby whales, matching words and dots to the larger whales. Whales 
come in five colours red, orange, green, blue, and purple and are printed with the 
numbers 1-5 as words, digits, and countable shapes. Parent whales measure 9cm L x 
5.5cm H. Baby whales measure 5.5cm L x 3cm H. 15 Piece Set 
LER 6709 

ages 2+

Features two-piece parent 
whale with a baby nested inside

Snap-n-Learn™ ABC Elephants
Children learn their letters during imaginative play sessions with Snap-n-Learn 
ABC Elephants. Printed with every letter of the alphabet, these 26 colourful 
elephants snap-together trunk-to-tail making learning language skills easy and fun.  
Elephants come in five vibrant colours red, orange, green, blue, and purple and 
their easy-to-grab plastic construction makes it simple for little hands to develop 
fine motor skills during each engaging play session. Elephants measure 7cm L x 
3cm H. 26 Piece Set  
LER 6710 

ages 2+
34
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Snap-n-Learn™ Rainbow Owls  
Introduce early colour, shape and number recognition skills with this set of 
10 friendly 2-piece Owls in 10 vivid shades from red to purple. Children will 
build fine motor skils by snapping apart and putting together the mix-and-
match Owls. Owls measure 6cm H x 5cm W. 20 Piece Set 
LER 6711 

ages 18 months+

Snap-n-Learn™ Alphabet Alligators
Matching uppercase and lowercase letters is a snap with these two piece 
alligators! Each colour-coded alligator is marked with letters on the head and tail. 
Includes 13 each of heads and tails, marked on both sides. Measure 10cm L.  
26 Piece Set 
LER 6704 

ages 18 months+
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Snap-n-Learn™ Number Turtles
These colourful turtles are ready to teach numbers, shapes and colours! Match the 
numbered patterns (1– 5) on the mummy turtle’s shell with her corresponding baby 
turtle and watch as number and shape recognition snap into place. Baby Turtle 
fits under the Mummy Turtle’s shell for hide-n-seek learning fun. Mummy Turtle 
measures 11cm L x 4cm H.  15 Piece Set 
LER 6706 

ages 18 months+

Snap-n-Learn™ Counting Elephants
Link them up from trunk to tail! Sequence the elephants by number, colour 
or size. Includes five small and five large elephants. Large elephants measure 
11cm L. 10 Piece Set
LER 6703 

ages 2+

Snap-n-Learn™ Counting Cows
Snap up counting (1 to 10), number and colour identification skills! These 
tactile cows feature numbers on their front with corresponding spots on 
their back, they're also colour coordinated! Completed cow measures 
H.9.5cm L x 4.5cm W x 5cm H.  20 Piece Set 
LER 6707 

 ages 18 months+

Snap-n-Learn™ Rhyming Pups
Colourful puppy friends snap together and pull apart to make rhyming 
words. Set includes ten heads and ten tails that can be mixed and 
matched to make over 55 rhyming words. Each pup measures 11.5cm L 
x 5cm H. 20 Piece Set 
LER 6705 

ages 3+
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Smart Snacks® Shape Sorting Cupcakes
A delicious way to develop shape and colour identification. Fix the cupcakes 
together by matching the shapes of the top and bottom halves, then match them 
to the correct shape in the tin. Assembled cupcakes measure 5cm H, tin measures 
20cm L x 15cm W. 17 Piece Set 
LER 7347 

ages 18 months+

Smart Snacks® Alpha Pops™

Pop together these fun lollipops to match uppercase and lowercase letters. Also 
great for fine motor skills and imaginative play! Colour-coded for self-checking,  
lollipops feature a different letter on each side and measure 10cm H x 3cm W.  
26 Piece Set 
LER 7345 

ages 2+

Smart Snacks® ABC Lacing Sweets™

This colourful bead set will keep children’s attention as they learn their ABCs. 
Consonants come in five colours and vowels are all in red for easy recognition. 
Feature lowercase on one side and uppercase on the other. A “sweet jar”, two 
laces and scoop are included. Sweets measure 4.5cm in diameter and are 1cm 
thick with a hole for lacing. 31 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 years. 
LER 7204 

ages 3+

Smart Snacks® Stack & Count Layer Cake™ 

This stackable cake makes early maths a party! Each of the ten layers features 
countable decorations and a different coloured numeral to support number 
recognition, number sense and sequencing. Colour-coded layers introduce odd 
and even numbers. Stands 55cm H when stacked. 10 Piece Set 
LER 7312 

ages 18 months+

Smart Snacks® Number Pops™ 

Pop the numbered shell over the ice cream with the matching number of dots. 
Great for colour matching too! Includes ten pops and ten matching shells. Ice 
cream pops measure 5cm W x 10.5cm H 20 Piece Set 
LER 7344 

ages I8 months+

Smart Snacks® Counting Cookies™ 

This attractive plastic cookie jar stores 11 (0-10) freshly designed chocolate chip 
cookies to help with early counting skills. Cookies measure 4.5cm diameter.  
13 Piece Set 
LER 7348 

ages 18 months+
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Smart Splash® Number Fun Ducks
Count on these friendly 9cm ducks for number fun! Ducks have dots on 
their backs and the matching numbers on their bellies (odd in blue, even in 
orange). Includes mesh storage bag. 10 Piece Set 
LER 7301 

 ages 18 months+

Smart Splash® Shape Shell Turtles
Vibrant 9cm turtles teach shapes and colours with removable shells that include 
moon, star, cross, circle, square, rectangle, triangle and oval shapes. Includes 
mesh storage bag. Set of 8 
LER 7303 

ages 2+

Fruit Basket
It’s a beautiful day at the fruit garden. Harvest plush fruits including strawberries 
and bananas while sparking skills like speech development and social interaction. 
Includes 11 plush fruits, reusable cardboard basket and Activity Guide. Largest piece 
(pineapple) measures 18cm H x  7cm L. 13 Piece Set 
EI-3685 

ages 2+

Vegetable Garden
Sow the seeds of learning through imaginative play at the vegetable garden. 
Plant your veggies and harvest a colourful crop while sparking early learning 
skills like sorting and speech development. Includes eight plush veggies and 
soil, reusable cardboard crate and Activity Guide. Largest component (tomato 
vine) measures 16cm H x 3cm W.  
10 Piece Set 
EI-3686 

ages 2+
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Jumbo Reptiles & Amphibians
These colourful jumbo creatures love to encourage 
adventurous play and early vocabulary skills! Perfect for small 
hands, the set includes realistically detailed gecko, tree frog, 
tortoise, iguana, snake (measuring 91cms L) and fun factual 
guide. Made of durable, wipeable plastic. 5 Piece Set 

  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0838 

ages 3+

Jumbo Dinosaurs Set 1
Brachiosaurus measures 25cm L x 24cm H. 5 Piece Set 
LER 0786 

ages 3+
Jumbo Dinosaurs Set 2
Largest dinosaur (Apatosaurus) measures 33cm L x 16.5cm H.
5 Piece Set. 
LER 0837 

ages 3+
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Jumbo Ocean Animals
Whale measures 30cm L x 8.5cm H.  6 Piece Set
LER 0696 

ages 3+

Jumbo Insects
Butterfly measures 20cm W x 13cm H. 7 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0789 

ages 3+

Jumbo Jungle Animals
Giraffe measures 20cm L x 38cm H.  5 Piece Set 
LER 0693               

ages 18 months+
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Jumbo Pets
Dog measures 20cm L x 15cm H. 6 Piece Set 
LER 0688 

ages 2+

Jumbo Forest Animals
Moose measures 22cm L x 19cm H. 5 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0787 

ages 3+

Jumbo Zoo Animals
Hippo measures 19.5cm x 10cm H. 5 Piece Set 
LER 0788 

ages 18 months+
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Jumbo Jungle Animals - Mommas and 
Babies
Bring imaginative play to life with these friendly jungle animal families 
Largest animal (mummy elephant) measures 30.5cm L. 6 Piece Set
LER 0839               

ages 18 months+

Jumbo Farm Animals
Horse measures 25cm L x 19cm H. 7 Piece Set
LER 0694               

ages 18 months+

Jumbo Dinosaurs - Mommas and Babies
Largest animal (Brachiosaurus) measures 28cm L x 25cm H. 6 Piece Set
LER 0836               

ages 3+

Jumbo Farm Animals - Mommas and Babies
Largest animal (cow) measures 19cm L x 11.5cm H.  8 Piece Set
LER 0835               

ages 18 months+
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Puzzle Cards
Build preschool readiness, one piece at a time. These self-correcting puzzles help young children develop early numeracy and literacy skills through play. Each puzzle features brightly coloured 
illustrations and numbers, letters, or simple words. Designed with littles ones in mind, each puzzle fits together in a unique way, so there’s only one correct answer per puzzle. This allows children 
to experiment and self-correct as they figure out the answers. Every Puzzle Cards set comes in a sturdy, reusable box for easy tidy-up and storage after playtime is finished. Puzzle sizes range from 
10cm W  x 10cm H, to 18cm W x 8cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

Counting Puzzle Cards
Pieces measure 15.2 x 7.6cm. 25 Puzzles

LER 6087 

ages 3+

3-Letter Word Puzzle Cards
Pieces measure 10.1 x 10.1cm. 20 Puzzles

LER 6088 

ages 3+

ABC Puzzle Cards
Pieces measure 12.7 x 7.6cm. 26 Puzzles

LER 6085 

ages 3+

Upper & Lowercase 
Alphabet Puzzle Cards
Pieces measure 17.7 x 7.6cm. 26 Puzzles

LER 6089 

ages 4+

Puzzle Cards Bundle
Includes ABC Puzzle Cards, Counting Puzzle Cards 
and 3-Letter Word Puzzle Cards.  
71 Puzzles

LER 6090 

ages 3+

Spelling Puzzle Cards
Pieces measure 14 x 10.1cm. 20 Puzzles

LER 6086 

ages 4+
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NewMixaroo™ 
Create your own huggable plush pal with Mixaroo. Developed in 
conjunction with paediatric therapy experts, Mixaroo encourages 
imaginative play and problem-solving. Using the 10 easy-stick 
hook-and-loop parts allows children to practise their fine motor skills 
and hand-eye coordination. It’s also ideal to help children with Social 
Emotional Learning (SEL). 11 Piece Set 
EI-3620 

ages 2+
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Serving Shapes Tea Set
With cups and saucers from one to five, counting skills come alive with Serving 
Shapes Tea Set. This colourful tea set helps children learn fundamental skills 
including number and shape recognition, sorting, and sequencing skills. Children 
can also practise matching skills by pairing the shaped pegs on each saucer with the 
corresponding holes on each cup. All cups and saucers fit in the teapot for simple 
storage. 11-piece set includes: teapot, five teacups and five saucers. Tea pot measures 
13cm H x 20cm W. 11 Piece Set 

LER 7740 

ages 2+

Count & Color Choo Choo™

Send number, colour and shape recognition skills chugging down the tracks with 
the Count & Color Choo Choo. Driven by a friendly conductor figure, each of the five 
numbered train trucks holds a cargo of a matching quantity of blocks. Children can 
sort the blocks by shape and colour, count up the total number found in the train, or 
build fine motor skills while building towers and loading them back into their correct 
train trucks. Train set includes train driver, train engine, 4 trucks and 14 blocks. Train 
measures approx. 40cm L when complete. 21 Piece Set

LER 7742 

ages 2+

Peekaboo Learning Farm
Learn counting and colours with farmyard friends. Pop open this set’s colourful 
numbered barns to find the adorable animal finger puppet inside. Kids learn new skills 
including sorting while building their imaginations as they play peekaboo, pretend 
and more. Set contains 5 barns and 5 finger puppets. Each two-piece barn measures 
7cm L x 6cm W.  
LER 6805

ages 18 months+

New Sorting Surprise Pirate Treasure 
Ahoy there matey, unlock early learning skills and find a treasure! Each 
of the five numbered treasure chests has its own unique shaped key that 
unlocks a pirate-themed surprise. Set also includes coin counters that add 
to the matching, sorting and counting fun.  30 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 6808   

ages 3+
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AlphaBee™

Letter, number and shape recognition is easy with AlphaBee™. This friendly bumblebee carrying case 
opens to reveal a three-in-one learning activity set that’s perfect for learning on the go. 40 colourful, 
double-sided tiles printed with letters, numbers, and shapes fit snugly into place, helping children 
build fine motor skills while also developing familiarity with the alphabet and more. Children can 
spell simple words like “dog” or “cat,” or pair the number of sides of a shape with the corresponding 
number. Plastic bee case measures 26.5cm W x 26cm H. 44 Piece Set 
LER 3787 

ages 2+

Good Job Reward Chart
Help children develop, track, and earn rewards for their responsibilities and good 
behaviour with the Good Job Reward Chart. This customisable magnetic chart 
features magnetic tiles corresponding to common household tasks such as ‘Make the 
Bed’ and ‘Do Homework’. After setting their routine or goals, children and parents 
can track daily progress with the set’s positive accomplishment magnets.  
Set also includes six blank magnets for customisation. Reward chart measures 
34.5cm W x 29.5cm H. 91 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs

LER 9580 

ages 3+

Wise Owl Teaching Bank
Learn lessons in budgeting and goal setting with removable “Spend,” “Save,” and 
“Share” compartments, or drop a coin in the randomiser and let the owl decide. This 
Wise Owl encourages children to think about their money from an early age. Includes 
Activity guide. Measures 22.5cm W x 21cm H x 7cm D. 4 Piece Set  
LER 9582 

ages 3+
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Hide & Seek Learning Treehouse
Children can search for their furry forest friends with the Hide & Seek Learning Tree. 
Shaped like a big tree, this engaging educational activity set helps children build 
fine motor skills, number, colour, and shape recognition, and matching and sorting 
skills. Play games of hide and seek with the five friendly animals hidden behind each 
numbered door, challenge children to match the included apples with the door that 
matches their corresponding colour, number, or shape, or simply slide the apples 
down the secret chute for surprise play. Treehouse measures 30cm W x 26cm H x 
10cm D. 7 Piece Set

LER 7741 

ages 2+

Good Behaviour Buckets
Good Behaviour Buckets are a visual way to help young children build social 
awareness and emotion self-management skills in the classroom or at home. The 
set includes 2 behaviour buckets, each with an emoji showing happy or sad, and 
30 colourful dipper sticks in 6 shapes. Use the suns, hearts, and stars for good 
behaviour, and the clouds, lightning bolts, and raindrops for challenging ones. 
Includes 30 pre-printed behaviour stickers and 30 blank customisable ones. Buckets 
measure 9cm H and 11cm in diameter. Sticks measure 15cm L. 34 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 6734 

ages 3+

New
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Pieces  Pieces  
store insidestore inside

ABC Party Cupcake Toppers
Turn learning the alphabet into a sweet-filled party! This set of 6 two-piece cupcakes 
with 26 alphabet toppers and 26 vocabulary toppers will help children to learn the 
alphabet, make simple words, and work on early language skills. All toppers store 
inside each cupcake. Cupcakes measure 8cm H x 9cm W. 64 Piece Set 

  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 6804 

ages 3+

Counting Surprise Party  
Unbox number and colour skills in every surprise present! This set of 10 colourful 
counting presents comes with a unique miniature toy inside each box and features a 
number in the lid to build number recognition, matching, and early counting skills. 
Strengthen fine motor skills with every unboxing! Set includes 10 colourful 2-piece 
presents and 10 miniature toys. Boxes measure 4.5cm H x 4.5cm W.  
30 Piece Set 

  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 6803

ages 3+ 45
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find it!find it!

snap it!snap it!

see it!see it!

See & Snap Picture Hunt
See it, find it, snap it! This engaging activity gets children moving and builds gross 
motor, fine motor and matching skills. Children spot the picture cards scattered 
around the room, snap pretend photos and compare them to the smaller images 
in their camera. Set includes play camera, 40 picture cards (20 small and 20 large), 
and five shape cards. 46 Piece Set 
LER 3062 

ages 18 months+

NewBabysaurs Sorting Set
Crack open a prehistoric dino surprise. This set’s five pop-apart eggs open 
to reveal a dino baby finger puppet hiding inside. These colourful eggs and 
dinosaurs teach colour and shape recognition, matching and sorting skills, and 
the cute finger puppets are perfect for pretend play. 16 Piece Set 
LER 6807 

ages 18 months+
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Discovery Acorns
These natural-coloured Acorns with their inviting textured lids are perfectly sized for 
little hands. Strong and tactile, Discovery Acorns lend themselves to games of hide 
and seek as well as memory and sorting. Each Acorn has a corresponding green or 
orange lid (five of each) and a woodland animal's silhouette on its base, (two each of 
a fox, hare, owl, squirrel and hedgehog) to incorporate matching activities. Includes 
10 Acorns and activity guide. Acorns measure 3.5 cm H. 10 Piece Set 
LER 3073

 ages 3+

Discovery Eggs
These natural coloured speckled Eggs with their zig-zag openings are child’s 
hand sized and easy to access. Children can gather everyday items that fit 
inside the eggs and enjoy activities such as hide and seek or memory and 
sorting - best of all they are about anticipation, exploration and surprise. 
Includes 6 eggs in 3 colours and activity guide. Eggs measure 9 cm x 7.5cm.  
6 Piece Set

LSP 3086-UK

 ages 3+

What 
will you 
discover?Acorns are empty, ready 

for your treasures.

Eggs are empty, ready for your 
treasures.
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Rock 'n' Gem Surprise
Crack open 8 reusable, plastic rocks to reveal colourful ‘gems’ in different shapes 
ready for colour matching and shape recognition. Children will build fine motor 
and role play skills as they hammer and chisel into the rocks to reveal their ‘gems’. 
The included drawstring bag is perfect for storage and portable play. Set includes 8 
2-piece rocks, 8 colourful gems in 4 shapes, play hammer, play chisel and drawstring 
bag for storage. 19 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 2875  

ages 3+New Learn-A-Lot Avocados
Help children identify and express their emotions with four pop-apart 
avocados featuring spinning emoji-style faces that change with every 
roll. They’re ideal for teaching kids to process their own emotions and 
empathise with others, two key principles of Social Emotional Learning 
(SEL). Plus, build colour and matching skills with the avocados' four 
colourful interiors. Set includes storage crate for easy tidy-up.  9 Piece Set 
LER 6806 

ages 18 months+
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Ruff’s House Teaching Tactile Set
Help Ruff find all the bones hidden in his kennel. Includes pairs of rubber  
and cloth bones in a variety of textures: smooth, silky, scratchy, bumpy, ribbed 
and more. Includes dog, 20 bones, plastic kennel measuring 12cm H and activity 
guide. Bones measure 5cm L. 22 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  

LER 9079 

ages 3+

Hide-n-Go Moo™

Ignite sensory skills and increase tactile awareness! Barn includes mother 
and baby cow, duck, horse and pig for early sorting and counting. Barn 
measures 15cm H x 17cm W, largest animals measure 5.5cm L. 9 Piece Set

LER 8922 

ages 2+

Teaching Tac-Tiles™

Colourful, engaging pieces with rich textures (smooth, bumpy, ridged and 
rough) provide a great way to engage a child's senses and strengthen fine 
motor skills. Includes 20 pieces in five shapes and four textures and ten 
activity cards. Shapes measure 5cm H. 31 Piece Set 

LER 9075 

ages 3+

My First Game Petting Zoo
Matching farm fun for tactile toddlers! Spin the textured spinner, feel the 
landing space, reach inside the zoo to find the animal with the matching texture. 
Includes: zoo, sateen pig, cotton sheep, faux leather cow, mesh snake, mink 
rabbit, dotted toad, spinner and instructions. Play barn measures 18.75cm L x 
17.5cm H. For 2 players. 

EI-1776 

ages 2+

Teachable Touchables™ Texture Squares
Build tactile awareness, vocabulary, matching and communication skills with 
these 20 texture squares (ten different pairs). Cloth drawstring storage bag and 
activity guide included. Each textured pillow or patch measures approximately 
6cm, perfect for small hands! 21 Piece Set 

EI-3049 

ages 3+
47
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Twisty Droppers™

Develop hand strength and fine motor skills with these curly liquid droppers. 
Perfect for use at the water table or in scientific exploration, they feature soft, 
durable bulbs for easy suction and translucent tubes. Droppers measure 15cm L.
Set of 4
LER 3963  

ages 2+

Handy Scoopers™

Practise the motions needed for scissor use while developing hand strength and 
fine motor skills with these unique scoopers. Easy-grip handles promote firm 
control. Holes in translucent scoops allow for catch and release fun at a water 
table. Scoopers measure 15cm L. Set of 4
LER 4963 

ages 3+

Helping Hands Fine Motor Tool Set™

Help children develop their fine motor skills with these award-winning tools. Set 
includes one each of Gator Grabber, Handy Scooper™, Twisty Dropper™ and 
Squeezy Tweezer™ (also available separately). Largest tools measure 15cm L.
4 Piece Set
LER 5558 

ages 3+

Sand & Water Fine Motor Tool Set
Perfect for sand and water play indoors or out! Includes 4 new tools perfect for sand and 
water play: squeezy bottle, water spinner, new twisty dropper, and a scissor scooper. Focuses 
on strengthening the hands, arms and core muscles. Easy-to-clean plastic construction make 
these great for water and texture tables, the bath and the beach. Largest tools measure 15cm. 
4 Piece Set
LER 5559 

ages 3+
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Squeezy Tweezers™

Specially designed to strengthen muscles in 
little hands and fingers, this tool’s basic function 
is similar to that of a clothes peg - squeeze the 
body and the tweezer opens up! 12cm L tweezers 
come in six colours. Set of 6
LER 5963 

ages 3+

Gator Grabber Tweezers™

Sized for small hands and great for developing 
the pincer grasp; the key to fine motor skills! 
10cm character tweezers come in six colours and 
store in a handy, resealable bucket. Set of 12
LER 2963 

ages 2+

Jumbo Tweezers
Help young hands get a grip! Develop important 
fine motor control to build handwriting skills. 
Sturdy 15cm tweezers come in six colours and 
store in a resealable bucket. Set of 12
LER 1963 

ages 5+

Trace Ace Scissor Skills Set™

Build fine motor skills one snip at a time! This activity set’s tracing and cutting activities 
help children build the hand strength and coordination needed for preschool success. 
Includes 3 stencils, 1 pair of scissors with adjustable difficulty level and pages for colouring 
and cutting. 

  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.
LER 5568 

ages 3+
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Beads & Pattern Card Set
Colourful hardwood spheres, cubes and cylinders provide language-free early 
maths practise. Includes 20 activity cards, 108 beads, two 92cm black laces with 
2.5cm plastic tips plus teaching notes. Beads measure from 2cm to 2.5cm. Cards 
measure 11cm H x 29cm W. No reading required. 130 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0139 

ages 3+

Lacing Alphabet
Practise letter recognition, patterning, sorting and more with these colourful 
lacing sets. Children develop their hand-eye coordination as they string along the 
letters. Set includes 260 letters, 15 laces and a storage bucket. Measure 4cm H.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 6401 Lacing Uppercase Alphabet 275 Piece Set 
LER 6402 Lacing Lowercase Alphabet 275 Piece Set 

ages 3+

String-Along Lacing Set
Strengthen fine motor skills, encourage creativity, improve concentration and 
more with this comprehensive lacing set! Includes enough pattern cards for 
hours of play. Children simply choose a lace then ‘pinch & punch’ a design 
using the included punch pen. Student set includes sturdy design board, 8 
double-sided full-colour pattern cards, punch pen, 18 laces in 9 bright colours 
and instruction sheet. Classroom set includes 3 x student set. Boards measure 
20cm square.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
ESP 3645-UK String Along Lacing Classroom Set 87 Piece 
EI-3645 String Along Lacing Student Set 29 Piece 

ages 4+

Learning Laces Skill Boards  
Lace up colour, shape and number skills with Learning Laces Skill Boards. This fun 
set of lacing boards and laces helps children build fine motor skills, while colourful 
illustrations provide practice in number, letter and shape recognition. Each lacing 
board includes 3 activities. Set includes 3 lacing boards and 9 coloured laces. Lacing 
boards measure 23cm H x 24cm W. 12 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LER 8592

 ages 3+
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Hoot the Fine Motor Owl
Hoot the Fine Motor Owl helps little hands build strength, coordination, grip 
and scissor skills through five fun activities. Children drop coins down the 
chute, rotate Hoot’s eyes, poke his squeaky nose or flap his wings with the 
sliding front buttons. Set includes Hoot the Fine Motor Owl, 5 numbered 
coins in colours yellow, blue, green, red and purple. Owl measures  
16.5cm H x 18cm W. 6 Piece Set 
LER 9045 

 ages 18 months+

Fine Motor Peacock Pals
Pedro the Fine Motor Peacock has invited his fine feathered pals over to help little learners get to grips with fine motor skills, and more. Ideal for a nursery or playgroup setting, 
these versatile toys help toddlers practise fine motor skills, improve hand-eye co-ordination, and learn colours, textures and basic numbers. Set comprises five peacocks each 
with five differently shaped push-pull feathers, designed with little hands in mind. Match the feather colour to the peacock or mix and match and see what a brightly coloured 
pride of peacocks Pedro and his pals are. 30 Piece Set

LER 9095 

 ages 18 months+

New 
Wriggleworms! Fine Motor Activity Set
Unearth fine motor skills, one wriggly, stretchy worm at a time. Spin the 
spinner, locate your worm, and then use the Tri-Grip Tongs to pull your 
worm out of the foam dirt. Finger placements on the tongs make it easier 
for children to become used to the position and feeling of holding a pencil 
and get ready to write. Set also builds colour, matching and sorting skills. 
47 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 5552 

ages 3+
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New 

New

Max the Fine Motor Moose
When young children place the colourful textured rings on Max’s antlers, 
they get to practise key fine motor capabilities including wrist rotation, 
pincer grasp and hand-eye co-ordination. Indents on the rings naturally 
guide little hands to practise the all-important grip action they need 
to eventually hold a pencil. The brightly coloured rings also introduce 
early counting and sorting skills. Each ring is textured to introduce tactile 
awareness through play. 13 Piece Set 
LER 9092   

ages 2+

Finn The Fine Motor Fish
Get a handle on fine motor fun with Finn, the colourful aquatic friend that 
helps toddlers practise essential hands-on skills. Finn comes with 10 bright 
grip-and-pull stars that have been designed to encourage whole-hand 
movement. Playing with Finn helps improve hand-eye co-ordination, refine 
grip and wrist rotation abilities, and introduces colour identification. Stars 
store inside for easy tidy-up. 12 Piece Set 
LER 9093 

ages 18 months+
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Pedro the Fine Motor Peacock 
This fine feathered peacock helps kids boost key skills: learning colours, number, 
shapes and textures, while building hand strength, hand-eye coordination and other 
fine motor essentials. Set comprises Pedro and 5 numbered push-and-pull feathers. 
Pedro measures 8cm H x 10cm W. 6 Piece Set 
LER 9094

 ages 18 months+
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New 

Spike the Fine Motor Hedgehog™

A prickly solution is required to put together this colourful two-piece plastic 
hedgehog with removable spines! Includes smiling hedgehog, 12 spine pegs 
and activity guide. Develops colour recognition, sorting and fine motor 
skills. Hedgehog measures approx. 15cm in diameter. Spines can be stored 
inside ready for assembly. 14 Piece Set
LER 8904 

ages 18 months+

Steggy the Fine Motor Dino
There’s a spiky situation that needs hands-on help. Steggy the Fine Motor Dino 
helps little learners develop fine motor skills. Inserting the brightly coloured 
numbered scales into Steggy’s back helps build hand strength, refine the pincer 
grasp, and improves hand-eye coordination. Plus young children also learn 
about colours and numbers. Scales store inside when not in use for quick and 
easy tidy-up. Steggy measures 15cm H x 22cm W. 11 Piece Set   
LER 9091

 ages 18 months+

Huey the Fine Motor Hippo
Huey the friendly hippo helps toddlers build four skills through play – fine motor 
skills, early number learning, colour identification, and shape recognition. When 
young children pop the colourful twistable birds into Huey’s back, they practise 
hand-eye coordination, and build hand strength. Includes 5 twistable birds 
perfectly sized for little hands. Birds store inside Huey’s back. Huey measures 
10cm H x 22cm W x 16.5cm L. 6 Piece Set   
LER 9108 ages 18 months+
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Barnyard Friends Build & Spin
Take a spin with colourful gears with friendly barnyard faces! Encourage children 
to play while building their fine motor skills with portable, chunky spinning gears 
that snap into a base. Includes eight large gears, seven cute animal characters 
and chunky handle. 17 Piece Set

LER 9221  

ages 18 months+

Super Suction Space Saucers
These brightly coloured and highly tactile saucers are out of this 
world! Pick up small objects and attach to any smooth surface. 
Pleasing to handle and easy to hold they are perfect for fine motor 
activity as well as sorting and counting activities. Young learners and 
students with special needs will love finding new ways to use them! 
Includes 30 Space Saucers in  6 colours and activity guide. Super 
Suction Space Saucers measure 4.5cm H. 
LSP 5550-UK 

ages 4+
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Tri-Grip Tongs
Ideal for helping young children practise essential fine motor skills and prepare to hold 
a pencil. Intuitive finger placements make it easier for young children to get used to the 
position and feeling of holding a pencil and get ready to write. Includes 6 tongs in bright 
colours. Tongs measure 12cm H x 4cm in diameter. 6 Piece Set   
LER 2964

 ages 4+

Ocean Wonders Build & Spin
Big, chunky play pieces fit easily onto large gears, providing endless mix-and-match 
play. Set includes board, eight large gears, seven sea creatures and a chunky handle 
17 Piece Set
LER 9220  

ages 18 months+
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Birds in a Nest Sorting Set
Birds of a feather all sorted together! Add a nurturing and imaginative touch to 
learning play with this mum and baby bird nesting theme. Perfect for teaching 
sorting, counting and colours. Six bowls (nests) stack for easy storage. Nests measure 
8.5cm L x 2.5cm H; 24 baby birds measure 2.5cm H and six mummy birds measure 
4.5cm H. 36 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs
LER 5554 

ages 3+

Rainbow Sorting Crayons
A hands-on introduction to the colour palette! Children sort the 48 colour-coded 
manipulatives into the eight matching crayon shaped tubes. Set also encourages 
colour identification and vocabulary, patterning, counting and oral language 
development as children name each object and colour. Includes eight 24cm H 
crayons and a fun crayon storage box. 56 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 3070 

ages 3+

Farmer's Market Colour Sorting Set
Develop colour recognition and sorting skills with baskets of 
realistic, relationally-sized produce. Perfect for imaginative 
play and nutrition lessons too. Includes 25 foods, five baskets 
with stickers for labelling and activity guide. Baskets measure 
10cm H x 14cm in diameter. 30 Piece Set
LER 3060 

ages 18 months+
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Veggie Farm Sorting Set
Wet their appetite with this delicious vegetable farm! Colourfully illustrated 
with integrated soft EVA foam board (approx. 28cm x 20cm) creating a 
planting play area plus 10 signs, five types of vegetables in five colours, 
five holders and bushel baskets. A natural way to grow colour recognition, 
sorting, matching and early counting skills. 46 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 5553 

ages 3+

Attribute ApplesTM

Compare apples with this unique set. Sort, classify apples by five attributes, 
including size, colour and physical features. Includes 27 apples and activity guide 
featuring suggested uses of Venn diagrams for extended learning. Largest apple 
measures 4cm H. 27 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 1023 

ages 3+

Smart Scoops™ Maths Activity Set
A 'cool' way to give children a taste of early maths with a scoop of fine 
motor skills! The ice cream carton contains scoops stackable by colour, 
for counting, colour recognition, sorting, patterning and placing in bowls 
or cones. Includes four cones and bowls, 20 scoops and 23 activity cards. 
Carton measures 14cm x 10cm x 8.5cm. 55 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 6315 

ages 3+

Toucans to 10 Sorting Set 
Who can solve maths problems? You can with toucans! Kids draw a card, solve 
the addition or subtraction equation, and then place the card into the back of the 
numbered toucan that matches the correct answer. Children can play one-on-one 
or as a group and learn sorting and patterning at the same time. Set includes 10 
toucans numbered 1-10 and 120 fact cards. Each toucan measures 5cm L x 9cm W  
x 8cm H. 130 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 5458

ages 5+
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1-10 Counting Owls Activity Set
Whoo wants to count? Stack these colourful owls to match the numbers (1–10) 
on the branch to build early counting skills and one-to-one correspondence. 
Children become wise as an owl as they explore colour identification, sorting 
and patterning, number and quantity relationships and much more! Includes 25 
stacking owls, branch, spinner and ten activity cards to make early maths a hoot. 
Owls measure 4.5cm H; branch measures 33.5cm L. 37 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs
LER 7732 

ages 3+

1-10 Counting Owls Classroom Set
Make learning about numbers a hoot with this expanded version of our popular 
1-10 Counting Owls Activity Set. Ideal for small group learning, this set introduces 
colours, counting, patterning and sequencing with the help of brightly coloured 
wise little owls. Set includes 4 branches and 220 counters, and expanded 
classroom guide with aitional activities. Owls measure 4.5cm H x 3cm W.  
239 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs
LER 7752  

ages 3+

Mini Motor Math Activity Set
Count your way to the finish line! Start your engines to learn counting 1-20, early 
addition, number sequencing, patterning and more! Set includes 25 mini motor cars 
in five colours, two pieces of connectable track, colour die, two number dice and 
activity guide. Track pieces measure 30.5cm L; cars measure 2.5cm L. 31 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs
LER 7731 

ages 4+

1 to 10 Counting Cans
Introduce counting, number sense and sorting as children sort the realistically 
detailed plastic fruit & vegetables into the corresponding cans. Includes 55 foods, ten 
durable cardboard cans and activity guide. Cans are labelled with numeral, word and 
picture for guidance and reinforcement. Lightweight cans measure 8cm W x 10cm H 
and stack for storage. 66 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs
LER 6800 

ages 3+
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Number Construction Activity Set
Snap together colour-coded pieces to build numbers 0-9 and develop fine motor 
skills! Take it one step further and attach the matching quantity of bolts for each 
number. Includes 30 lines and curves, 20 bolts and five double sided activity 
cards: enough pieces for four students to build the same number simultaneously. 
Largest piece measures 25cm L. 55 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs
LER 8550 

ages 3+

Numbers & Operations Sand Moulds
Sturdy, fun plastic numbers and shapes are great for encouraging tactile learning 
and reinforcing fine motor skills. Moulds measure 7.5cm H x 1.5cm deep. Includes 
mesh bag, colours may vary. 26 Piece Set
LSP 1452-UKM 

ages 3+

1-20 Number Line Floor Mat
Get children on their feet and learning with this fun walk-on mat! Made of durable, wipe clean vinyl. Number line 
develops gross motor skills and physically reinforces numbers from 1-20. Giant mat measures 3.5m L x 30cm W.
LER 0420 

ages 3+

Tactile Numbers & Operations
Practise number recognition and formation by tracing the tactile path, starting 
at the dot and following the arrows. Trace the wrong way and the rough texture 
provides sensory input for self-checking. Sturdy plastic numbers can be used in all 
types of messy play and feature colour differentiation for odd and even numbers, 
plus the operations signs. Largest number measures approximately 10cm H x 7cm W. 
37 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs . 
LSP 0194-UK 

ages 4+

LER 0420
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LER 0450 

LER 0451 

LER 0452

LER 6297

Magnetic Alphabet & Numbers
Includes 36 uppercase letters, 36 lowercase letters, 20 numbers 
and seven maths symbols. Board not included. 99 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-1780 

ages 4+

Jumbo Magnetic Letters & Numbers
Jumbo soft foam letters. These tactile letters are colour coded to differentiate consonants 
(blue) from vowels (red). Set includes enough letters to build multiple words.
Letters measure 6cm W.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 0450 Jumbo Magnetic Uppercase Letters 40 Piece Set 
LER 0451 Jumbo Magnetic Lowercase Letters 40 Piece Set 
LER 0452 Jumbo Magnetic Numbers, 30 numbers 6 operation symbols, 36 Piece Set 
LER 6304 Soft Foam Upper & Lowercase Magnetic Learning Letters 104 Piece Set 
LER 6297 Soft Foam Lowercase Letters only 104 Piece Set 

ages 3+

Letter Construction Activity Set
Building letters is a snap with the Letter Construction Activity Set. Snap together 
colour-coded pieces to build uppercase and lowercase letters plus fine motor 
skills. Practice letter recognition and pre-handwriting too! With 60 pieces in all 
(including straight lines, curves, C-curves, hooks, and dots), children can build 
accurate upper- and lowercase letters in just a few steps. Set Includes 60 pieces, 
13 double-sided activity cards with step-by-step directions and activity guide. 
Largest piece measures 25cm. 73 Piece Set
LER 8555 

ages 3+

Tactile Letters
Practise letter recognition and formation by tracing the tactile path, starting at the 
dot and following the arrows. Trace the wrong way and the rough texture provides 
sensory input for self-checking. Sturdy plastic letters can be used in all types of 
messy play, and feature colour differentiation for consonants and vowels. Largest 
letter measures 10cm L x 7cm W. 26 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LSP 0192-UK 

ages 4+
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LSP 1451-UKM

LER 4275

Alphabet Sand Moulds
Sturdy, fun plastic letters, (numbers and shapes) are great for encouraging tactile learning and reinforcing fine motor skills. 
Plastic sand moulds come in a useful mesh storage bag. Moulds measure 7.5cm H x 1.5cm thick.  
LSP 1450-UKM Sand Moulds- Uppercase Alphabet 26 Piece Set 
LSP 1451-UKM Sand Moulds- Lowercase Alphabet 26 Piece Set 

ages 3+

LER 0598

LSP 1450-UKM

Alphabet Stamps
Children love stamps! Use these to teach the alphabet, printing/writing, simple 
words and punctuation. Letters measure 2.5cm W and punctuation stamps measure 
1cm W x 2.5cm L. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 0597 Uppercase Alphabet Stamps + Punctuation 34 Piece Set 
LER 0598 Lowercase Alphabet Stamps + Punctuation 34 Piece Set 
LER 4275 Jumbo 7-Colour Stamp Pad Non-toxic washable ink (Measures 
16.54cm x 12.7cm) 

ages 4+

LER 0597
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Lowercase letter 
inside the lid!

Alphabet Soup Sorters
Cook up early literacy skills! Support phoneme, grapheme and alphabet 
awareness whilst building early vocabulary, sorting and fine motor skills. 
Each can holds one uppercase and one lowercase letter, plus five object 
cards featuring real-life photos on one side and corresponding words 
on the reverse. Includes 26 durable cardboard cans and activity guide. 
Cans measure 8cm W x 10cm H and stack for storage. Includes 180 
individual pieces! 208 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 6801 

ages 3+

Alphabet Acorns Activity Set
Go nuts for matching play! Put the two piece acorns together by 
matching uppercase and lowercase letters on the sides and lids. 
Take a look inside for a surprise! Find a colour counter in each 
acorn that corresponds to the letter. Stack in ABC order or use for 
simple matching play. This set is a fun and interactive way to build 
alphabet awareness and letter recognition skills. Acorns measure 
approximately 6cm H x 5cm L. 78 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 6802 

ages 3+

Letter Blocks
Take the alphabet to new heights! This colourful 36 piece set is perfect 
for identifying letters and making simple words while enjoying fine motor 
stacking fun. Blocks feature a flat front and open back for dual use as letter 
moulds. Blocks measure 5cm H x 5cm L. Includes storage bag.  
36 Piece Set
LER 7718 

ages 18 months+
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Alphabet Marks the Spot™ Activity Set
An active introduction to letter recognition, letter sound correspondence, 
alphabetical order and simple word building. Includes eight different kinaesthetic 
games including Jump Around, Know Your Sounds and Hop and Spell! Great for 
individual, small group or whole class play. Includes five inflatable picture cubes, 
28 game markers and activity guide. Vinyl mat measures 137cm square. 
34 Piece Set
LER 0394 

ages 5+

Trace & Learn Writing Activity Set
Learn by example! This portable board featuring a write-and-wipe pocket provides 
an engaging way for children to learn early skills including numbers, letters and 
more! Just slide in a card and start practising—and then wipe and repeat. Perfect 
for learning on-the-go! Board holds standard A4 paper. 12 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 8599 

ages 3+

Goodie Games™ ABC Cookies
This cookie jar develops key early skills with multiple games for 2 to 
4 players. Activity guide, double sided game cards, spinner, cookies 
and an 18cm H storage jar are included. Reinforce the alphabet, letter 
recognition and beginning sounds.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs
LER 1183 

ages 3+

Alpha Catch™ Phonics Game
Fast-action phonics fun! A physical way to practise letter names and 
sounds. Students take turns throwing self-sticking balls, catching 
them with the sticky glove and playing phonics games about the 
letter displayed. Includes four gloves, 26 soft, self stick balls featuring 
uppercase and lowercase letters, and activity guide.  
EI-2845 

ages 4+
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Four different ways to play

Smart Toss™ Early Skills Activity Set
Engage kinaesthetic learners and promote physical activity whilst reinforcing 
early numeracy and gross motor skills. Perfect for after school clubs or school 
fetes, set includes 12 bean bags, a wipe clean vinyl board with carry handle that 
folds flat for storage and activity guide. Flat board measures 60cm L x 50cm W.
LER 1047 

ages 3+

Pancake Pile-Up!™ Relay Race Game
Players develop coordination and gross motor skills as they race to meet their 
customer’s orders! Children have to build pancake stacks that match the one 
shown on the activity card. Includes ten plastic pancakes, two plastic cubes of 
butter, two plastic spatulas, two plates, ten order cards and instructions. Spatulas 
measure 18.5cm  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-3025 

ages 4+

Crocodile Hop™ Early Skills Activity Set
Children hop down the river to learn colours, shapes and counting numbers 
1-10. Also improves problem-solving skills, turn taking and direction following as 
children play together. Giant mat is perfect for individual, small group or whole 
class play. Includes colourful vinyl floor mat (2.5m L x 75cm W), two inflatable 
12cm cubes, 40 animal markers and activity guide.   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 9544 

ages 3+

1-2-3 FROGGIES™

One, two, three, hop! Get ready to count with this fly-catching, froggy-matching 
and counting game that’s ideal for little learners. Introduces colour-matching and 
counting skills. Contains 48 lily pad cards, four brightly coloured frogs, one large 
die and a game guide. Frogs measure 4cm H x 5cm W.  
EI-1709 

ages 3+
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Shelby’s Snack Shack™ 
Counting Game
Help Shelby find her buried bones. Spin the 
spinners to determine play. Collect the correct 
number of bones using the Shelby squeezers 
and place them in your bowl without dropping 
them! Unique pug shaped tweezers promote fine 
motor skill development. For 2 to 4 players. Box 
measures 32cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-3408 

ages 4+

Hoppy Floppy’s Happy 
Hunt™ Game
Help Hoppy Floppy collect colourful carrots to 
take home in the special basket. Game develops 
matching skills, strategy and fine motor skills. For 
2-4 players. Bunny shaped tweezers are 12cm W. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-3413 

ages 3+

Froggy Feeding Fun™  
Fine Motor Skills Game
In one mouthful these squeezable frogs promote 
proper handwriting position by developing 
thumb and forefinger strength and teach colours 
and counting. Frogs measure 6.5cm in diameter. 
Game includes 60 flies, 2 frogs, 2 dice and 1 
activity guide
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 5072 

ages 3+

The Sneaky, Snacky Squirrel™  
Colour Matching Game 
Be a strategic little squirrel in this nutty colour-matching game! Spin the spinner 
to collect, lose or steal a coloured acorn using the Sneaky squeezers! Unique 
squirrel shaped tweezers promote fine motor skill development. For 2 to 4 
players. Box measures 36cm H.

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-3405 

ages 3+

The Sneaky, Snacky Squirrel™ Colour Matching 
Game Special Edition 
To celebrate its 10th birthday, this best-selling preschool strategy game is 
available in a limited-edition collectable version. Created to practise and develop 
early counting, colour-matching and fine motor skills, it’s been a family favourite 
for a decade! Game includes golden acorns and special edition flocked squirrel 
squeezer in a shiny foiled box. For 2-4 players. Game box measures 36cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-3424 

ages 3+

New
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My First Game Bears in Pairs
Hide and Seek with Bears in Pairs combines matching and memory skills 
through hands-on play. Children place matching animals in different 
doors and compartments, then take turns opening each door to find a 
match and win! Includes 3-D playset with six compartments and doors, 
six plastic characters (three pairs), game spinner and instruction guide 
with three ways to play.  
EI-1704 

ages 2+

Raccoon Rumpus™ Colour Game
Reinforce matching and memory skills as players help tidy up the wardrobe and 
get the raccoons dressed. Roll both the colour and costume dice, search the 
costume cards for a match and place the corresponding costume on your raccoon. 
Collect five costume cards first to win! For 2-4 players. Box measure 20cm L. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-1734 

ages 3+

Avalanche Fruit Stand™  
Colour & Fine Motor Skills Game
Spin the spinner and use the jumbo tweezers to carefully pick a matching coloured fruit off the 
fruit stand, but watch out! Don’t start an avalanche! Develops fine motor skills. For 1 to 4 players. 
Stand measures 34cm H. Game includes two easy grip tweezers, 40 pieces of fruit, fruit stand 
game board and spinner.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 5070 

ages 3+

Robot Face Race™ Attribute Game
This frantic feature-finding game promotes attribute recognition, observation 
and visual perception. Shake the Robot Randomiser to display a unique facial 
colour combination, search the board to find the matching robot first and collect 
a token for each robot you find! The first to collect five tokens wins! For 2 to 4 
players. Game board measures 40cm square.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-2889 

ages 4+
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Ready, Set, Move™ Classroom Activity Set
Get active! Stand on the coloured mats then roll the jumbo cubes to select 
an exercise and how many times to repeat it. Includes foam circle mats 
in five colours which are 25cm in diameter, three inflatable 12cm cubes 
depicting exercises, colours and numbers and activity guide. 
28 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 1883 

ages 4+

Magic Moves® Electronic Wand
Instant, active classroom fun! Stomp like a dinosaur, swoop like an eagle, hop like a 
kangaroo! Get children moving with this engaging activity wand featuring 90 fun, 
physical commands, over 25 random tunes and bright twinkling lights. Promotes 
creative movement, gross motor skill development, direction following and listening 
skills. Requires 3 AAA batteries, included. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-1253 

 ages 3+

T-Rex Rumble™

Enjoy hilarious prehistoric-inspired fun with T-Rex 
Rumble™. Players strap on T-Rex dinosaur arms and 
work to complete tasks in side-splitting challenges. 
The first team to use their arms to secure 10 
challenges avoids extinction. Contains 2 T-Rex arms, 
100 challenge cards in comical categories (Prehistoric 
Pickup, Dino Drawings, Jurassic Charades, and Tiny 
Arms Challenges), 13 foam pieces, ball and dry erase 
marker for game challenges, a 30-second timer, and 
die. T-Rex arm measures 1.5cm H x 31cm L.  
118 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-3068

ages 7+

Jumbo Dinosaur Floor Puzzle T-Rex
The fascination of dinosaurs will never be extinct with this jumbo floor 
puzzle! Large, soft foam pieces are perfect for little hands and creative 
minds. When assembled, this 20 piece puzzle features a colourful T-Rex on 
one side and a T-Rex skeleton on the reverse for double the puzzle-building 
fun. Measures 1.4m W x 60cm H when complete.   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2389 

ages 3+
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1-2-3 Build It!™ Rocket-Train-Helicopter
Irresistible constructive fun for creative young engineers as they build  
three colourful, chunky vehicles; a rocket, train and helicopter. Boosts 
engineering, matching, early STEM and fine motor skills. Includes pieces 
to build three different vehicles (one at a time) and play spanner to put big, 
chunky parts into place! 17 Piece Set
LER 2859  

ages 2+

1-2-3 Build It!™ Car-Plane-Boat
One construction toy that can be built three different ways! Help teach early 
STEM skills, like engineering, with mix-and-match pieces that create a car, 
plane and tugboat (one at a time). Children use the play screwdriver to put 
big, chunky parts in place. 15 Piece Set
LER 2840  

ages 2+

3 Ways  
to build!

1-2-3 Build It!™ Construction Crew 
Construct a bulldozer, digger or dump truck with this addition to our early 
construction sets. Young engineers build matching, STEM and fine motor 
skills every time they build and rebuild. This 16-piece building promotes early 
engineering and critical thinking. Dump truck measures 20cm L x 15cm H. 
16 Piece Set 
LER 2868 

ages 2+
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New1-2-3 Build It!™ Robot Factory
Create and build a twisting, turning, spinning robot buddy while learning about 
construction and STEM through play. This set’s chunky, mix-and-match pieces help 
young construction fans strengthen their critical thinking and fine motor skills. 
The Activity Guide features suggested builds and supports open-ended creative 
construction play. 18 Piece Set 
LER 2869 

ages 2+
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included

New Sprouts® Cure It!
Includes oversized stethoscope, syringe, bandage, ear scope, thermometer and 
vinyl storage bag. 17cm W x 13cm H. 6 Piece Set 
LER 9248 

ages 2+

New Sprouts® Fix It!
Includes saw, hammer, screwdriver, spanner, drill (with sound effect) and tool 
box. 23cm W x 14cm H. 6 Piece Set 
LER 9230 

ages 2+

New Sprouts® Style It!
Includes a solid plastic brush, straighteners, shampoo bottle, hair dryer that 
makes a familiar whirring sound and a mirror, all organised in a bag measuring 
13cm x 21cm. 6 Piece Set 
LER 9243 

ages 2+

New Sprouts® Clean It!
Includes a dustpan and brush, spray bottle, sponge, bottle of cleaner and hand 
vacuum that rattles and rolls. Largest piece (hand vacuum) measures 18.5cm L x 
9cm H. 6 Piece Set 
LER 9242 

ages 18 months+
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New Sprouts® Soup's On!
Includes soup tureen with ladle, three carrot crinkles, two red potatoes, two 
tomatoes, three onion wedges, three celery pieces, three jumbo noodles, two 
bowls and two spoons. Tureen measures 15cm L. 23 Piece Set 

LER 9273 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Camp Out!
Includes duffle bag packed with glow in the dark lantern, two logs with 
pretend open flame, sausage, two biscuits, marshmallow, chocolate and 
toasting fork. Bag measures 23cm L. 11 Piece Set 
LER 9247 

ages 2+

NewNew Sprouts® Pasta Time
Serve up easy peasy pretend fun with this play food set. It includes durable and 
easy to clean plates, forks, meatballs, ravioli, noodles and more that are ideal 
for pretend play opportunities for young chefs. Colander measures 18.5cm L x 
7cm H. 20 Piece Set 
LER 9746 

ages 2+
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New Sprouts® Mix It!
Stir up some imaginative play fun! Add the two piece egg 
and butter to make your very own cake. Spin the bowl in the 
colourful stand mixer to combine everything to perfection. 
Sprinkle in a dose of imagination and creativity to mix up 
your own sweet treat. Mixer measures 19.5cm H.  6 Piece Set 
LER 9275 

ages 2+

New Sprouts® Grow It!
Includes a watering can, shovel, three pots, two flowers and two 
vegetables (carrot and radish). Largest piece (watering can) measures 14cm 
L x 11.5cm H. 9 Piece Set 
LER 9244 

ages 2+

New Sprouts® Puppy Play!
Ready, set, care for your pet! Includes a plush puppy, dog bed, dog bowl, 
bone, brush and can of dog food. Puppy measures 15cm H. 6 Piece Set 
LER 9245 

ages 2+
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New Sprouts® Classroom Kitchen Set
Perfectly sized kitchen play for the whole class! Features modern design, super safe 
rounded parts and easy grip handles. Includes crockery, cutlery, baking and cooking 
equipment in a plastic storage tub with carry handle. Tub measures 30cm W x 30cm H. 
45 Piece Set 

LER 9262 

ages 2+

New Sprouts® Cook It!
Includes frying pan, stockpot with lid, colander, straining spoon and serving 
spoon that stack for easy storage. Stockpot measures 14cm in diameter. 
6 Piece Set 
LER 9257 

ages 2+

New Sprouts® Serve It!
Serve up a treat with these chunky, modern dishes, perfectly sized to fit play 
foods. Colour-coded set includes four of each setting piece. Plates measure 
18cm W. 24 Piece Set 

LER 3294 

ages 2+
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New Sprouts® Garden Fresh Salad Set
Includes serving bowl, four bowls, twelve lettuce leaves, eight pepper rings 
(four red and four yellow) and four each of tomato slices, cucumber slices 
and carrot crinkles. Serving bowl measures 15cm in diameter. 38 Piece Set 

LER 9745-D 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Fresh Fruit Salad Set
Includes two pineapple rings, three berry clusters, three strawberries, three kiwi 
slices and three orange slices served in a watermelon boat plus serving spoon 
and two bowls. Watermelon boat measures 20cm L. 18 Piece Set 

LER 9268 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Stir Fry Set
Includes two each of peapods, carrot crinkles, broccoli florets, pepper slices,  
celery chunks and onion wedges plus one wok, food box, tongs, spatula  
and fortune cookie. Wok measures 17cm W.  17 Piece Set 

LER 9264 

ages 18 months+
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Comprehensive set includes 100 items to represent all food groups stored  
in a sturdy plastic tub with carry handle. Tub measures 30cm L x 30cm H.  
101 Piece Set 

LER 9723 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Healthy Snack Set
Includes granola bar, yogurt, three pretzels, two cheese slices,  
two crackers, two cucumber slices, two apple slices, grapes, carrot, pear, 
banana and clementine in a clear storage bag. Largest piece (banana) 
measures 10cm L. 18 Piece Set 

LER 9744 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Multicultural Food Set
Experience foods from around the globe! This mouth-watering set features 
realistic designs of 12 popular foods from different counties. Includes sushi roll, 
two edamame beans, samosa, pitta, two shrimps, bowl of white rice, pizza, taco, 
avocado, croissant, cheese wedge and two pieces of kiwi. Bowl of rice measures 
10cm in diameter.  

15 Piece Set 

LER 7712 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Munch It!
Includes bowl of cereal, yogurt, two slices of bread and cheese, hot dog, bowl 
of pasta, orange, banana, carrot, apple, blueberries, bagel, cookie, muffin, drink 
carton and fabric storage bag. Largest piece (banana) measures 10cm L. 
20 Piece Set 

LER 7711  

ages 18 months+
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New Sprouts® Bushel of Veggies
Includes asparagus, aubergine, broccoli, carrot, corn on the cob,  
cucumber, red and yellow peppers and potato in a plastic bushel basket.  
Bushel measures 21cm H x 14cm W. 10 Piece Set 

LER 9721 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Fresh Picked Fruit & Veggie Tote
Includes apple, berries, apricot, pear, plum, banana, strawberry, grapes,  
lemon, corn on the cob, lettuce, onion, tomato, potato, carrot and cucumber  
in a handy canvas storage bag. Tote measures 20cm H. 17 Piece Set 

LER 9722 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Bushel of Fruit
Includes apple, orange, strawberry, lemon, banana, plum, apricot, grapes and 
pear in a plastic bushel basket. Bushel measures 21cm H x 14cm W. 10 Piece Set 

LER 9720 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Deluxe Market Set
Includes a selection of 30 play food items with plastic 
bushel basket and shopping basket. Bushel measures 21cm 
H x 14cm W. Basket measures 18cm L x 11cm H. 
32 Piece Set 

LER 9725 

ages 18 months+
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New Sprouts® Stack of Baskets
Includes four shopping baskets measuring 18cm W x 11cm H. Set of 4

LER 9724-4 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Breakfast Basket
Includes banana, two strawberries, melon, berries, egg, two slices of bread, 
cereal, bagel, two pancakes, cinnamon roll, yogurt and glass of juice in a plastic 
shopping basket. Basket measures 18cm W x 11cm H. 16 Piece Set

LER 9730 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Dinner Basket
Includes steak, chicken breast, asparagus, broccoli, corn on the cob, baked 
potato, three lettuce leaves, two tomato slices, two cucumber slices, pineapple 
ring, ice cream sandwich, glass of milk and bowl in a plastic shopping basket. 
Basket measures 18cm W x 11cm H. 18 Piece Set 
LER 9732 New Sprouts® Dinner Baskets 
LER 9733 New Sprouts® Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Baskets 

ages 18 months+

New Sprouts® Lunch Basket
Includes soup, three mini pretzels, two slices of bread, two cheese slices,  
salami, tomato slice, lettuce leaf, orange, two apple slices, cookie, milk and a 
carton of juice in a plastic shopping basket. Basket measures 18cm W x 11cm H. 
18 Piece Set

LER 9731 

ages 18 months+
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Pretend & Play® Great Value 
Kitchen Set
Children can set up a complete kitchen with this 
durable, super-sized assortment featuring colourful 
pots, pans, cups, bowls, dishes, utensils, kettle, 
strainer, biscuit cutters, roller, juicer, dish drainer and 
more. Largest piece (dish drainer) measures 23cm L x 
19cm W. 76 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LER 9157 

ages 3+

Pretend & Play® Dish Set
Perfect for tea parties or pretend meals, this colourful set includes four place 
settings with plates, cups, saucers, knives, spoons and forks. Set is made of 
durable plastic. Plates measure 13cm in diameter. 24 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LER 0294 

ages 3+

Pretend & Play® Sliceable  
Fruits & Veggies
Match each food’s pieces together with hook-and-loop fasteners, 
then “slice” them apart using the play knife and cutting board. 
All foods separate into two pieces, except the pineapple, which 
separates into three. Great for building fine motor skills, oral 
language, and for introducing healthy food choices and parts of a 
whole. Largest food (corn-on-the-cob) measures 11cm L.  
23 Piece Set.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LER 7287 

ages 3+

Pretend & Play® Cooking Set
Cook up a good time with this bright, ten piece plastic cookware set. Includes 
tea kettle, frying pan with lid, two handled pot with lid and five utensils with big, 
easy-to-grip handles. 10 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LER 9155 

ages 3+
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Pretend & Play® Post Office Set
Hours of fun for little postmasters and postmistresses! 
This comprehensive award-winning set is engaging 
and imaginitive. Develops key skills (maths, literacy and 
communication). Features trifold post office (folds flat), 
signage, play money, stamps, Bureau de Change, notice 
board, postcards etc. Children can weigh and sort pretend 
parcels, address letters, exchange currencies and more. 
Measures 96cm W when opened out. 151 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LSP 2666-UK 

ages 3+

Pretend & Play® School Set
Let children role-play being teacher to get them confident about school. This all in one set includes enough 
pieces to create a fun classroom that every child will want to be part of! Includes wipe clean materials for 
years of pretend play. Measures 95cm W. 142 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LSP 2642-UK 

ages 3+
Pretend & Play® School Set Teacher Supplies 
This fun Teacher Supplies set is for use with the Pretend & Play® School set includes 40 maths & spelling 
worksheets, 40 certificates of Excellence, 40 homework records & attendance charts, 40 pupil scorecards and 
10 sheets of stickers. 170 Piece Set  

  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LSP 2642-RFL 

ages 3+

LSP 2642-RFL
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Pretend & Play® Doctor Set
This set features enough medical tools for a whole team of young doctors to play 
at the same time. The sturdy set includes stethoscope, mobile phone, forceps, 
band ages, thermometer and more. Mobile phone requires 2 AAA batteries, not 
included. Carry case measures 30cm W. 19 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LER 9048 

ages 3+

Pretend & Play® Doctor Play Set
The doctor is in, and dressed for success! Every budding physician wants to 
look the part and this customisable doctor’s coat and child-friendly stethoscope 
provide the perfect dose of imaginative play fun. Coat is easy to take on/off with 
two oversized snaps and fits most children aged 3–6. 3 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LER 9057 

ages 3+

Pretend & Play® Camp Set
Let’s go camping! Unique battery powered stove and lantern make children’s 
pretend campsite almost like the real thing. Set also includes water bottle, cup, 
pan, shovel, first aid kit, pretend watch and utensil set with built-in compass. 
Lantern and stove each require 2 AA batteries each, not included. Lantern 
measures 17cm H. 9 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 

LER 2653 

ages 3+

Pretend & Play® Work Belt Tool Set
This set has everything young builders need for construction play. Set features 
hammer, saw, tape measure, nuts and bolts, wood board for 'drilling',  
battery-powered drill and more. Includes tool belt and sturdy carry case.  
Drill requires 2 AA batteries, not included. Case measures 30cm H x 35cm W.
20 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LER 9130 

ages 3+
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LSP 2629-EUR

Find our
full range of 

HM Treasury and 
Bank of England 

approved  
play money  
on page 128

LSP 2629-UK

LSP 2725-UK

Pretend & Play® Calculator Cash Register
This classic award-winning toy develops maths skills, money recognition and 
encourages role playing plus fun handling money. Features a solar powered calculator, 
digital display, large keypad buttons and cash drawer that makes a "cha-ching" sound 
when used and new £20 note (UK Currency). Includes play money, pretend credit card, 
note pad and activity guide. Measures 26cm W x 24cm L. 47 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LSP 2629-UK - with UK Currency 
LSP 2629-EUR - with Euro Currency  

ages 3+

Euro Coin Assortment
Perfect for building coin recognition and equivalency skills, this set of 100 mixed 
realistic Euro coins support any hands-on money maths activities and role play. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LSP 0026-EUR  

ages 3+

Play Money UK Assortment
Realistic looking play money including replica educational coins and notes. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LSP 2629-MUK 96 Piece Set 
LSP 2725-UK 60 Piece Set  

ages 3+
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New

Playfoam Pluffle™ 
Squish it, squash it, watch it flow! Playfoam Pluffle™ is the mesmerizing fluffy stuff kids love 
to smush, squish and mix. Where Playfoam® is all about construction, Playfoam Pluffle is 
about mesmerizing deconstruction. This colourful squish-sation is ready to use straight from 
the packaging. Simply tip out from the clear storage tube, give it a squish and release to see 
the magical movement. Or keep it in the tube and flip it for a lava lamp-like flow. Perfect for 
tactile learning and fun, it’s soft, fluffy, and non-sticky. Squishing, pinching, and squeezing 
Playfoam Pluffle develops hand strength and fine motor skills, and the eye-catching flowing 
action encourages concentration. The child-friendly formula is stain-free, never dries out and 
is available in six eye-catching colours for hours of creative sensory play. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 

EI-1940 – Playfoam Puffle™ CDU of 9 

 ages 5+

EI-1943

EI-1944

Playfoam Pluffle™ Twist
The award-winning feelgood fluffy stuff now comes in a fun new twisted packaging 
design that’s sturdy and resealable. To use, flip the container and pour out the 
Playfoam Pluffle™. Then, give it a squish and watch its mesmerising slow-motion 
flowing action. Child-friendly Playfoam Pluffle is ideal for tactile play and fine motor 
skills development, and it never dries out, so the squishing fun never ends. Measures 
20cm H x 13cm W x 7cm D. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-1943 - Playfoam Puffle™ Twist Glow in the Dark 
EI-1944 - Playfoam Puffle™ Twist Black and White

 ages 3+

EI-1943
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New
Playfoam® Putty
What do you get when you combine the feel-good squishy, 
squashy sculpting fun of Playfoam® with mind-bending popping 
putty? New Playfoam Putty* is the fun, grabbable, squishable 
crackling stuff you won’t want to let go! See it, feel it, hear it, sculpt 
it – give it a squeeze and hear it crackle. Set includes four reusable 
cups of neon coloured Playfoam Putty and is ideal for developing 
creativity, social and communication skills, and fine motor skills. 
Each pot measures 6cm in diameter x 3cm H. 4 Pack 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-2050

 ages 3+
*Possible colour transfer. Playfoam® Putty may transfer colour stain to fabric and plastics. 
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Playfoam® Student Set
Includes original and sparkle* 7cm W x 10cm H bricks in six vibrant 
colours. Set of 6 Bricks. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-9264 

ages 3+

Playfoam® Class Set
Includes original and sparkle* 13cm W x 18cm H bricks in eight 
vibrant colours. Set of 16 Bricks. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-9268 

ages 3+

The Everlasting Squish

Playfoam® Combo 8-Pack
Includes original and sparkle* in eight vibrant colours. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-1906 

ages 3+
Playfoam® Starter 4-packs
Each includes four 9.5cm W pods in four vibrant colours of Playfoam®. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-1900 Original 
EI-1910 Sparkle* 

ages 3+

EI-1900 EI-1910

*Possible colour transfer. Playfoam® Sparkle may transfer colour stain to fabric and plastics. 

EI-1900
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Playfoam® Glow-in-the-Dark
More squishy, squashy, sculpting fun with a bright 
twist! Children will love this Glow-in-the-Dark 
Playfoam®! Turn on their imagination then turn off 
the light to see their creations glow! 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-1908 4 Pack (Not shown) 
EI-1909 8 Pack  

ages 3+

Playfoam® Jumbo Pods
Squish it, squash it, repeat! The everlasting fun of Playfoam® now comes in a single 
jumbo pod! Sets have 12 pods. Available in Sparkle*, Glow-in-the-Dark and Classic, 
colours may vary. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-9722 Playfoam® Sparkle* Jumbo Pods (Assortment of 12) 
EI-9723 Playfoam® Glow in the Dark Jumbo Pods (Assortment of 12) 
EI-9724 Playfoam® Classic Jumbo Pods (Assortment of  12) 

ages 3+

85

Playfoam® Combo 20-Pack
Includes original and sparkle* 9.5cm W pods in eight vibrant colours.  
Set of 20 Pods. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-1907 

ages 3+

*Possible colour transfer. Playfoam® Sparkle may transfer colour stain to fabric and plastics. 
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Playfoam® Shape & Learn 
Alphabet Uppercase Set
Includes eight coloured bricks and 13 double  
sided activity cards to practise letter formation. 
Cards measure 13cm x 18cm. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-1917 

ages 3+

Playfoam® Shape  
& Learn Numbers Set
Includes eight coloured bricks and 13 double  
sided activity cards to practise number formation. 
Cards measure 13cm x 18cm. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-1918 

ages 3+

Playfoam® Shape & Learn 
Lowercase Set
Includes eight coloured bricks and 13 double-sided 
activity cards to practise lower case letter formation. 
Cards measure 13cm H x 18cm W. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

ESP 1916-UK 

ages 3+

Playfoam® GO!
Includes bricks in eight vibrant colours packed in a handy carry case featuring eight 
storage compartments, one for mixing colours and four built-in shape moulds. Case 
measures 23cm L. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-1930 

ages 3+

Playfoam® GO! Squishy Sandcastle 
The Playfoam® GO! Squishy Sandcastle goes anywhere the squishy, squashy, shaping fun of 
Playfoam goes. This all-in-one playset and carrying case includes 4 fun colours of Playfoam 
to build and shape, moulds for creation, and 5 sea life animal friends: a dolphin, shark, seal, 
octopus and turtle. Playfoam never dries out so the on-the-go creative fun never ends. Case 
measures 9cm H x 23cm W.

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 

EI-1927 

 ages 5+

86
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Playfoam® Shape & Learn Counting 
Ideal for hands-on, tactile learning, children make shapes and build 
number sense with this Playfoam set featuring 8 coloured Playfoam 
bricks, and 13 double-sided number cards. Little learners place squishy, 
squashy Playfoam pieces in the spaces shown on each number card to 
begin to identify numerals with their corresponding quantities. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-1914 

ages 3+

Playfoam® Shape & Learn Letter Sounds
The fun, tactile way to learn and practise ABCs. Preschoolers use the 8 bricks 
of squishy, squashy Playfoam to shape the letters of the alphabet on 13 
double-sided letter cards. The illustration on each card incorporates an object 
that starts with that letter. As children shape each letter, they speak the name 
of the object and practise the sound each letter makes.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-1915 

ages 3+
87
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New
Playfoam® Pals™ Unicorn Magic 
Magical creatures are hiding inside a Playfoam® Rainbow, just waiting to be 
discovered. Playfoam® Pals™ Unicorn Magic is here and there are 45 enchanting 
mystery Pals to find and collect including unicorns, kittycorn, piggycorn, 
corgiecorn and mermaidcorn. Each rainbow also includes a special charm and 
collector’s guide. Non-drying Playfoam means everlasting fun with magical friends. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 

EI-1952 – Playfoam® Pals™ Unicorn Magic CDU of  10 

EI-1953 – Playfoam® Pals™ Unicorn Magic POP of 2

EI-1954 – Playfoam® Pals™ Unicorn Magic POP of 6

 ages 5+

NewPlayfoam® Unicorn Mane 
The Playfoam® Squishologists have unlocked the mysteries of the 
unicorn mane. This all-new Playfoam Special Edition features special 
magical mixes of Playfoam that are part rainbow swirl and part sparkly 
gold stars. Packaged in a jumbo pod, it’s the squishy, squashy fun that 
never dries out. Measures 22cm H x 27cm W. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 

EI-9729 - Pack of 12

 ages 3+
*Possible colour transfer. Playfoam® Sparkle may transfer colour stain to fabric and plastics. 

Playfoam® Build-A-Snowman Counter Display
What’s the secret to making a snowman that never melts? Use Playfoam®! Shape 
your snowman and add all of the necessary accessories for your squishable, 
squashable frosty friend. Includes hat, scarf, carrot nose, arm branches, 2 eyes, 3 
buttons, and winter wonderland themed glittery white Playfoam. Comes in three 
different coloured accessory variations.   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
ESP-2251 UK CDU of 10 

ages 5+

Playfoam® Mermaid Magic 
Squish, squash, and sculpt extra-special creations with limited-edition Playfoam® 
colour combinations! Special shades of sea green, blue, and purple with silver 
seashell sequins are perfect for making a mermaid tail and other underwater 
wonders. Plus, Playfoam never dries out so the fantastical fun never ends. Make 
something magic today!   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-9730 - Pack of 12 

ages 3+
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*Possible colour transfer. Playfoam® Sparkle may transfer colour stain to fabric and plastics

New

New

Playfoam® Pals™ Space Squad Galaxy Pack
There’s an intergalactic squadron of Pal collectables waiting to be discovered in 
Playfoam® Pals™ Space Squad Galaxy Pack. Pop open each pod to find star-studded 
Playfoam around a special Glow-in-the-Dark Playfoam core and uncover the 
surprise collectable alien Pal hiding inside. Four exclusive alien Pals are waiting to 
be discovered inside this multipack. Each multipack also includes three accessories 
and an exclusive moon rover. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-1958-A 

ages 5+

Playfoam® Pals™ Space Squad Counter Display
Astronauts and out-of-this-world collectable creatures are hiding inside Playfoam® 
Pals™ Space Squad. Each pod features a special Playfoam space mix with star-
shaped sequins, a core of mystery glow-in-the-dark Playfoam, and an adorable 
space pal to collect. Each also includes two mystery accessories, sticker sheet, 
collector’s guide and UFO or rocket ship base. Child-friendly Playfoam never dries 
out so the sculpting, squishing space fun never ends. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-1955 CDU of 8 

ages 5+
89
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The Playfoam® Game 
Squishy, squashy, shaping fun for everyone! Draw a card and get sculpting with 
The Playfoam® Game. Teams take turns to create and guess what competitors 
are sculpting in a race against the clock. Includes two cool colours of Playfoam, 
100 kid-friendly clues, and a 60 second timer with game guide. Game mat 
measures 21cm W x 21cm L. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 

EI-1937 

 ages 5+

Color by Playfoam®
 

Create a mythical work of art with Color By Playfoam®. Use Playfoam 
and squish it into the canvas to create a colourful masterpiece, then 
scoop it out and start all over again. Playfoam never dries out so the 
squishing fun never ends. Includes 1 mythical creature creation canvas, 
5 colours of Playfoam and squisher tool. Measures 14cm H x 13cm W. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 

EI-2040 – Color by Playfoam® Dragon 
EI-2041 – Color by Playfoam® Unicorn

 ages 5+
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New

PaperCraft Dolls
Enjoy hours of crafting, creative fun with the PaperCraft Dolls range. Paper dolls are ideal 
for practising fine motor skills as children colour and fit the dolls’ clothes. When the dolls are 
dressed up and ready, they can be used for storytelling and role play activities, or open-ended 
free play. Paper sticks for no-slip colouring and designing but won’t leave a sticky residue. 

New

PaperCraft Dolls Sweet Boutique
Use the 100 colour-in clothes and 40 reusable fashion accessory stickers to style 3 
double-sided dolls with stands. The packaging transforms into a boutique for your 
fashionable friends! Dolls stand 17cm tall. Boutique measures 17cm H x 22cm W when 
assembled. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-1551  

ages 3+

PaperCraft Dolls Fashion Parade
Colour in your own paper dolls and stick them up on 
the wall to display your designs. Mix and match outfits 
and create your own adorable looks! This 24-page book 
includes 24 dolls and over 200 colour-in stickers for 
hours of creative fun! Dolls stand 21cm tall. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-1553 

ages 3+

SpindoodleTM

Give creative brains a spin with the fast-paced drawing game that turns as players doodle. 
The clue cards may seem simple, but once the canvas starts to spin, players will be laughing 
out loud as teammates guess dizzying doodles for points. Spindoodle includes write-and-
wipe game board, dry erase marker, eraser, 30-second timer, 100 double-sided clue cards, 
and a die. Requires 3 AA batteries not included. Game board measures 20cm diameter.  
104 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 

EI-3069

ages 8+
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LER 9148 

LER 9162

LER 9164

Gears! Gears! Gears!® Building Sets
Introduce young builders to the world of gears with these award-winning starter sets featuring 
child friendly pieces in bright colours for easy construction. Children create colourful, imaginative, 
moving action pieces while developing problem solving and fine motor skills. Compatible with all 
other Gears! Gears! Gears!® sets for even more imagination and fun. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9148 Starter Building Set 60 Piece Set 
LER 9162 Deluxe Building Set 100 Piece Set 
LER 9164 Super Building Comes with tub, Set 150 Piece Set

ages 3+
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Gears! Gears! Gears!®  
Build & Bloom Building Set
Includes colourful gears, flowers, butterflies, bees, ladybirds, wiggly stems and more! 
Parts are all interchangeable, allowing for endless combinations and designs.  
116  Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9214-D

ages 4+

Gears! Gears! Gears!® Gizmos™ Building Set 
Includes springs, spirals, small, medium and large gears, plus base  
plates and connectors for the next step in building fun! 83 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9171 

ages 5+

Gears! Gears! Gears!®  
Movin’ Monkeys™ Building Set
Includes six monkeys, colourful gears, trees, vines, base plates and connectors for 
endless building fun. 103 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9119

ages 4+
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Gears! Gears! Gears!® Robot Factory 
Building Set
Create your own land of colourful robots with this 79 piece set! Robots are 
interchangeable and can be connected onto gears or stacked together for 
creative building fun. Mix-and-match pieces add to the fun and allow for 
endless combinations and designs. Robots measure 6cm H. 79 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9225

ages 4+

New Gears! Gears! Gears!®  
Robots in Motion
Ratchet up construction play with geared robots that twist, turn and move! This 
116-piece robotics building set includes all-new special components for designing 
and building robots, cars, and machines that move and transform. Boost early 
engineering and other STEM skills with every build! Works with all Gears! Gears! 
Gears! products. 116 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 9228

ages 5+

Gears! Gears! Gears!®  
Space Explorers Building Set
Gear up for some intergalactic fun with this colourful 77 piece set! Watch as the 
astronauts fly through space with a simple twist of the gear handle. Perfect for 
young space enthusiasts! Mix-and-match pieces add to the fun and allow for 
endless combinations and designs. Astronauts measure 6cm  H. 77 Piece Set.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9217

ages 4+
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LER 9227

Gears! Gears! Gears!®  
Lights & Action Motorised Building Set 
Creative construction has no boundaries with this light up set! Includes 121 
pieces including flashing lights, glow in the dark stickers, springs and gears 
all in a handy storage tub. Requires 3 AA batteries, not included.  
121 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9209 

ages 5+

Glows in the
dark!

Gears! Gears! Gears!® Machines in Motion Building Set 
Engage children for hours of exploration and discovery with infinite constructive activities! An 
expansive set of 116 colourful Gears! pieces with interchangeable parts are a perfect way to build 
STEM skills. Includes propellers, wrecking ball, chains, pulleys, wheels, axles and instructions for 
multiple engineering creations. 116 Piece Set.

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9227  

ages 5+

Gears! Gears! Gears!® Dizzy Fun Land™  
Motorised Building Set 
Includes a motor, carousel, big wheel, bumper cars, rollercoaster, play 
figures and more. Motor requires 2 AA batteries, not included. 120 Piece Set

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9199  

ages 5+

Gears! Gears! Gears!® Wacky Wigglers®

Motorised Building Set 
Includes colourful gears, chomping teeth, springs, whiskers, glow in the 
dark eyeballs and flashing lights for endless creative creature combinations! 
Motor requires 3 AA batteries, not included. 130 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9202 

ages 5+
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LER 9231

Gears! Gears! Gears!® Basic Construction Sets 
Introduce young builders to a whole load of learning with Gears! Gears! Gears!® basic construction sets. Choose 
from a selection of starter sets that introduce critical thinking, STEM learning, and problem-solving through 3D 
construction play. Each themed set includes instructions to build three different projects for hours of assembly 
fun. Children can build the themed sets or create something unique and all their own. All Gears! pieces work with 
existing sets so children can add other sets to their collection as they go. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9231 CycleGears™

  30 Piece Set  
LER 9232 RoverGears™

  43 Piece Set  
LER 9236 FlightGears™ 44 Piece Set 
LER 9237 WreckerGears™ 47 Piece Set

ages 4+

LER 9236

LER 9237
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Design & Drill® Power Drill 
The Design & Drill® Power Drill has a new look. Now children 
can watch the gears in the handle turn as they build their Design 
& Drill creations. Measures approximately 12cm H. Requires 3 
AAA batteries not included. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4140

ages 3+
Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ 
Rocket  
Counting down, 3,2,1, we have lift-off! Use the real-working 
drill to build the intergalactic rocket ship and launch into Design 
& Drill® Bolt Buddies™ and Rocket fun. Add the Bolt Buddy 
to the astronauts’ seat for a thrilling, drilling blast-off into 
imagination. Set comprises child-friendly power drill, 7 bolts, 6 
snap-together rocket parts, Astro Buddy and Space Dog. Keep 
the box as the packaging is part of the product - turn it inside 
out and convert into a reusable launchpad playset. Rocket 
measures 25cm x 14cm x 14cm. Requires 3 AAA batteries not 
included.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4187

ages 3+

Design & Drill® Bolt-It-Bucket™ 
The Design & Drill® Bolt-It Bucket™ lets little creators work anywhere their bucket can go. Set features 
a built-in drilling board on top of a bucket packed with bolts. Get started with easy-to-follow designs or 
drill your own design again and again for thrilling, drilling masterpieces. Includes 52 bolts in 4 colours, 
child-friendly power drill, guide with 10 patterns, and a storage bucket with handle. Storage bucket 
measures approximately 22cm W. Requires 3 AAA batteries not included.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4145

ages 3+
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Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ Fire 
Truck  
Use the real working power drill to assemble this action-
packed fire engine set. Snap together the Fire Truck parts, drill 
in the bolts, and then get your Bolt Buddies ready to race to 
the rescue. This fun set includes a Fire Truck with extendable 
rotating ladder, drilling board that stows inside the truck, 
power drill with 2 drill bits, 24 colourful bolts, 8 snap-on fire 
and water toppers, a fire hydrant, Bolt Buddy Fire Chief, Bolt 
Buddy Firefighter, and Dalmatian dog pal. Fire Truck measures 
16cm H x 18cm W x 33cm L. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, (not 
included). 50 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4189

ages 3+

Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ Police 
Motorcycle  
Snap together the motorcycle pieces and use the power drill to 
fasten the colourful bolts. Now pop in the police officer Bolt Buddy 
and her police dog pal and enjoy hours of pretend play fun. Set 
includes power drill, motorcycle body, 5 snap-together parts, 
6 bolts, Bolt Buddy Police Officer, and police dog. Motorcycle 
measures 9cm H x 13cm W x 14cm L. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, 
(not included).  
19 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4190

ages 3+

Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™  
Rescue Helicopter  
Young pilots learn the basics of construction and engineering while building 
fine motor skills with tools perfect for little hands. Snap together the helicopter 
pieces, use the power drill to attach the bolts and race into rescue-themed 
pretend play fun. Includes power drill, helicopter body with snap-together 
pieces, rescue bucket that lowers and lifts, 5 bolts, Bolt Buddy Pilot and rescue 
falcon pal. Helicopter measures 15cm H x 16cm W x 22cm L. Drill requires 3 AAA 
batteries, (not included).  
15 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4188

ages 3+
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Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™  
Pick-It-Up Truck 
Let’s get to work! Meet the Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ Pick-it-Up Truck, 
where imagination meets construction play. Use the real-working drill to 
build your truck and add your Bolt Buddy to the driver’s seat. Use the clear 
plastic scoop bucket to collect and carry your bolts. Then lift the arms up and 
watch the bolts drop into the bed. Keep the box as the packaging is part of the 
product - turn it inside out and convert into a reusable playset. Requires 3 AAA 
batteries not included. Truck measures 31cm L x 14cm W.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4185

ages 3+

Design & Drill® Train  
Young learners can construct and then be the driver of this 
Design & Drill® Train featuring lights and sounds. Get drilling 
the colourful bolts with the child-safe motorised drill then 
connect the three train trucks and then it’s all aboard! Hands-on 
play promotes fine motor skills, basic maths and STEM-based 
engineering. Includes customisable train with lights and sounds, 
motorised drill (5 AAA batteries not included), 25 multicoloured 
bolts, engineer figurine and instruction guide. Train when 
complete measures 13cm H x 48cm W. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4175

ages 3+

Design & Drill® STEM Garden 
Get growing with the Design & Drill® STEM Garden. Stack a flower, secure it in 
place with a bolt, and drill it into place. Watch the garden grow! The new-look 
drill lets kids see how it works. Includes 1 garden base, child-friendly power drill, 
10 bolts, 18 stackable flowers, and 6 flower stems in various lengths. Garden base 
measures 30cm L x 17cm W. Requires 3 AAA batteries not included.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4143

ages 3+

Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ Race Car 
Zoom off to drilling fun with the Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ and Race Car. 
Use the real-working drill to build the race car and add the Bolt Buddy to the 
driver’s seat for a thrilling drilling race to the finish line. Each kit contains Race 
Car and Pit Crew Buddy, child-friendly power drill, 9 bolts, and 7 snap-together 
race car parts. Keep the box as the packaging is part of the product - turn it 
inside out and convert into a reusable racetrack stadium. Race Car measures 
20cm L x 9cm H. Requires 3 AAA batteries not included.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4186

ages 3+
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Design & Drill® ABCs & 123s 
Drill and learn numbers and letters with this take along learning centre. 
Ideal for preschoolers, it’s the fun way to practise fine motor skills, 
and learn early maths and literacy skills through fun construction play. 
Place an alphabet or number card onto the board and use the power 
drill and colourful bolts to recreate the letter or number. Set includes 
board, power drill, chunky Phillips screwdriver, 50 colourful bolts, 10 
double-sided number cards, and 26 alphabet cards featuring upper- and 
lowercase letters. Packaging doubles as a storage box and includes the 
alphabet for reference. Activity board measures 3cm H x 20cm W x 22cm 
L. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, (not included). 92 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4113 

ages 3+

Design & Drill® Marble Maze 
This fun STEM activity set is ideal for cause-and-effect learning through play. Mini 
makers choose a maze challenge card, create the maze design using the drill, 
bolts, and track pieces, drop in a marble and watch it go! Children can use the 10 
predesigned maze challenges or create their own. Track pieces vary in length and 
design, and offer lots of fun, open-ended, creative STEM play opportunities. Set 
includes maze board, 15 track pieces, 20 bolts, 2 legs, power drill, 10 double-
sided challenge cards, and 2 wall brackets. Maze board measures 30cm H x 25cm 
W x 5cm L. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, (not included). 54 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-4105 

ages 5+

Design & Drill® Patterns & Shapes 
Drill and learn about colours, counting, grouping and patterning through fun 
creative play. Ideal for preschoolers, children use a mini power drill and chunky 
Phillips screwdriver to attach colourful bolts onto the board to create pictures 
and patterns. Children can use the set’s pattern cards to create colourful designs 
or design their own clever creations while building fine motor skills and hand-
eye coordination. Set includes design board, 10 pattern cards, power drill, mini 
screwdriver, 50 colourful bolts and guide. Activity board measures 3cm H x 20cm 
W x 22cm L. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, (not included). 61 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-4108 

ages 3+
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Design & Drill® Power Tool Workshop 
Deluxe edition of the original Activity Centre (see page 105) includes electronic power drill and 
power screwdriver, both with reverse functions and interchangeable bits, combination spanner, 
120 colourful plastic bolts (regular and fun shaped) and activity guide with 19 design ideas in 
a sturdy carry case. Drill and screwdriver both require 3 AA batteries, not included. Measures 
38cm square when folded. 
 127 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-4115 

ages 3+

Design & Drill® Take-Along Toolkit 
Portable, compact edition of the original Activity Centre (see page 99) includes electronic 
power screwdriver with reverse function and interchangeable bits, 60 colourful plastic bolts 
and activity guide with ten design ideas in a sturdy carry case that doubles as the design board. 
Screwdriver requires 3 AA batteries, not included. Measures 23cm W x 18cm H. 65 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-4117 

ages 3+
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EI-4127

EI-4126

103

Design & Drill® Power Play Vehicles™  
Monster Truck
Little hands snap together the six body parts, use the motorised mini-drill to 
add 15 clear bolts and customise with decorative stickers to design their very 
own monster creation! Once their monster truck is ready to roll, they can use 
kid-power to go full-throttle for endless role play fun! Includes an illustrated 
building guide. When complete measures 12.8cm. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, 
not included. 25 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
EI-4132
 ages 3+

Design & Drill® Power Play Vehicles™ Race Car
Let mini mechanics snap the seven body pieces together, before using the 
motorised mini-drill to add 15 clear bolts to their race car creation. Includes an 
illustrated building guide and decorative stickers. When complete measures 
9.4cm H. Drill requires 3 AAA batteries, not included. 26 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
EI-4131
 ages 3+

Design & Drill® Space Circuits
3…2…1 Get ready to blast off with Space Circuits! Mini 
STEM-gineers use a child-safe power drill to complete 
20 space-themed missions to create circuits that 
really work! Using the circuit board, learn to light, spin 
simple motors, add momentary buttons and switches 
and many more! Includes space circuit board, child-
safe power drill, 20 bolts, 10 double-sided challenge 
cards and guide. Requires 3 AAA and 3 AA batteries, 
not included. Board measures 24cm L x 19cm W. 

50 Piece Set  
 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 

EI-4176

 ages 5+

Design & Drill® Robots 
Design & Drill® bots are the ideal introduction to STEM learning 
through basic engineering and construction play. Snap, drill and 
decorate your robot pal with child-friendly tools designed for little 
builders to use with ease. Includes 15 bolts, sticker sheet and child-
friendly screwdriver. Robot measures approximately 20cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-4127 Robot 
EI-4126 SparkleBot™ 

ages 3+
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EI-4125 Sound 
activated, light-up 
board

EI-4122 Sound activated, 
light-up board

Design & Drill® BrightWorks™ 
Young engineers can follow one of 12 included patterns or create their own custom, 
glow-in-the-dark creations. Create your design then play music, sing or clap your hands 
and the BrightWorks™ lights will dance along to the sounds you make! The set includes 
black light-up activity board, translucent drill, two drill bits, 80 bolts in different colours 
and 12 patterns in an included activity guide. Board measures 23cm x 23cm. Requires 3 
AA and 3 AAA batteries, not included.  
96 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-4122 

ages 3+

Design & Drill® Flower Power Studio™  
Take Along Activity Set 
Learning fun blossoms with this colourful design studio! Includes power drill,  
60 colourful plastic bolts, six designer plates and activity guide, all of which  
store neatly in the flower shaped activity board. Drill requires 3 AA batteries,  
not included. Measures 27cm in diameter. 69 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-4123 

ages 3+
Design & Drill® SparkleWorks™

With SparkleWorks™, budding designers can follow one of the 12 included 
patterns or create their own custom, glow-in-the-dark creations and activate the 
lights with their voice or music! The set includes light-up activity board with sound 
activation mode, translucent drill with LED light, drill bit, 60 charm bolts and an 
instruction guide. Requires 3 AA batteries for the drill and 3 AAA batteries for the 
board, not included. Board measures 23cm x 23cm.  63 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-4125
 ages 3+

Design & Drill® See-Through Creative 
Workshop
Turbo boost their creative skills! Young engineers can follow pattern cards 
or create custom designs using the play power drill to drive the colourful 
bolts into the right holes on the clear base. Includes drill, three drill bits, 120 
plastic bolts, manual screwdriver, combination spanner, activity cards and 
guide.  Design board measures 25.5 x 25.5cm. Drill requires 3 AA batteries, 
not included. 133 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
EI-4114

 ages 3+
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EI-4170

Design & Drill® My First Workbench 
Junior builders can enjoy hours of constructive play hammering and drilling directly into the play bench 
to create colourful designs. Includes workbench measuring 32cm W x 35cm L, play hammer (15cm L), 
electric bolt driver (18cmL), 60 colourful bolts and nails plus pattern guide. Features integrated storage 
drawer. Great for building STEM skills! Power tool requires 3 AAA batteries, not included.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-4170  Brown  125 Piece Set 
EI-4171  Grey  125 Piece Set 

ages 3+

EI-4171

Design & Drill® Activity Centre 
Includes electronic drill with three drill bits, hand screw driver, spanner, 
100 plastic bolts and ten double sided pattern cards and activity board. 
Power tools require 3 AA batteries, not included. 136 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-4112 

ages 3+

Design & Drill® Classroom Activity Set 
This great value set of our ever-popular Design & Drill® Activity Centre 
includes enough pieces to enable four children to play at one time: 
two power drills, two power screwdrivers, 12 interchangeable bits, 400 
plastic bolts, four activity boards and ten double sided design cards in a 
Gratnells storage tub. Drill and screwdrivers each require 3 AA batteries, 
not included. 436 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-9020 

ages 3+
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CONNECT
THE CIRCUITS

TO POWER
YOUR PLAY!

New

EI-4200

EI-4201

EI-4202

CIRCUIT-POWERED 
LIGHTS, SOUND 
AND MOTION!

Circuit Explorer® 
Construction play meets electrical engineering with this snap-together building system. Line 
up the circuitry on the over-sized pieces and snap them together to build a fully powered, 
large-scale space-themed world. Circuit Explorer is a simple building set that lets kids build 
realistic-looking 3D toys that light up and move! Follow the easy instructions to build a Rocket 
with light-up Nose Cone and Nozzles, Space Rover with light-up headlights, and Landing Pad 
with colour changing light effects, or connect the pieces your way to make out-of-this-world 
custom, light-up, builds. Then launch into hours of screen-free, pretend-play fun with the 
included astronaut and robot figures. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  WARNING: This toy produces flashes that may trigger 
epilepsy in sensitized individuals. 
EI-4200 Circuit Explorer® Rocket Assembled Rocket measures 22cm H x 4cm W.
Requires 9 AAA batteries (not included). 
 
EI-4201 Circuit Explorer® Rover Assembled Rover measures 6cm H x 19cm L.
Requires 9 AAA batteries (not included).
 
EI-4202 Circuit Explorer® Deluxe Base Station Assembled Space Station measures 29cm H 
x 69cm W. Requires 15 AAA batteries (not included). 

ages 6+
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Papa BearTM - 12 grams

Mama BearTM - 8 grams

Baby BearTM- 4 grams

Bears not included

LER 0744
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The Original Three Bear Family®  
Rainbow Counter Set 
Family of coloured plastic bears in three sizes and three weights are ideal for size grading, mass 
comparison, counting and sorting. Plastic bears are proportionally weighted to use on a balance. 
Includes storage bucket. Bears measure 2.5cm - 4cm. 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 0744 Three Bear Family® Counters in six colours  96 Piece Set  
LER 0725 Three Bear Family® Counters in four colours  80 Piece Set  ages 3+

Three Bear Family® Double Sided Pattern Cards
Set of double sided activity cards helps extend children’s learning.  
Use with basic set of Three Bear Family counters.   
16 Piece Set.  
LER 0753  ages 3+

Three Bear Family® Beginner’s Balance Set
Introduce mass and measurement with this simple see-saw balance.  
Calibrates easily with sliding compensator clips. Includes ten bear counters and 
activity guide. Measures 40cm W x 10cm H. 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 0740   ages 4+
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Three Bear Family® Sort, Pattern & Play 
Set
Includes 96 bear counters in six colours, six sorting bowls, 5cm 
colour die, number die, 16 pattern and sequencing cards, and a 
bear spinner packed in a handy storage box measuring 30.5cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 0757 Three Bear Family® Sort, Pattern & Play Set  123 Piece Set  
LER 0745 Three Bear Family® Extra Sorting Bowls  6 Piece Set   ages 3+

LER 0745

LER 0757

Beginning Sorting Set
Count, sort and classify with these durable, soft rubber counters. Set 
comes with 48 Mini Dinos, 36 Fruity Fun™ Counters, 36 Mini Motors® 
Counters and 48 Friendly Farm® Animal Counters in two sizes. Sorting 
tray (sold separately) measures 28cm in diameter.   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 0216 Beginning Sorting Set  168 Piece Set.  
LER 0196 Circular Sorting Tray only   ages 3+

The Original Three Bear Family® Primary Bucket Balance
Children explore measurement with this balance's clear buckets that enable them to see exactly what they 
have placed inside and remove easily for emptying. The bucket's lids can be added and used as platforms. 
Features a storage drawer to hold the included 102 baby bear counters in six colours. Measures 41cm W. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0779 

 ages 3+
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Splash of Colour Magnetic Sorting Set
Brighten up learning with these colour paint pots and sorting objects. 
Perfect for developing colour recognition, vocabulary and early maths 
skills or for creating an interactive display. Adhere to any magnetic 
surface. Includes eight 25cm colour frames, 40 sorting magnets and 
activity set. 48 Piece Set 
LER 9590   ages 3+

The Original Super Sorting Set  
A complete sorting kit for the classroom! This great value set is full with over 600 items including Friendly Farm® Animals, Mini Motors® and Fruity Fun™ 
counters, Link ‘N’ Learn® Links, pattern blocks and transparent counters. Includes six sorting bowls, sorting tray and suggested activities. Packed in a 
sturdy storage box. Tray measures 36cm W x 28cm H. 643 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LSP 0217-UK  

ages 3+

Link ‘N’ Learn® Links
Perfect for sorting, patterning, counting, measurement and graphing activities. 
Activity guide included in each set. Links measure 4cm L. 500 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 0257  

ages 3+
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Rainbow Sorting Crayons
A hands-on introduction to the colour palette! Children sort the 48 colour-
coded manipulatives into the eight matching crayon shaped tubes. Set also 
encourages colour identification and vocabulary, patterning, counting and 
oral language development as children name each object and colour. Includes 
eight 24cm H crayons and a fun crayon storage box. 56 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 3070  

 ages 3+

Birds in a Nest Sorting Set
Birds of a feather all sorted together! Add a nurturing and imaginative touch to 
learning play with this mum and baby bird nesting theme. Perfect for teaching 
sorting, counting and colours. Six bowls (nests) stack for easy storage. Nests 
measure 8.5cm L x 2.5cm H; 24 baby birds measure 2.5cm H and six mummy 
birds measure 4.5cm H. 36 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 5554   ages 3+

Farmer's Market Colour Sorting Set
Develop colour recognition and sorting skills with baskets of realistic, 
relationally-sized produce. Perfect for imaginative play and nutrition lessons 
too. Includes 25 foods, five baskets with stickers for labelling and activity 
guide. Baskets measure 10cm H x 14cm in diameter. Includes 25 realistic play 
foods!  30 Piece Set 
LER 3060  

 ages 18 months+
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Jungle Animal Counters
12 species of realistic jungle animals. Activity set, 'Did 
You Know?' animal fun facts and storage bucket included. 
Animals measure 4cm-7.5cm H.  
60 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0697  

ages 3+

Dinosaur Counters
Learn to count with these colourful primitive creatures! Dino enthusiasts will 
enjoy developing number and quantity relationships, patterning, counting 
and sorting skills while spending time with these prehistoric friends. T-Rex 
measures 5cm H. 60 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs
LER 0811  

ages 3+

Fun Fish Counters
Colourful, realistic sea creature counters, 12 species of fish are included plus 
activity guide and storage tub. Seahorse measures 6.5cm H. 60 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0407  

ages 3+

Farm Animal Counters
Count on fun on the farm with these adorable, colourful animals. Friendly, farm 
animal favourites provide an engaging way for kids to develop number and 
quantity relationships, patterning, counting and sorting skills. Horse measures 
5cm H. 60 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs
LER 0810  

ages 3+

Ocean Animals
Count, sort and match undersea friends. Explore the world of ocean life with this 
set of 50 painted aquatic animal counters featuring 10 different whales, sharks and 
more. Set comes in a reusable storage tub. Animals measure approximately 4cm H 
x 5cm W. Sizes vary. 50 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0799 

ages 3+
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LSP 3158-UKM

LSP 7549-UK

Connecting People®

These children's sets of counters are a great way to liven up counting, 
sorting and patterning activites or even imaginitive play. Soft rubber 
counters wipe clean. Each set includes an activity guide. Features male 
and female people in three sizes and four colours. Connect the people 
by joining their hands. People measure from 1.25-2.5cm H.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LSP 7549-UK Connecting People®  96 Piece Set  
LSP 3158-UKM Connecting People® Double sided pattern cards  16 Piece Set 

ages 4+

Under the Sea Ocean 
Counters™ 

 Counters measure approximately 4cm H. 
72 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 3341 

ages 3+

Wild About Animals Jungle 
Counters™ 

 Counters measure approximately 4cm H. 
72 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3361 

ages 3+

In the Garden Critter  
Counters™ 

 Counters measure approximately 4cm H. 
72 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3381 

ages 3+

Back In Time  
Dinosaur Counters™ 

Counters measure approximately 4cm H. 
72 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 4481 

ages 3+
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Pet Counters 

Realistic household pet friends in six different 
colours. Activity guide and storage tub included. 
Pets measure 3cm H.  
72 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0780 

ages 3+

Fruity Fun™ Counters
Six fun fruit counters in six different colours. Activity 
guide and storage bucket included. Largest fruit 
(banana) measures 6cm L.  
108 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0177 

ages 3+

Measuring Worms™

Use these colourful worms for early non-standard 
measurement. Includes six colours and four sizes: 
2.5cm, 5cm, 7.5cm and 10cm. 72 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0176 

ages 3+

Mini Dino Counters 

Bright, soft rubber dinosaur counters, detailed and 
tactile, in six shapes and colours. Ideal for sorting 
and counting. Includes booklet of dinosaur facts and 
activities and storage tub. Measure 5cm H.  
108 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0710 

ages 3+

Backyard Bugs™ Counters 

Six different types of realistic looking bug shapes in 
six different colours. Activity guide and storage tub 
included. Bugs measure 5cm L. 72 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0457 

ages 3+

Mini Motors® Counters
Six different vehicles in six different colours.  
Activity guide and storage tub included. Vehicles 
measure 4-5cm L. 72 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0190 

ages 3+

Friendly Farm® Animal 
Counters 

These sets of coloured counters are a great way to 
liven up counting, sorting and patterning activities 
or even imaginitve play. Soft rubber counters wipe 
clean. Each set includes an activity guide. Features 
six friendly farm animals in two sizes and six colours. 
Animals measure 2.5cm-4.5cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0187 Animal Counters  144 Piece Set   
LER 0180 Animal Counters  72 Piece Set 

ages 3+
114
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Super Sorting Pie
Fruity pie teaches key early numeracy skills as children sort the fruit counters 
by their attributes. Jumbo Tweezers reinforce motor skills. Includes 60, 4cm 
counters (seven fruits in five different colours), 22cm durable plastic pie, 
removable divider, three double sided sorting cards, two Jumbo Tweezers and 
activity guide. Pie measures 22cm in diameter. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 6216 Super Sorting Pie  68 Piece Set  ages 3+

  
LER 1963 Jumbo Tweezers  Set of 12   ages 5+

Mini Muffin Match Up Maths Activity Set
Select from a variety of sorting-circle inserts to boost colour recognition, 
matching, sorting, counting and early maths skills. Included dice feature colours 
and numbers (0-6) allowing for group activities and game play. Squeezy Tweezer 
reinforces fine-motor skills! Includes one muffin tray, 60 Mini Muffin Counters, 
one Squeezy Tweezer, two foam dice, 12 double sided sorting circles and activity 
guide. Muffin tray measures 25cm L. 76 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 5556  

 ages 3+

Counting Dino-Sorters Maths Activity Set
Crack open some prehistoric playtime! Open the irresistibly coloured 
eggs and discover a fun surprise. Each numbered egg contains the 
corresponding number (and colour) of little dino friends inside. This 
set is perfect for exploring number and quantity relationships, number 
sequencing, counting from 1–10, sorting, early addition & subtraction 
and more. Eggs measure 7.5cm H.  
65 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 1768 

ages 3+

Toucans to 10 Sorting Set 
Who can solve maths problems? You can with toucans! Kids draw a card, solve 
the addition or subtraction equation, and then place the card into the back of the 
numbered toucan that matches the correct answer. Children can play one-on-one 
or as a group and learn sorting and patterning at the same time. Set includes 10 
toucans numbered 1-10 and 120 fact cards. Each toucan measures 5cm L x 9cm W  
x 8cm H. 130 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 5458

ages 5+
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Digital display shows digital time

Big Time™ Classroom Clock Kit
Ideal for whole class time-telling activities. Kit includes Big Time 12-Hour Demonstration 
Clock, 24 x 10cm Geared Mini Clocks and teaching guide. 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2102 Classroom Clock Kit  25 Piece Set  
LER 2202 Big Time™ Geared Mini-Clocks  (Set of 6) 

ages 5+

Big Time™ Learning Clocks®

Hidden gears maintain correct hour and minute relationships as time-telling 
concepts are demonstrated. Durable plastic clocks have easy to read hour 
and minute markings, and include removable stands and teaching guides. 
Demonstration Clock measures 34cm H. 
LER 2094 12-Hour Demonstration Clock  
LER 2095 12-Hour Student Clock  
LER 3101 24-Hour Student Clock  

ages 5+

Primary Time Teacher Clocks™ 
Geared, colour-coded clocks let the teacher demonstrate time concepts to the whole 
class and assess student understanding. Clocks show the corresponding digital time 
and feature an AM/PM window. Digital windows open and close for assessment. 
Demonstration Clock measures 40cm H. Student Clock measures 22.5cm. 
LER 2995 24-Hour Demonstration Clock  
LER 2993 24-Hour Student Clock  

ages 6+
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About Time! Small Group 
Activity Set
It’s time to learn all about time. Help your class 
build time-telling skills with this classroom-
ready activity set that’s ideal for small group play. 
Includes 6 geared plastic clocks that maintain 
the right minute and hour relationships, 6 write 
and wipe clocks, 24 double-sided cards, 3 dice 
and an Activity guide. 39 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3214

ages 5+

New

Time Activity Mat
Reinforce time-telling skills through active play! Students roll the dice, then place 
the plastic hands or their own bodies on the mat to show the time rolled. Includes 
colour-coded plastic clock hands, four inflatable dice, time number line, activity 
guide and 20 activity cards. Vinyl mat measures 137cm square and features 
grommets for hanging. Dice measure 12cm when inflated. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs    
LER 2981 

ages 5+

Big Time™ Mini Clock
Big Time™ Mini Clock is perfect for personal learning in the classroom or 
home. This geared clock is colour coded to make it easier for students to 
understand telling time to the hour and minute. Hands are geared to keep the 
correct relationship between hour and minute as children play and learn. Clock 
measures 10cm W x 10cm H. Contains 1 clock. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3675 

ages 5+
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Removable number linesRemovable number lines New

New

Advanced NumberLine Clock™

An enhanced version of our award-winning 24-Hour NumberLine Clock™, the new 
Advanced NumberLine Clock teaches children lapsed time and how time is displayed on 
different analogue clock faces. The hands are geared and keep the correct relationship 
between hour and minutes, which students can use to calculate intervals of time and 
solve lapsed time problems. The clock has two removable number lines and three 
different face styles so children can practise telling time on clock styles they will see in 
the real world.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
93409 Advanced NumberLine Clock™ measures 12cm H. 3 Piece Set 
93410 Advanced NumberLine Clock™ (Set of 6) 
93411 Magnetic Demonstration Advanced NumberLine Clock™ measures 34cm H. 
93412 Advanced NumberLine Clock™ Class Set Includes (93409) 24 x Advanced 
NumberLine Clock™, (93411) 1 x Magnetic Demonstration NumberLine Clock™  
and Activity Guide. 

ages 7+

Geared clock - keeps correct Geared clock - keeps correct 
relationships with hour and relationships with hour and 

minute handsminute hands

Learning Intervals of Time Center Kit
Ideal for group learning, this set comes with 3 Advanced NumberLine 
Clocks™, 3 Time Work Mats, 30 Mixed Time Cards, 30 Word Problem 
Cards, 15 Time Interval Cards, and an Activity Guide. The set’s 16 
games and activities help children learn to tell time, calculate time 
intervals, find elapsed time, and regroup with minutes. Includes 81 
pieces. Advanced NumberLine Clock measures 12cm H 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
93413  

ages 7+
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24-Hour NumberLine Clock™

A clock is just a circular number line. Once children realise this, learning to tell the 
time becomes much easier. The new 24-Hour NumberLine Clock helps children 
learn time by physically transforming a number line on to a clock face helping 
them graduate from counting to time telling. This hands-on teaching clock 
comprises a removable clock face numbered 1-12, a clock face with both 12- and 
24-hour numerals, a minute face numbered 0-60, and two removable hands. By 
unfurling the clock faces into lines, children can visualise how to read time and 
understand concepts including telling time to the minute and intervals of time. 
This innovative learning clock comes with a Getting Started activity guide and 
four activities. 24-Hour NumberLine Clock measures 12cm H x 11cm W.  
Giant Magnetic 24-Hour NumberLine Clock measures 36cm H x 33cm W. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
92290 – 24-Hour NumberLine Clock™ 
92905 – 24-Hour NumberLine Clock™ Class Set  
(includes 12 x 92290 and 1 x 92382) 
92382 – Giant Magnetic 24-Hour NumberLine Clock™ 

ages 5+
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Time Activity Set
Master telling the time with this fun learning set! The activities focus on 
learning essential early time telling skills through the use of the hands-on 
components. Each set contains a comprehensive teaching guide. Clock 
measures 13cm H. 41 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3220  

 ages 5+

Wipe Clean Classroom Clock Set 
These laminated clocks feature moveable plastic hands and a place to write in 
the digital time. Classroom Clock Kit includes one Demonstration Clock and 24 
Student Clocks. Student Clocks measure 11cm square. Demonstration Clock 
measures 30.5cm square.  
LER 0575 Wipe Clean Classroom Clock Set  25 Piece Set  
LER 0572 Wipe Clean Students Clocks  Set of 10  
LER 0573 Wipe Clean Demonstration Clock  

ages 5+

Pupil Clock Dials
Durable plastic clock faces with moveable hands show hours and minutes. 
Measure 10cm square. Set of 10 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 0112  

ages 5+

Magnetic Time Activity Set
Build a giant demonstration clock on the whiteboard so the whole class can see! 
Durable, plastic clock hands are geared to move in accurate increments for hands-
on reinforcement. Simply remove any magnetic foam number, or write in a number 
word or Roman numeral to assess learning. Minute hand measures 28cm L.  
13 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2984  

ages 5+
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Time Dominoes
Our two levels of play: 12 and 24 hour! Reinforce important time-telling skills with 
this game for 2 to 4 players. Double sided dominoes feature digital and analogue 
faces with colour-coded hours and minutes. 36 Piece Set.  
LSP 2528-UK  

ages 6+

Tock the Learning Clock™ 

Tock the Learning Clock™ is here to help your child learn how to tell time! Simply turn 
the clock hands and tock will announce the time, teaching how to read both analogue 
and digital clocks. Master early time skills with two learning modes: turn the play 
clock’s hands to answer Question Mode’s quizzes, or set the clock for a dance party 
in Music Mode. Includes working digital clock, play analogue clock with moveable 
hands, “OK to Wake” light and activity guide. Tock measures 23 cm H. Requires 3 AA 
batteries not included.  
LER 2385 

ages 3+

LSP 2528-UK

Multiple Representation Time Dice
Learning to tell time is a key skill for children. Each brightly coloured soft foam die 
in the Multiple Representation Time Dice set features a unique time-telling method 
including analogue clock, digital clock, time as its spoken, and time expressed 
as words. Comprises 16 dice and a convenient storage jar. Dice measure 4.5cm 
square.  16 Piece Set 
91267

ages 5+
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Centimetres 
on reverse

5-in-1 Outdoor Measure-Mate™

Perfect for non-standard measuring or the introduction of standard units, the primary aim of the Measure-
Mate is for young learners to have fun exploring and measuring the natural landscape. Its robust build 
means that it will cope with vigorous use in rough terrain and its bright colouring is visually appealing 
and also ensures the components will all be returned to its handy mesh bag after use! The fun is further 
enhanced by the ‘bird footprints’ that the trundle wheel leaves behind and deciding where to place the 
whimsical stickers that will customise the Measure-Mate. The Measure-Mate can be reconfigured to create 
five separate measuring modes and includes 2 Calliper jaws, trundle wheel with bird ‘footprint’ tread, 
handle/base, measuring stick showing centimetres and inches, sheet of colourful stickers, mesh storage 
bag and an activity guide. Measures 97cm L. 32.5cm wheel diameter. 

  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LSP 0339-UK  

ages 4+

Tape Measure 10m/33ft
Easy wind up tapes are marked in cm and mm 
on one side and inches and feet on the other. 
Durable casing for years of use 
LER 0365 

ages 5+

Trundle Wheel
Students will find it easier to measure 
long distances with this sturdy plastic 
trundle wheel. Counting “clicker” clicks 
with each metre, so children see and hear 
the measurement. Non-slip rubber tyre 
provides an accurate reading. Includes 
extendable handle to 92cm L. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LSP 0343-UK 

ages 8+

Simple Tape Measure
Manual-wind tape measure measures up to 1.2m/4 ft - perfect for 
comparing heights! Features metric on one side and imperial on the reverse 
to avoid confusion. Comfort grip and reeling mechanism aids little hands. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9153  

ages 3+
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Primary Bucket Balance 
Students can measure liquids or dry items, estimate, compare 
and contrast. Includes storage drawer in the base and two 
removable 400ml buckets with marked measurement 
indicators. Add bucket lids to use as a platform balance. 
Measures 42cm W x 16.5cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 1521   

ages 3+
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Cubes not 
included

Built-in case  
for storage

Centimetre Cubes
Plastic 1cm cubes in ten colours come in a resealable tub with activity guide. 
Cubes weigh 1g each. 1000 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2089  

ages 6+

Metric Weight Set
Set includes 20 1g, 20 5g, ten 10g and four 20g weights. 54 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 4292  

ages 6+

Precision School Balance with Weights 
Quality balance made of high-impact plastic features built-in weight case 
with lid, ten brass weights, 5cm deep removable pans, zero adjustment 
knob and damping button. Total capacity of 2,000g with +/- 0.5g accuracy. 
Measures 30cm W x 15cm H.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2420  

ages 8+
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Sturdy buckets hold liquid too

Bucket Balance
Students learn weight and measurement with this super durable plastic 
balance. Removable, easy-to-grip, 1 ⁄2-litre buckets make it easy for 
small hands to pour and measure. Features compensator with sensitivity 
to one gram. Measures 32cm W x 11.5cm H 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 1524  

ages 3+

Pan Balance Jr. 
This junior size balance lets children measure and compare amounts. 
Detachable pans are great for measuring liquids. Durable, plastic scale 
can hold solids or up to 500ml in liquid. Measures 36cm W x 15cm H. 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0898  

ages 5+

Pan Balance 
Perfect for measuring and comparing up to 2kg in the 1,000ml (1 litre) pans. Made 
of durable plastic with sliding compensators for zero adjustment. Includes five 
each of 5g and 10g plastic stacking weights. Balance measures  
61cm W x 35.5cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yr 
LER 0897  

ages 3+

Super Bucket Balance 
Students learn weight measurements as they compare varying amounts. 
Removable, clear 1-litre buckets are easy to grip and pour and are marked in 
increments for convenient measuring. Includes built-in carrying handle and 
compensator with sensitivity to one gram. Measures 37cm W x 14cm H.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 1526  

ages 3+
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93405

93405

93403

93402 colour may vary

93404 colour may 
vary

Nestable Pan Balance
The brightly coloured Nestable Pan Balance lets children explore 
measurement, weight, and equivalency. The clear 500ml pans can hold 
liquids or solids, and the equivalency dial can be moved as children 
learn and explore greater than, less than, and equal to. The scale 
assembles and disassembles in 3 quick and easy steps and the pieces 
nest together for convenient storage. 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
93404 Nestable Pan Balance: Includes 1 Nestable Pan Balance with 
2 pans, storage base with handles, and Activity Guide. Scale measures 
45cm L x 15cm W x 25cm H when assembled, and 40cm L x 15cm W x 
11cm H when stored. Pans measure 14.5cm in diameter. 5 Piece Set  
 
93405 Nestable Pan Balance (Set of 4): Includes 4 Nestable Pan 
Balance scales with space-saving storage base. Set of 4 measures 44cm 
L x 17cm W x 20 cm H when stowed. 20 Piece Set 

ages 3+

Nestable Bucket Balance
The Nestable Bucket Balance is a compact, easy-to-assemble scale ideal for 
learning about measurement, weight, and equivalency. The scale assembles 
and disassembles in 2 quick and easy steps, and pieces nest together for easy, 
convenient storage. The clear buckets can hold up to 500ml of liquid or solid, 
and the equivalency dial can be moved as children learn about greater than, less 
than, or equal to.   SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
93402 Nestable Bucket Balance: Includes 1 scale with 2 buckets, 1 storage base 
with handles, and Activity Guide. Scale measures 14cm H x 15cm W x 36cm L 
when assembled, and 14cm H x 15cm W x 33cm L when stowed. 4 Piece Set  
 
93403 Nestable Bucket Balance (Set of 4): Includes 4 scales and 8 buckets, 1 
storage base with handles, and Activity Guide. Set of 4 measures 23cm H x 17cm 
W x 37cm L when stowed. 16 Piece Set 

ages 3+
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Litre Measurement Set
Make real-life applications of learning with translucent plastic bottles that mimic 
familiar water bottle shapes. Provides concrete representation of liquid capacity 
measurement, equivalencies and comparisons. Durable, sealable bottles include 
2 litre, 1 litre, 500ml and 250ml. 4 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 1307  

ages 6+

Primary Science® Mix & Measure Set
Introduce standard and non-standard measurement with colour-coded pieces. 
Includes scale, bowl with lid, proportional measuring cups and spoons and ten activity 
cards. Activities cover a range of concepts including measurement equivalencies, 
along with fun scientific recipes, enabling children to learn basic measurement 
vocabulary while exploring and observing! Bowl measures 15cm in diameter.  
22 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 2783  

ages 3+

Graduated Cylinders
Durable polypropylene cylinders come in millilitre calibrations of 10, 25, 50, 
100, 250 and 500, plus 1 litre. 7 Piece Set  
LER 2906  

ages 8+

Graduated Beakers
Wide mouths for easy measuring. Set of five nest  
for storage. 50ml, 100ml, 250ml, 500ml and 1 litre measures. Made of 
unbreakable plastic. 5 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 0306  

ages 6+
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LSP 2629-EUR

LSP 2725-UK

Includes 
HM Treasury and 
Bank of England 

approved play 
money

Notes Set Euro Money Pack
Includes 60 mixed realistic Euro notes (10 of each note €5, €10, €20, €50, €100, 
€200) 60 Piece Set  
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
 LSP 1800-EUR  

ages 3+

Pretend & Play® Calculator Cash Register
Learning coin recognition and equivalency skills has never been so much fun! 
Cash register features a solar-powered calculator, oversized buttons and big 
digital display. Includes new £20 note (UK currency), activity guide, play credit 
card and play money. Measures 26cm W x 24cm L. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LSP 2629-UK With UK Money  
LSP 2629-EUR With Euro Money 

ages 3+

Euro Money Classroom Kit
Everything needed to teach Euro money! Notes have a realistic appearance and size 
and coins simulate various international Euro coin backs. Kit contains: 700 coins, 
500 notes, 64-page activity book and a large 47cm W money tray. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LSP 0106-EUR  

ages 5+

Pound Sterling Play Money
Realistic looking play money including replica educational coins and notes.  
Pack consists of ten of each coin and four of each note. 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LSP 2629-MUK  Set of 96 
LSP 2725-UK  Set of 60 

ages 3+
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Includes 
HM Treasury and 
Bank of England 

approved play 
money

Euro Coin Set
Perfect for building coin recognition and equivalency skills, 
this set of 100 mixed realistic Euro coins support any hands-on 
money maths activities and role play.
100 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LSP 0026-EUR  

ages 5+

UK Play Money
We offer the most realistic plastic play coins around – almost actual-size! The HM 
Treasury and Bank of England approved, realistic play notes and coins closely 
represent all denominations currently in circulation. Perfect for building money 
recognition and equivalency skills through hands-on money maths activities.    

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   

LSP 1800-BLK Pound Sterling Play Money Coins  700 Piece Set  
LSP 1800-NOT UK Money Pack Notes Set  50 Piece Set  
LSP 1001-1P One Penny Coins  100 Piece Set  
LSP 1002-2P Two Pence Coins  100 Piece Set  
LSP 1005-5P Five Pence Coins  100 Piece Set  
LSP 1010-10P Ten Pence Coins  100 Piece Set  
LSP 1020-20P Twenty Pence Coins  100 Piece Set  
LSP 1050-50P Fifty Pence Coins  100 Piece Set  
LSP 1150-1L Pound Coins  50 Piece Set  
LSP 1250-2L Two Pound Coins  50 Piece Set 

ages 3+

Money Activity Set
Inspire, motivate and engage children with this Money Activity set. Money activities include: 
recognising the values of coins and notes; adding & subtracting money, making change and 
understanding the way money is used. Children also learn financial awareness and the value 
of saving towards a goal. Set Includes 70 plastic coins, 12 play notes, 8 double sided price tags, 
12 double sided money puzzle cards, write & wipe piggy bank card, double sided spinner and an 
activity guide. 104 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs
LSP 3219-UK  

ages 5+
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Pattern Block Demonstration Clings
Demonstration Clings have been designed for the modern classroom. Made 
from an innovative material, they adhere to almost any smooth, flat surface in the 
classroom – no more magnets! They can be used over and over again and won’t 
leave a sticky residue, regardless of how often they’re used. Demonstration Clings 
are durable and easy to clean. Simply rinse with warm water, allow to dry and 
they’re ready! Includes 4 x yellow hexagons (13 x 15cm), 6 orange squares, 8 red 
trapeziums, 8 tan rhombuses, 8 blue parallelograms and 12 green triangles. Largest 
piece hexagon measures 13 x 15cm. 47 Piece Set 
92857 

ages 4+

LER 6134

Pattern Blocks
Play-based learning with Pattern Blocks geometric shapes help children identify and recognise 
shapes, organise visual information, and builds problem-solving skills. With these sets, children use 
the brightly coloured geometric shapes to complete the picture puzzles. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 6134 Pattern Block Activity Set Use the Pattern Blocks included in this set to 
complete the creative geometry puzzles on the 20 double-sided challenge cards. Cards 
measure 21cm L x 28cm W. 144 Piece Set 
 
LER 6133 Pattern Block Design Cards The easy way to add arty fun to pattern block play. 
This set of 20 double-sided cards has 40 puzzles that challenge children to turn their 
pattern blocks into a flower, train, a boat and more. Cards measure 21cm L x 28cm W. Cards 
only: Pattern Blocks not included. 20 Piece Set 

ages 4+

Pattern Block Smart Pack
Our popular Pattern Blocks are now available in personal Smart Pack sets created 
for individual hands-on learning in the classroom. Students use the brightly 
coloured geometric shapes to explore geometry and measurement concepts 
including shapes, area, and symmetry. Contains 50 pieces comprising hexagons, 
squares, rhombuses, trapezuims and triangles. 50 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 3669 

ages 3+
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Giant Magnetic Pattern Blocks
Reinforce shape recognition, symmetry, patterning, congruency, area and more 
on any magnetic surface. Giant, proportionately sized pieces are three times the 
length of standard pattern blocks on each side and nine times greater in total 
area. Shapes are colour-coded for differentiation. Hexagon measures 15cm W. 
47 Piece Set 
LER 9863 

ages 4+

Parquetry Blocks & Cards Set
Encourage creative and visual thinking with squares, triangles and 
rhombuses in six colours. Includes 32 wooden pieces in a 25cm 
square work tray with 20 pattern and puzzle cards. 53 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 0289 

ages 4+

LER 0134

LER 0334

Pattern Blocks
Use these sets of blocks, in six shapes and six colours to explore patterns, 
symmetry, linear & area measurement, fractions and problem-solving. 
Choose from two thicknesses: 0.5cm or thicker 1cm blocks. The 1cm blocks 
are thick enough to stand up for 3D patterning. Teaching guide included. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 0632 1cm Plastic Pattern Blocks 250 Piece Set 
LER 0334 1cm Wooden Pattern Blocks 250 Piece Set 
LER 0134 0.5cm Plastic Pattern Blocks in a Tub 250 Piece Set 

ages 4+

LER 0632
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Shapes Don’t Bug Me  Geometry Activity Set
Children create masterpieces while becoming familiar with geometric shapes! 
Pieces are relational and translucent, so there are several ways to 'paint' each 
picture! Includes 20 double sided activity cards, 14 different shapes in seven 
colours (five different triangles, two different squares, rectangle, hexagon, 
trapezium, rhombus, circle, semi-circle and quarter circle) and activity guide. 
Cards measure 20cm square. Largest shape measures 5cm square.  
156 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 1762 

ages 5+
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Rainbow™ Pentominoes
Scored pentomino sets in red, blue, green, yellow, orange and purple  are packed 
in a clear plastic tub for easy storage. Includes an activity guide.  72 Piece Set

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0286-6   

ages 6+

Primary Shapes Template Set
Each template provides relational examples in varying sizes and orientations. 
Trace around the entire template for the largest version! Includes five labelled 
templates made from durable plastic: circle, triangle, rectangle, square and 
hexagon. Rectangle measures 18cm L x 11cm H. 5 Piece Set 
LER 5440   

ages 4+
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Translucent Geometric Shapes
Great for engaging children in composing 2D shapes! Pieces are relational 
and translucent so the creative opportunities are endless! Includes 14 different 
shapes in seven colours (five different triangles, two different squares, rectangle, 
hexagon, trapezium, rhombus, circle, semi-circle and quarter circle). Largest 
shape measures 5cm square. 408 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 1766   

ages 4+

Power Polygons™

This set of multicoloured pieces in 15 shapes is perfect for investigating 
geometry, perimeter and area, fractions, logic and patterns. Shapes are identified 
with letters and are made of high quality translucent plastic. Teachers' guide 
included. 450 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 7626   

ages 5+

Attribute Blocks Desk Set
Teach sorting, patterning, size and early shape with these durable plastic 
blocks. Set includes five shapes in two sizes measuring 3cm-7cm, two 
thicknesses and three colours. Set also includes a storage tray with shape 
sorter and stencil. Shapes measure 3cm - 5cm. Set of 60 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 1270  

ages 5+
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Tangrams
The whole class can practise problem-solving with these assorted tangrams. 
Larger sets include teaching notes.  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 0416-6 Six-colour Tangrams  Set of 30, 6 colours 
LER 0416 Four-colour Tangrams  Set of 30, 4 colours    

ages 5+

Shapes Up® Tangram Game
Think carefully, but think fast! This exciting strategy game will have students racing to 
fit shapes together and cover their boards, the first to do so wins! Roll the die and select 
the shape it shows. Roll the hand symbol and take a piece from another player's board! 
For 2 to 4 players. Game boards measure 27cm square.   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
 EI-3106  

ages 7+

New 

 
  

+
LSP 0413-UK

 

deve ops
spatial visualisation, logic, &

Foam Tangram Activity Set 
Solving simple puzzles on these charmingly illustrated colourful cards using 
jumbo soft foam tangrams is an engaging way to help young children learn 
about geometry through hands-on play. The tangrams help kids get to grips 
with geometric concepts including size, pattern, shape, area, angles and 
congruence while they develop spatial visualisation, logic, critical thinking, and 
problem-solving capabilities. Set comprises colourful, chunky seven-piece 
foam tangram set, 16 full colour double-sided puzzle cards, and Activity Guide. 
23 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LSP 0413-UK

ages 4+

Tangrams Smart Pack 
Ideal for individual hands-on maths learning in the classroom, children solve simple 
geometric puzzles using the brightly coloured geometric Tangram shapes. It’s a 
fun way for children to learn about shapes and angles, develop spatial perception 
and practise fine motor skills including hand-eye coordination. The Smart Pack 
includes six sets each holding seven Tangrams. Each Tangram set includes two 
large right-angle triangles, one medium right-angle triangle, two small right-angle 
triangles, a square and a parallelogram in a resealable bag. Includes multilingual 
Activity Guide. 42 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3668

ages 5+
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Transparent Geoboard 
LER 0917

Geoboards
Allow hands-on exploration of a range of geometric concepts with our 
Geoboards. Umbrella-head pins keep elastic bands in place as students create 
designs. Choose from a variety of different sizes, colours and arrays. Elastic 
bands included.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 0153 Coloured Geoboards - 18cm 5 x 5 Pin 10 Piece Set 
LER 0917 Transparent Geoboard - 23cm 11 x 11 Pin 

ages 5+

GeoReflector™

See-through plastic surface with special reflective qualities allows students to 
understand geometry, symmetry and congruence. Includes an activity guide. 
LER 1503 

ages 8+

6cm

Wooden Geometric Solids
Smooth solid hardwood shapes range in size from 5cm to 8cm. Teaching notes 
included. 
LER 0120 Wooden Geometric Solids  12 Piece Set  
LER 4298 Wooden Geometric Solids  19 Piece Set 

ages 6+

Soft Foam Geometric Shapes
Colourful soft foam shapes include a cone, sphere, hemisphere, cube, cylinders, 
pyramids, prisms and rectangular solids. Shapes measure 6cm H. 12 Piece Set 
LER 6120  

ages 5+

6cm

Coloured Geoboards 
LER 0153
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4.5cm

15cm

5cm

Relational GeoSolids®

Demonstrate shape, size and volume relationships with this set of plastic 
geometric shapes. Hollow size-related spheres, cones, cubes, rectangles, 
cylinders, pyramids and polyhedra have removable stoppers, allowing the teacher 
to fill them with rice or sand. Includes teaching guide. Shapes measure between 
3 - 6cm. 14 Piece Set

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LSP 0918 UK 

ages 8+

Mini Relational GeoSolids® 
Colourful, plastic geometric pieces. Set of 32 includes four sizes of eight shapes: 
triangular prism, cube, cone, cylinder, rectangular prism, hexagonal prism, 
triangular pyramid and square pyramid. Includes teaching guide. Each shape 
measures from 1.5cm to 4.5cm. 32 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0913  

ages 5+

View-Thru® Geometric Solids
Transparent, 3D plastic shapes put geometry in students’ hands as they estimate, 
measure and compare area, volume and capacity. Clear design allows students 
to see all angles and vertices. Plastic 3D shapes also feature removable bases for 
filling with liquids or solids. Activity guides included. Shapes are relational and 
measure 3cm and 6cm. 14 Piece Set  
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 4331  

ages 8+

Giant GeoSolids®

Fill with water, sand or rice as students explore shapes, sizes and the relationships between area and 
volume. Shapes include: cone, sphere, hemisphere, cube, cylinder, rectangular prism, hexagonal 
prism, triangular prism, square pyramid and triangular pyramid. Teachers' guide included. Shapes 
measure approximately 15cm. 10 Piece Set   
LER 3208  

ages 8+

LER 4331

LER 0913

LER 0918

LER 3208
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Geometric Shapes Building Set
This unique building set features soft pieces including our exclusive 
connectors and curves for making circles and cylinders. Combine sticks and 
curves in three sizes along with two different connectors to build 2D shapes. 
Then, combine them to make new 2D and even 3D shapes! Sticks and curves 
measure 5.5cm, 9cm and 13cm. Connectors measure 2.5cm. Set includes 122 
sticks and curves and 48 connectors. 170 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 1776  

ages 5+

Dive into Shapes! A “Sea” and Build
Geometry Set 
This sea themed set includes 80 sticks and curves, 40 connectors and 15 double 
sided activity cards for students to work through. Cards measure 10cm H x 15cm 
W. 129 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 1773 

ages 6+

8cm
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8cm

Large Plastic Geometric Shapes 
Big, bright set of ten plastic shapes makes exploring geometry fun! Shapes 
have a common 8cm dimension to illustrate relationships between area, 
volume, shape, form and size. Includes: cone, sphere, hemisphere, cube, 
cylinder, rectangular prism, triangular prism, hexagonal prism, square 
pyramid and triangular pyramid. Teaching notes included. 10 Piece Set 
LER 0922   

ages 5+

The Original Folding Geometric Shapes™ 
Perfect for hands-on learning and illustrative teaching of symmetry, 
perimeter, surface area and volume, this set of eight 2-in-1 geometric shapes 
shows both 2D and 3D solids. Each shape is in both fold-out net form and 
clear plastic casing. Includes cylinder, square pyramid, cube, rectangular 
prism, cone, hexagonal prism, triangular pyramid and triangular prism. 
Measure 8cm H. 16 Piece Set 
LER 0921   

ages 7+

Visit page 
181 to see 
our STEM 
Explorers™ 
Geomakers

LER 1773

LER 1776
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Rainbow Fraction® Demonstration Clings
Demonstration Clings have been designed for the modern classroom. Made from an innovative 
material, they adhere to almost any smooth, flat surface in the classroom – no more magnets! 
They can be used over and over again and won’t leave a sticky residue, regardless of how often 
they’re used. Demonstration Clings are durable and easy to clean. Simply rinse with warm 
water, allow to dry and they’re ready! Includes: 1 red whole 19cm diameter, 2 pink halves, 3 
orange thirds, 4 yellow fourths, 5 green fifths, 6 teal sixths, 8 blue eighths, 10 purple tenths 
and 12 black twelfths. 51 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
92860  

ages 8+

Magnetic Demonstration Rainbow™  
Angle Circles 
Magnetic Demonstration Rainbow™ Angle Circles equip teachers with a visual tool 
to teach about angles and fractions. The colour-coded magnetic segments make it 
easy for children to see and understand angle concepts including complementary and 
supplementary angles and constructing and deconstructing angles. The set also helps 
students understand the connection between angles and fractions. Set comprises 36 
pieces and 4 Getting Started activities and is ideal on its own or to complement hands-
on learning using the Rainbow™ Angle Circles. Circles measure 19cm in diameter. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
91052

ages 8+

Rainbow™ Angle Circles
Made from durable plastic, these circles help kids visualise angles through hands-
on learning. Colour-coding teaches children to compose and deconstruct angles, 
build meaning to degrees and rotational relationship, and inquiry-based learning. 
Includes 36 plastic segments, 192 pieces and 4 Getting Started activities. Circles 
measure 9cm in diameter. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
91049 Rainbow™ Angle Circles (set of 6) - 216 Pieces 
91486 Single set - 36 Pieces

ages 8+
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MathLink® Cubes 
Stackable cubes are easy for little hands to connect and twist apart. Great for counting to 100 by ones 
and tens, grouping and one-to-one correspondence. MathLink® Cubes link together on all sides of 
each cube with geometric shape cut-outs for more complex patterning activities. Cubes measure 2cm 
each and come in ten colours. Includes an activity guide.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 4285 (Set of 100) 
LER 4287 (Set of 1000)  

ages 5+

MathLink® Cubes Big Builders
Boost imaginative and engineering skills with our 
bestselling MathLink® Cubes! This deluxe building set 
comes with 200 colourful cubes, as well as an activity 
guide with 20 builds of animals, vehicles, and more. Works 
with all existing MathLink Cubes. 200 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 9291 

ages 5+

MathLink® Cubes Activity Set
Visually appealing set of 15 double sided activity cards alongside a set of 100 
colourful, stackable Mathlink® cubes. Through its hands-on approach this 
set teaches patterns and sequences, sorting, grouping, early arithmetic, size 
recognition, shape and measuring. Cards can be used individually by the 
child or supported by a parent or teacher. Activity guide included with even 
more activity ideas to use with the cards. Cubes measure 2cm and come in 
ten colours. 115 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LSP 4286-UK  

ages 3+

MathLink® Cubes Maths Fluency Set
Grow maths skills cube by cube with the next in our series of activity sets for 
our best-selling Mathlink® cubes! This hands-on, colourful set promotes maths 
fluency and covers key maths concepts for children 6 and up. From simple place 
value to working out the volume of shapes, the 30 progressive activities support 
the National Curriculum and help keep track of learning progress. Set includes 
100 Mathlink Cubes in 10 colours, 15 double-sided activity cards and an activity 
guide. Cubes measure 2cm D. 115 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LSP 4299-UK 

ages 6+ 
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MathLink® Cubes Numberblocks 
1-10 Activity Set 
Numberblocks are the friendly characters from the award-winning CBeebies 
series that help young children see how numbers really work. Now 
Numberblocks MathLink® Cubes bring maths learning to life. Children use the 
special edition Numberblocks MathLink Cubes to build their own Numberblocks 
from One to Ten in all the different ways seen during the series and engage in 30 
activities that closely follow episodes from Series 1-3. The 251-piece set includes 
100 Numberblocks MathLink Cubes, 59 faceplates, 54 stickers, 11 Numberlings, 
11 Character Cards, 15 double-sided write and wipe Activity Cards, a stand for 
Zero, and a Supporting Activity Guide. Measures 30cm L x 23cm W x 4cm H.  
251 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LSP 0949-UK 

ages 3+

New 
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Double-Six Wooden Dominoes
Six sets of colour-coded dominoes are great for addition, subtraction and fraction 
work. Includes storage bucket and activity guide. Dominoes measure 1.5cm W x 
2.5cm L. 168 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 0287  

ages 5+

Wooden Colour Cubes
Colourful cubes can be used for sorting, counting, statistics, probability and 
more! Durable 2.5cm cubes come in six colours and include a plastic storage 
bucket.
102 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 0136 

ages 3+

Jumbo Soft Foam Dominoes
Lightweight soft foam allows for quiet individual or group activities 
and game play. Jumbo size makes them easy for younger students to 
manipulate. Set of double-six dominoes comes in six bright colours. 
Activity guide included. Dominoes measure 12.5cm L x 7.5cm W.  
28 Piece Set 
LER 6380 

ages 5+

Snap Cubes®

Plastic 2cm cubes in ten colours connect on all six sides. Easy for little 
hands to connect and twist apart. Can be used in place of any 2cm cube, 
and fit in Unifix® apparatus and materials. Includes teacher’s guide.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 7584 Snap Cubes®  100 Piece Set  
LER 7585 Snap Cubes®  500 Piece Set 
LER 7586 Snap Cubes®  1000 Piece Set 

ages 5+
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Hundred Pocket Chart
Includes 120 numbered cards with teaching guide. Cards are coloured 
differently on reverse side to highlight number patterns. Chart measures  
66cm W x 70cm H. 
LER 2208  

ages 5+

Hundred Number Board
Durable, 30cm square, plastic double sided board with recessed squares features 
numbers printed on the front and a plain grid for patterning and graphing 
activities on the reverse. Includes 100 numbered white tiles, 25 transparent red 
tiles, 25 transparent blue tiles and activity guide. Tiles measure 2.5cm square.  
151 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 1331  

ages 5+

Wipe-Clean Hundred Boards
Use these versatile boards for everything from maths games to graphing activities. 
Double sided boards feature number squares from 1 to 100 on one side with a blank 
grid on the reverse. Use with a dry-erase marker. Boards measure 30cm square.  
10 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0375  

ages 5+

Two Colour Counters
2.5cm in six colours. 120 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3664  

ages 5+

Transparent Counters
2cm in six colours. 250 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0131  

ages 5+
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Giant Magnetic Number Bonds
Easily demonstrate number relationships on the whiteboard! 
Colourful, magnetic circles, squares and counters are designed 
to demonstrate fact families and inverse operations for the 
entire class. Great way to build addition and subtraction skills. 
This comprehensive set includes three circle and three square 
number bonds (20cm and 24cm in diameter), four connecting 
lines and 45 magnetic counters measuring 3cm each. 
55 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 5214 

ages 5+

Number Bonds Answer Boards 
Get a handle on number relationship skills! These double sided, interactive write 
& wipe boards are designed to demonstrate fact family relationships. One side 
features a blank number bond and the reverse is for writing equations. Great 
for building addition and subtraction skills, number relationships and inverse 
operations. Boards measure 16cm L x 16cm H. 5 Piece Set  
LER 5213  

ages 5+

New 

Take-Home Manipulative Kit (ages 5-7) 
Includes 74 Foam Cuisenaire® Rods, Base Ten Blocks (20 units, 20 rods and 
10 flats), 40 Foam Colour Tiles, 27 Foam Pattern Blocks, 1 Geared Clock, 100 
Plastic Snap Cubes®, and an Activity Guide (English only).  
292 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
93538 

age 5-7

Take-Home Manipulative Kit (ages 8-10) 
Includes 51 Rainbow Fraction® Circles, 74 Foam Cuisenaire® Rods, Base 
Ten Blocks (20 units, 20 rods, 10 flats), 40 Foam Colour Tiles, 100 Plastic 
Snap Cubes®, and an Activity Guide (English only).  
315 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
93539 

age 8-10

Take-Home Manipulative Kits 
Ideal for practising maths learning at home, these kits include our most popular hands-on maths resources and an Activity Guide with 2-3 activities that show parents 
how to help their children use the resources during home learning. Kits measure 13cm H x 28cm W x 33cm L.
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10-Row Rekenrek Counting Frame
Teach children how to visualise their numbers! This calculating tool provides 
young learners with the visual model they need to discover number relationships 
and develop a variety of addition and subtraction strategies. Red and white 
coloured beads allow children to make mental images of numbers for counting, 
composing and decomposing numbers, adding and subtracting, and visualising 
through 100 using groups of five and ten as anchors.  
Measures 23cm L x 10cm W x 22cm H.  
LER 4359  

ages 5+

2-Row Rekenrek Counting Frame
Help children develop number sense and computational skills! This 
calculating tool provides young learners with the visual model they need 
to discover number relationships and develop a variety of addition and 
subtraction strategies. Standard red and white coloured beads, in 5-bead 
groupings, slide along the wires to help children make mental images of 
numbers using five and ten as anchors for counting and lead to solving more 
complex strategies to solve equations. Measures 23cm L x 7cm W x 7.5cm H. 
LER 4358  

ages 5+

New 

Rekenrod™ Foam Ten-Frames  
Two-sided foam counters help students develop number concepts and learn basic number facts 
to 10 and beyond. The frames help students connect the visualisation of the Rekenrod tool to the 
anchor numbers of 5 and 10 within the ten frames structure. Frames connect to each other.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
85225 Set of 4 
85233 Class Set - Set of 24 

ages 5+

New 20-Bead Sensory Rekenrek
Grooves in the red beads add a sensory component to learning numbers up to 
20 and make this Rekenrek accessible for visually impaired pupils. Includes 1 
20-Bead Sensory Rekenrek and Activity Guide. Measures 24cm W. 
93432 

ages 3+
Mini 100-Bead Rekenrek
The compact Mini 100-Bead Rekenrek is ideal for when pupils are working at 
their desks learning about number sense and relationships for numbers greater 
than 20. This compact, durable maths tool has a sturdy wooden frame, and 100 
colour-coded wooden counters. Colours change at 50, highlighting that 100 is 
composed of 2 sets of 50. Measures 23cm H x 15cm W. Includes Activity Guide. 
93430 (single) 
93431 (Set of 4) 
93383 (Set of 25) 

ages 3+
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Produce over 50  Produce over 50  
unique grids with  unique grids with  
write-on/write-off write-on/write-off 

borders borders 

Magnetic Percent Bar Magnetic Percent Bar 
Answer Boards Answer Boards 

Magnetic Demonstration Magnetic Demonstration 
Percent BarPercent Bar

Build-A-Grid
Grids are an effective visual way to help students understand abstract mathematical concepts. 
Build-A-Grid offers a quick, easy and reusable way to create over 35 unique grids for teachers and 
students. The set includes 16 different sheets which slide into the frame and overlay to create grid 
patterns. These can be used to explain a variety of maths concepts including multiplication, division, 
fractions and decimals. The write-on/wipe-off border allows students to model their problem-
solving techniques. Build-A-Grid integrates with the Base Ten Blocks and Ten Frames. Available in a 
Magnetic Demonstration Grid measures 32 x32 cm, and plastic Student Grid measures 18 x 18cm. 
92426 – Magnetic Demonstration Grid

92427 – Student grid

92428 – Set of 4 student grids

ages 6+

Array Transparencies Double-Sided Array Cards

2 - 12 Rows 2 - 12 Columns

Percent Bar
Percent Bar helps students picture percentages while they learn to calculate 
them. Students use the colourful pieces – ranging from five to 50 percent 
– to construct a percentage on the bar. This guides them on strategies as 
they work out problems involving part unknown, percentage unknown and 
whole unknown. Set includes a base, 2x 50% strips, 4 x 25% strips, 5 x 20% 
strips, 10 x 10% strips, 10 x 5% strips which can be put together to relate to any 
percentage as a whole. Students use the write-on/wipe-off feature to show 
their work. The Magnetic Demonstration Set measures approximately 31cm 
W. Paddle Board measures 28cm W.  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
92431 – Magnetic Demonstration Percent Bar - 32 Piece Set

92433 – Percent Bar Paddle boards set of 4

ages 8+
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0-30 Number Line 
Floor Mat
Reinforce number sense, counting, 
addition and subtraction whilst getting 
children thinking on their feet! Features 
left-to-right representation and 
includes numbers 0 to 30. Numerals 
are colour-coded (blue evens, red odds 
and black zero.) Includes activity guide. 
Durable vinyl mat measures 6.7m L x 
30cm W.   
LER 0935 

ages 5+

Math Marks the Spot™ Game  
Play with teams or two players at opposite ends of the mat with coloured 
markers. Take it in turns to roll the dice and answer the sum. One player from 
either side competes to put their marker on the corresponding number first. 
Win five rounds to win the game! Reinforces energetic practise of addition & 
subtraction with numbers 1-6. Includes a mat measuring 152cm W, two 13cm 
number cubes, operations cube, 28 cardboard markers and an activity guide.   
LER 0383 

ages 5+

Hip Hoppin' Hundred Mat™ Hundreds Activity Mat
Versatile floor mat reinforces counting, number patterns, place value, operations, 
problem-solving and more. Roll the cubes, add the two numbers and place a marker 
around the resulting sum. The next player must place a marker on a factor or multiple 
of that number. Players take turns “ringing” a factor or multiple of the previous number. 
The player who leaves the next player with no moves wins the game. Measures 120cm 
square. 57 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 1100 

ages 5+

Make a Splash™ 120 Activity Mat
Dive into number concepts including operations, doubling, place value and 
more, all up to 120! Roll the number cubes to create a two-digit number and 
place a square frame over the corresponding number on the mat. Roll the 
+/- cube and work out which number is the answer (e.g. if 42 is framed and you 
roll +10, find the number 52). Use the “+” frame to check your answer and win a 
point! Measures 120cm W x 140cm L.

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 1772 

ages 6+

Giant Magnetic Array 
Set 
Magnetic demonstration set includes 
two giant arrays and 50 colourful 
double sided discs, perfect for 
visualising multiplication as repeated 
addition. Two giant arrays (5 x 5) 
measure 24cm square. 52 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 6648  

ages 7+
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Reverse side

Arrange ice bars in multiple configurations

Penguins on Ice™ Maths Activity Set
What a “cool” maths activity! Versatile set encourages children to explore 
various maths concepts as they connect the ice bars and attach penguin 
counters. Perfect for creating number lines, hundred grids and many more 
maths activities. Includes ten plastic ice bars (30cm L x 2.5cm H), 100 plastic 
penguins in ten colours and activity guide with photocopiable worksheet.  
110 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 3311  

ages 5+

Magnetic Addition Machine 
Attract little learners to the power of addition! Just place the magnetic cups, funnel and tray to any 
whiteboard for clear and simple addition demonstrations. Drop the balls into the cups on either side, 
tilt them over so they fall into the addition funnel and on through to the numbered tray and then count 
them up! Tray measures 28cm L. 26 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 6368  

ages 4+

Wipe-Clean Fact Family Boards
Build number fact fluency with boards designed in the familiar triangle format. 
Double sided, wipe clean boards focus on addition/subtraction on one side 
and multiplication/division on the reverse. Support algebraic skills such as 
equations, the commutative property and problem-solving. Boards measure 
25cm H. 5 Piece Set 
LER 3799  

ages 6+

Maths Balance
Teach number relationships in a concrete way. As students manipulate the 
balance, they gain insight into abstract concepts of number operations, 
algebraic equations and properties of arithmetic. Set includes 21cm tall 
balance, twenty 10g weights, labels and instruction booklet. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 0100  

ages 6+
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Ten-Frame with Counters Demonstration 
Clings
Demonstration Clings have been designed for the modern classroom. Made 
from an innovative material, they adhere to almost any smooth, flat surface in 
the classroom – no more magnets! They can be used over and over again and 
won’t leave a sticky residue, regardless of how often they’re used. Demonstration 
Clings are durable and easy to clean. Simply rinse with warm water, allow to dry 
and they’re ready! Includes: 4 x Ten-Frames measuring 31cm w x 13cm H, 20 red 
counters and 20 yellow counters. Counters measure 4.5cm diameter.  
44 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
92856  

ages 5+

Connecting Ten-Frame Trays
Frame maths lessons perfectly! With simple visualisation and ease of use, 
our Ten-Frame Trays reinforce early maths skills such as counting, 1-to-1 
correspondence, number patterns, addition, subtraction and more. Trays 
are connectable and can also form 5 x 5 arrays for teaching multiplication 
concepts. Includes 5 Ten-Frame trays which measure approximately 16cm 
L x 6.5cm W.  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 165 Piece Set 
LER 6650  

ages 5+

Magnetic Ten-Frame Answer Boards
Allow students to think of numbers in relation to ten, developing number sense 
and place value skills. Double sided boards feature a ten frame on one side and a 
double ten on the reverse to extend the learning. Students can raise their boards 
and show their answers. Includes four boards, 100 double sided foam magnet 
counters and activity guide. Boards measure 18cm L x 16cm H. Set of 4 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 6645  

ages 5+

Ten-Frame Stamp
The perfect framework to 
strengthen maths skills! Includes a 
Ten-Frame stamp with removable 
handle that doubles as a counter 
stamp. Reinforces counting, 1-to-1 
correspondence, base 10, place value, 
number patterns and more. Ten-
Frame stamp measure 6cm x 15cm.  
LER 6652  

ages 5+

Ten-Frame Floor Mat Activity Set 
Be a part of the learning process…literally! Large mat and fun to move discs 
add excitement to early maths concepts such as counting, one-to-one 
correspondence, number patterns, addition, subtraction and more. Floor mats 
measure approximately 152cm L x 71 cm W. 22 Piece Set  
LER 6651 

ages 5+

New 
Whiteboard not included

See  
Ten-Frame 

Dice on 
Page 149
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LER 0412

Soft Dot Dice
Quiet, durable and washable foam dice are perfect for classroom games and 
teaching probability. Dice measure 1.5cm. 200 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 6351    

ages 3+

Giant Soft Cubes
Quiet, easy-to-handle foam dice lend themselves to number games,  
probability experiments and maths activities. Measure 12.5cm. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0411 Giant Soft Dot Cubes Only  2 Piece Set 
LER 0412 Giant Soft Number Cubes Only  2 Piece Set 

ages 3+

Foam Dot Dice
Colourful 4cm dice add fun to game play and maths activities.  
2 Piece Set 
LER 2228 

ages 3+

Jumbo Polyhedral Dice
Perfect for quiet individual or group activities, this set of five soft foam polyhedral 
dice includes dice with four, eight, ten, 12 and 20 sides. Use to explore addition, 
subtraction, greater and less than and more! Activity guide included. Sides of dice 
measure approximately 7.5cm. 5 Piece Set  
LER 7694   

ages 6+

New Dice Poppers!
The quick easy way to roll dice, Dice Poppers! are ready for use with games, 
activity sets and more. Ideal for use at home or in the classroom. Includes two 
poppers with dot and numeral dice. Dice poppers measures 8.5cm in diameter x 
5cm deep. Set of 2 
LER 3766 

ages 3+
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LER 7697

LER 7698

LER 7699

Ten-Frames Dice
These chunky foam dice feature popular ten-frames on each side to help children 
to subitise and count in a fun new way! Includes 12 dice in four colours with 
numbers ranging from 1 to 20. Dice measure 4.5cm each and come  
in a handy storage jar. 12 Piece Set 
86887  

ages 5+

Dice in Dice 
Double dice cover twice the probability concepts! Use 
in lessons about statistics, predictions, numbers and 
operations. Ten-sided dice reinforce more advanced 
probability concepts, while Jumbo Dice are perfect for 
smaller hands. Jumbo Dice measure 3cm, other dice 
measure approximately 2cm.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 7698  10-Sided Dice in Dice  72 Piece Set 

ages 6+
LER 7699  Jumbo Dice in Dice 6 colours  12 Piece Set 
LER 7697  Dice in Dice  72 Piece Set 

ages 3+
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Multiple Representation Dice
Enjoy simple maths fun with these handy, chunky dice that feature multiple 
representations of numbers from 1 to 20. Reinforces fluency. Includes 16 dice 
in four colours plus storage jar. Dice measure approx. 4.5cm each. 16 Piece Set 
86889  

ages 5+

Multiple Representation Fractions Dice
This soft foam dice set teaches and increases students’ understanding of 
fractions. Each die features a different representation of fractions, including area 
models, set models, fractions on a number line, and fractions written in standard 
form. The sturdy, multi-colour foam dice are quiet, safe and the rounded corners 
make rolling easier. Comprises 16 dice and a convenient storage jar. Dice measure 
4.5cm square. 16 Piece Set 
91268

ages 6+

Multiple Representation Equivalency Dice
Multiple Representation Equivalence Dice set helps children understand the 
relationship between fractions, decimals and percentages. Each die has a 
different representation of fraction including area model, decimal, percent, 
and traditional fraction. Comprises 16 dice and a convenient storage jar. Dice 
measure 4.5cm square. 16 Piece Set 
91269

ages 6+

Multiple Representation Time Dice
Learning to tell time is a key skill for children. Each brightly coloured soft foam die 
in the Multiple Representation Time Dice set features a unique time-telling method 
including analogue clock, digital clock, time as its spoken, and time expressed 
as words. Comprises 16 dice and a convenient storage jar. Dice measure 4.5cm 
square.  16 Piece Set 
91267

ages 5+
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Primary Calculator
This four-function calculator is both 
solar and battery powered (includes 1 AA 
battery) and features auto shut-off, three 
key memory and more. Measures 11.5cm 
H x 6.5cm W. 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0038  Set of 10 

ages 3+

Minute Math Electronic Flash Card™

Reinforces fact recall for addition & subtraction up to 150 and multiplication 
& division for the 0-12 times tables. Study the problem displayed and input an 
answer – the number in the top screen is always the biggest. Discover your 
score at the end of the  60 second round. Try to beat it next time! Measures 
20cm W x 24cm H. Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included.  
LER 6965   

ages 6+
Math Whiz®

Perfect for practising important maths skills at home or on the move! Fast 
paced handheld game includes eight skill levels to master addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division. Reinforces operations, fact recall and calculator use. 
Features a big digit display and sounds for instant feedback. Requires 2 AAA batteries, 
not included. Measures 20cm W x 18cm L. 
EI-8899 

ages 6+
Math Trekker™

Portable electronic flash card reinforces fact recall for 0-12 times tables. 
Study the sum displayed and input the answer - sound effects provide instant 
feedback. Incorrectly answered questions are recycled at the end of the round; 
when all are answered correctly, your time is the score. Try to beat it next time! 
Requires 3 AG13 or LR44 batteries, included. Measures 22cm W x 26cm H. 
EI-8502  

ages 8+

Rainbow Calculators 
Make maths colourful. Cast in five bright, fun colours, these solar-powered 
calculators help children master addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 
Set comprises 10 primary calculators, in blue, green, purple, yellow and red (two of 
each colour). Measures 7cm H x 12cm W. 10 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 0014

ages 3+
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USED TO REINFORCE:

• ADDITION & SUBTRACTION  
• FRACTIONS & DECIMALS  
• PATTERNS & ALGEBRA  
• PROBABILITY & STATISTICS  
• MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION  
• GEOMETRY & MEASUREMENT

The name Cuisenaire® and the colour sequence of the 
rods, cubes and squares are registered trademarks of  
Education Solutions (UK) Ltd.® WOODEN RODS PLASTIC RODS INTERLOCKING  

PLASTIC RODS

Introductory Sets (in a tray) 
74 rods for use with 2-3 students

LER 7501 LER 7500 LER 7480

Small Group Sets (in a tub) 
155 rods for use with 4-6 students

LER 7513 LER 7482

Classroom Multi Packs (in six trays) 
444 rods for use with 12-18 students

LER 7503 LER 7502 LER 7481

Cuisenaire® Rods
Help students transition from concrete to abstract representation of maths concepts.

Counting & 
Cardinality

Addition & 
Subtraction

Multiplication &  
Division

Fractions &  
Decimals

Geometry  & 
Measurement

These great value sets include enough colourful rods for small group or whole class use! Rods come in ten 
different sizes and colours and each colour represents a different rod length that can be assigned a different 
numeric value or unit of measure. Each set includes rods, convenient storage trays or tubs with lids and a teachers' 
guide. Longest rod measures 10cm. 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

ages 4+

LER 7513

Giant Magnetic 
Cuisenaire®  
Rods Demonstration 
Set
Model essential number concepts on 
the whiteboard so the whole class 
can see. Pair with our rod sets (above) 
for hands-on reinforcement. Label 
easily with a wet- or dry-erase marker. 
Largest piece measures 25cm L x 
2.5cm W. 64 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 7708  

ages 5+

Cuisenaire® Rods 
Demonstration Clings
Demonstration Clings have been designed 
for the modern classroom. Made from an 
innovative material, they adhere to almost any 
smooth, flat surface in the classroom – no more 
magnets! They can be used over and over again 
and won’t leave a sticky residue, regardless of 
how often they’re used. Demonstration Clings 
are durable and easy to clean. Simply rinse with 
warm water, allow to dry and they’re ready! 
Largest rod measures 25cm L, all rods measure 
2.5cm W. 74 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
92859 

ages 5+

New 
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Counting & Place Value Pocket Chart
Teach counting, sorting, place value and grouping with this durable chart. Includes 
a set of 20 double sided number cards, three double sided title cards, 200 blue 
plastic counting straws, pockets to store everything and activity guide. Chart 
measures 33cm W x 46cm H.  
 LER 2416  

ages 6+

Magnetic Base Ten 
Demonstration Set
Model essential number concepts on the whiteboard so 
the whole class can see. Set features real-life photography 
to help students better visualise the 3D representation of 
maths concepts. Flats measure 17cm, unit measure 1.5cm. 
131 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 6366  

ages 6+

LSP 5215-EUR

Place Value Disks
Soft foam place value disks come with marked values from one to millions, teaching 
an understanding of place value and mathematical operations. Each value is 
represented by a different colour for easy recognition. Disks measure 2.5cm and 
feature European style numeric display. Includes activity guide. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 5215 - 280 Piece Set 
LSP 5215-EUR - 280 Piece Set 

ages 6+

Giant Magnetic Place Value  
Demonstration Disks
Demonstrate place values up to the millions on any magnetic surface. These large soft 
foam disks measure 5cm, perfect for front of class use. Colour coded according to place 
value, the disks help to develop an understanding of place value and mathematical 
operations. Includes 80 numbered foam disks and activity guide. 81 Piece Set 
LSP 5220-UK  

ages 6+

LER 5215
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Base Ten 
Use these plastic Units, Rods and Cubes to support 
students in concrete demonstrations of Base Ten 

concepts. Rods enable students to manipulate and 
visualise varying quantities with ease.  

Use to reinforce: place value, fractions, decimals, 
estimation, arithmetic, percents. Available as both 

grooved and interlocking sets.
 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs

UNITS GROOVED 
PLASTIC RODS

100 Units (1x1x1 cm) LER 0924

50 Rods  
(1x1x10 cm)

LER 0925

10 Flats  
(1x10x10 cm)

LER 0926

1 Cube  
(10x10x10 cm)

LER 0927

Individual Components

SETS INTERLOCKING 
PLASTIC RODS

GROOVED 
PLASTIC RODS

Starter Set  
Includes 100 Units, 30 Rods, 10 
Flats, one Cube and 112 page 
activity book. Includes enough 
components to use with 20-25 
students.

LER 6356 LER 0930

Class Set  
Includes 600 Units, 200 Rods, 20 
Flats, three Cubes and a 112 page 
activity book. Includes enough 
components to use with 20-25 
students.

LER 6358 LER 0932

Great Value Sets  

Differentiated Base Ten Blocks 
Demonstration Clings
Demonstration Clings have been designed for the modern classroom. Made from an 
innovative material, they adhere to almost any smooth, flat surface in the classroom 
– no more magnets! They can be used over and over again and won’t leave a sticky 
residue, regardless of how often they’re used. Demonstration Clings are durable and 
easy to clean. Simply rinse with warm water, allow to dry and they’re ready! Largest 
piece 1 thousand cube measures 21cm H x 20cm W. 112 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
92855 

ages 5+

New 
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Rainbow Fraction® Tiles with Tray
51 plastic tiles and sturdy storage tray allows students to visualise and 
manipulate fractions. Includes activity guide. 51 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0615  

ages 6+

Fraction Tower® Cubes - 
Equivalency Set
Durable, interlocking cubes help students visualise 
fraction concepts by building simple, graphic 
mathematical models. Equivalency cubes are 
printed on three sides. One whole piece measures 
12cm H. Red = 1, Pink = 1/2, Orange = 1/3, Yellow = 1/4, 
Green = 1/5, Teal = 1/6, Blue = 1/8, Purple = 1/10, Black 
= 1/12.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2509 Fraction Tower® Cubes  Equivalency Set  
51 Piece Set  
LER 2510 Fraction Tower® Cubes  Fractions Only  
51 Piece Set 

ages 6+

Great Value Rainbow Fraction® Teaching System Kit
This kit includes everything a teacher needs to teach and reinforce fractions! Includes 11 kinds of 
manipulatives and teaching guide in convenient storage tub. Overhead fraction circles, tiles and 
squares can be used to lead lessons, while children work with the equivalent hands-on manipulatives. 
Kit also includes two sets of flashcards and activity cards for use with the Fraction Tower® cubes, and a 
comprehensive teaching guide. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 2088 

ages 6+

Deluxe Fraction Tower® 
Activity Set
Features engaging activity cards for students that 
may need additional guidance. Includes 51 cubes, 
12 double sided activity cards and activity guide. 
65 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 2075  

ages 6+
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2 levels of play!

HM93439UKHM93399UK

Rainbow Fraction® Dominoes
New-look dominoes now feature two levels of play! Level one involves matching 
numeric and visual representations of fractions including one whole, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/6 
and 1/8. Level two progresses to fraction and percentage equivalency. Dominoes 
are Rainbow Fraction colour-coded. Game includes 36 double sided dominoes 
and instruction guide. For 2 to 4 players. 36 Piece Set 
LSP 2503-UK  

ages 6+

2 levels of play!

Rainbow Fraction® Bingo
Double-sided bingo cards and spinner feature two levels of challenge 
and familiar Rainbow Fraction representations. Students practise fraction 
identification on one side and equivalencies on the other. The first player to 
cover three spaces in a row wins!  For 2-4 players.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LSP 0620-UK 

ages 6+

New 
Rainbow Fraction® Measuring Cups
Rainbow Fraction® Measuring Cups are a colourful, visual, 3D way to help young 
learners connect the concepts of fractions, volume, and capacity. These cups 
feature a bright colourful base that corresponds with the rest of the Rainbow 
Fractions teaching system resources, and transparent sides so children can see 
volume and capacity while learning fractional relationships. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
HM93439UK Rainbow Fraction® Measuring Cups (Set of 4): Includes 4 
measuring cups (whole, 1/2, 1/3 and 1/4), and multilingual Activity Guide. 
Whole cup measures 9cm in diameter. 4 Piece Set 
 
HM93399UK Rainbow Fraction® Measuring Cups (Set of 9): Includes storage 
container with 9 measuring cups (whole, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, 1/12) 
and multilingual Activity Guide. Set measures 10cm H x 21cm W x 28cm L when 
stowed. 10 Piece Set 

ages 3+
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LER 0608

LER 0619

LER 0617

LER 0611

LER 1616

LER 1617

Magnetic Rainbow Fraction® Shapes   
Simply place these tactile pieces onto any magnetic surface to add, subtract and 
compare fraction values including whole, 1/

2
, 1/

3
, 1/

4
, 1/

5
, 1/

6
, 1/

8
, 1/

10
, 1/

12
. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0608 Soft Foam Circles  (Whole piece measures 9cm) 51 Piece Set  
LER 0611 Soft Foam Tiles (Whole piece measures 18cm)  51 Piece Set  
LER 1616 Double Sided Circles (Whole piece measures 18cm) 51 Piece Set 
LER 1617 Double Sided Squares (Whole piece measures 16.5 x 16.5cm)  51 
Piece Set 

ages 6+

Rainbow Fraction® Circles & Squares
Hands-on circles and squares allow students to explore equivalencies and 
practise adding, subtracting and comparing fractions. Each set includes 
plastic case and activity guide. Circles measure 9cm.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 0617 Rainbow Fraction® Circles  (Whole piece measures 9cm 
diameter)  51 Piece Set  
LER 0619 Rainbow Fraction® Squares (Whole piece measures 10.7cm x 
10.7cm)  51 Piece Set 

ages 6+

Rainbow Fraction® Demonstration Clings
Demonstration Clings have been designed for the modern classroom. Made from an innovative 
material, they adhere to almost any smooth, flat surface in the classroom – no more magnets! 
They can be used over and over again and won’t leave a sticky residue, regardless of how often 
they’re used. Demonstration Clings are durable and easy to clean. Simply rinse with warm water, 
allow to dry and they’re ready!  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
92860 Rainbow Fraction® Demonstration Clings Circles: Includes: 1 red whole (approx. 
19cm diameter); 2 pink halves; 3 orange thirds; 4 yellow fourths; 5 green fifths; 6 teal sixths; 8 
blue eighths; 10 purple tenths; and 12 black twelfths. 51 Piece Set 
92861 Rainbow Fraction® Demonstration Clings Tiles: Includes 51 pieces: 1 red whole 
(approx. 30cm L); 2 pink halves (approx. 15cm L); 3 orange thirds (approx. 10cm L); 4 yellow 
fourths (approx. 7.5cm L); 5 green fifths (approx. 6cm L); 6 teal sixths (approx. 5cm L); 8 purple 
eighths (approx. 3.8cm L); 10 purple tenths (approx. 3cm L); and 12 purple twelfths (approx. 
2.5cm L); (all pieces are approx. 3.8cm H). 51 Piece Set 

ages 8+

New 
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Magnetic Apple Fractions
An apple a day makes fractions seem like play! Appealing fruits provide a  
real-world example for introducing early fractions. Apples represent one whole, 
1/2, 1/3 and 1/4. Safe, embedded magnets hold colour-coded pieces together. Also 
perfect for demonstrating equivalencies, addition and subtraction with fractions. 
Activity guide included. Apples measure 7.5cm H. 10 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 0904 

ages 5+

Magnetic Pizza Fractions
Serve up pizza to demonstrate fractions to groups or the whole class.  
Represents one whole,  1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/6, and 1/8 values in 24 pieces that stick to any 
magnetic surface. Pizzas measure 20cm diameter. Activity guide included.  
Set of 6 full pizzas 
LER 5062 

ages 6+

Fraction Formula™ Game
It's a race to make a whole! Taking turns, the players draw a card, find the 
corresponding fraction tile and drop it in their cylinder. They "hold" if they think 
they are as close to one whole as they can get, or continue to draw cards if they 
think they can get closer! The round ends when all players have said "hold". 
Players score points according to how close they get to one whole. The winner is 
the player with the highest score after four rounds. Can also be used as a tool for 
teaching fraction values and equivalences. For 2 to 4 players.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
 EI-3220  

ages 8+

Pizza Fraction Fun™ Game
This game even makes fractions irresistible, just like pizza! Includes seven 
different games in one to get children familiar with fraction values from 
one whole to 1/12. For 2 to 6 players. Cardboard pizzas measure 27cm in 
diameter.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 5060  

ages 6+

Fraction Pie Puzzles
Making fractions is “easy as pie.” This kinaesthetic way to reinforce 
basic fraction concepts teaches students how fractional parts 
make up a whole and about equivalencies, common denominators 
and multiples. Select a card, place the starting pieces, then 
complete the circles with the remaining fraction pie pieces. 
Includes game board, 50 levelled puzzle cards, 65 foam fraction 
pieces and activity guide. For 1 to 2 players. Game board measures 
33cm W x 29cm L.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-8445  

ages 8+
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tacklingtablesTM 
Teacher-developed and classroom-tested, tacklingtablesTM is the game-based way to help students 
meet the National Curriculum outcome of knowing their times tables and corresponding division facts 
off by heart the end of Year 4.
The colour-coded chart shows which times tables they need to learn each year. Colour-coded playing 
cards feature the corresponding times tables and give kids a fun way to practise their tables and instant 
recall in small or larger groups. Practising through playing a game is an ideal way to help children learn 
and grow in confidence. The Classroom Set offers teachers a reliable baseline assessment method to 
evaluate each child’s capabilities and measure their progress. 
LSP 1212-UK - Single Set

LSP 1213-UK - Class Set

ages 5+

LSP 1212-UK

LSP 1213-UK
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I Sea 10!™ Maths Game
Reel in student's number sense by catching combinations of 10! Cards are placed 
number side down and flipped over to reveal a number, if a player can make 10 
they keep those cards. Beware of hungry shark cards! Collect the most cards to 
win. For 2 to 4 players. Includes 100 cards measuring 4cm in diameter. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 1771 

ages 6+

10 on the Spot!™ Making Ten Game
This bingo-style game is not about matching, it’s about making ten! Cards feature 
ten-frames on one side and numbers on the other for more advanced players. For 
2 to 6 players. Cards measure 20cm H x 15cm W. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 1764 

ages 5+

Math Mat Challenge™  
Addition & Subtraction Game 
Get students thinking on their feet! Listen as the mat announces two neighbouring 
numbers between 1-10 and step on a number to complete the sequence. Choose 
correctly and the mat congratulates you. Incorrect responses are given one last 
try! Reinforces number order, counting, addition and subtraction. Requires 3 AA 
batteries, not included. Mat measures 80cm in diameter.  
LER 0047 

ages 4+

Times Table Swat
Swat up on your times table skills! Choose the times table(s) to practice before laying 
out the flies, then race to swat the correct answer first. This easy-to-play activity is 
perfect for reinforcing what children have been learning during lessons and building 
their confidence with multiplication. Includes 132 colourful flies, 4 swatters and an 
activity guide. Colour coded flies cover the 2-12 times tables. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LSP 3053-UK 

ages 6+
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Sum Swamp™ Addition & Subtraction 
Game
Award-winning addition and subtraction game that takes students on 
a journey of simple addition & subtraction with numbers 0-6. Roll all 
three dice to create a number sentence, move ahead the sum value 
and the first player to reach the finish space wins! For 2 to 4 players. 
Game board measures 43cm W x 30.5cm L 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 5052 

ages 5+

POP for Addition & Subtraction™

Fast-paced game play reinforces addition & subtraction with numbers 1-10. 
Players spin the spinner, take the corresponding number of bubblegum balls from 
the box and answer the maths facts correctly to keep the cards. Once the box is 
empty, the player with the most gumballs wins! For 2 to 4 players. Box measures 
8cm W x 15cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 8441 

ages 6+

Snap It Up!®  Addition & Subtraction  
Card Games
Reinforce addition & subtraction with this fast-paced card game. Stack 
the black in a central position and deal three purple or blue number 
cards to each player. Turn over a black card. The first player to create a 
sum using their purple cards takes the black card and turns over a new 
one. The first player to make three correct equations wins! For 2 to 6 
players. Cards measure 20cm L x 12.5cm W.  
LER 3044 

ages 6+

tri-FACTa™ Multiplication & Division Game
Build number skills like never before! Children play cards by creating true fact families, then 
spin the board round to the next player. The first to play all their cards wins. For 2 to 4 players. 
Board measures 35cm W. 
LER 3039 Multiplication & Division 
LER 3038 Addition & Subtraction 

ages 6+
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Hot Dots® Let’s Learn! Maths Set 
Addition, subtraction and telling time. This comprehensive set includes three spiral 
bound books featuring a total of 192 colourful activities. Set also includes our popular 
Original Talking Hot Dots Pen. Requires 2 AAA batteries, not included. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-9288  

ages 5+

Original Talking Hot Dots® Pen
The Original Hot Dots® Pen with its fun sound effects, phrases and audio/visual 
feedback gently redirects incorrect answer choices and congratulates correct ones. 
Sounds can be muted for quiet classroom use. Requires 2 AAA batteries, not included. 
Measures 16.5cm H. Example sounds: Perfect, Wow, That’s excellent, That’s brilliant, 
Nope, Nice try.  
EI-9254 

ages 6+

Hot Dots® Jr. Numbers  
& Counting Card Set
Includes 36 colourfully illustrated cards featuring 
numbers, counting, number words and sequencing. 
Pen not included.
EI-2353 

ages 3+
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Little Banker Coin 
Matching Game
This money bank is bursting with 
incredibly realistic play money! 
Two levels of play focus on coin 
recognition and addition. Spin the 
spinner to determine how many 
cards to pick up, match or add up 
coins for the amount on  the card 
and post in the bank. The first to 
collect ten cards wins!  
For 2+ players. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
 LSP 8557-UK 

ages 6+

Pocket Money Bingo
Players practise identifying and adding together coins with familiar bingo game 
play. Common pocket money items help children gain a sense of the value of 
money. The first player to cover three spaces in a row wins! For 2 to 4 players. 
Game boards measure 20cm H.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LSP 9516-UK  

ages 5+

Buy it Right™ Shopping Game
Players set prices, buy and sell items, make change and learn place value.  Three 
skill levels included for differentiated play.  The first player to fill their shopping 
trolley with items wins! For 2 to 4 players. Game board measures 48cm square. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LSP 2652-UK 

ages 5+

Money Bags™ Coin Value Game
Collect money for completing household chores whilst developing coin 
recognition, counting and equivalency skills! When a player passes the finish line 
all players count their money. The player with the most wins! For 2 to 4 players. 
Game board measures 43cm H.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LSP 5057-UK  

ages 5+

Money Activity Set
Inspire, motivate and engage children with this Money Activity set. Money activities 
include: recognising the values of coins and notes; adding & subtracting money, 
making change and understanding the way money is used. Children also learn 
financial awareness and the value of saving towards a goal. Set Includes 70 plastic 
coins, 12 play notes, 8 double sided price tags, 12 double sided money puzzle cards, 
write & wipe piggy bank card, double sided spinner and an activity guide. 104 Piece Set

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs
LSP 3219-UK  

ages 5+
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Challenge  
Stack, pattern and match the multi-colour shapes, 
but don’t be fooled by appearances: these blocks 
mean brain boosting business! 40 multilingual activity 
cards promote strategic thinking as players re-create 
a hidden arrangement or listen to verbal instructions. 
Includes 20 plastic, chunky pieces featuring four 
different shapes and three different attributes for a real 
challenge! Blocks measure 5cm square.  
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9280  

ages 5+

Mental Blox® 360° 3-D Building Game
This brain boosting, point-of-view game challenges players to build 3D puzzles from 
different visual perspectives. 40 double sided cards feature the puzzle on the front and 
the solution on the back. Includes 15 colourful blocks and activity guide. Largest piece 
measures 7.5cm H x 11.5cm L.  
LER 9284  

ages 5+

Mental Blox® Jr.
Add a friendly face to puzzle-solving fun! Combine block-stacking play 
with point-of-view puzzles to develop early critical thinking skills. The 
bold graphics and make-you-think challenges make this the perfect 3D 
puzzle game. Activity cards provide examples of what to build and open-
bottomed blocks allow for hiding of pieces in more complex puzzles. Tray 
measures 16cm L x 16cm H; cubes measure 5.5cm W. Set of 9. 
LER 9285  

ages 4+

Mental Blox® Go!
A compact, portable set of puzzling 
brain-teasers for solving on the move! 
Builds critical thinking skills with a 
multitude of options and challenges 
for 1 to 2 players. Set of 16 colourful 
puzzle pieces and puzzle/game book 
in a three-piece square storage case 
measuring 16cm with removable tray.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9286  

ages 5+
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Sold only
in UK

Sold only
in UK

EI-3026

EI-3023

EI-3078

Sold only
in UK

Sold only
in UK

EI-2978

Kanoodle® Duplexity™

This substantial set of 200 solo logic puzzles challenges spatial reasoning and 
solution skills. Select challenge cards and use the magnetic pieces to recreate 
the colourful puzzles, ensuring both ends of each piece fit! Includes 28 magnetic 
pieces, 100 reversible cards (measuring 15cm L x 15cm W) and portable carrying 
case that doubles as a play board. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-3022 

ages 8+

Kanoodle® Games 
Brain twisting solitaire-style games that challenge spatial reasoning and enhance 
critical thinking skills. Each includes a puzzle book packed with levelled logical 
thinking challenges that progress in difficulty.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-2978  Kanoodle®  
EI-3078  Kanoodle® Jr.   
EI-3023  Kanoodle® Extreme  
EI-3026  Kanoodle® Genius  

ages 4+
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Sold only
in UK

Kanoodle® Head-to-Head
Two players go head to head in the ultimate Kanoodle challenge. Simply place a 
challenge card in the centre of the board, fit the pieces shown and race to fit the 
remaining pieces before your opponent does, and then pop out your opponent's 
pieces! Includes lidded puzzle board (approx. 11cm W x 22cm L), 12 puzzle pieces, 
40 reversible challenge cards (80 puzzles). Improves critical thinking and spatial 
reasoning skills. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-3036 

ages 7+

Kanoodle® Gravity™

The brain-bending fun really stacks up with this vertical take on Kanoodle®! 
Includes vertical puzzle board, 10 puzzle pieces, booklet with 40 puzzle challenges 
and case. Perfect for solo play or an epic battle for two. Players alternate placing 
pieces into the vertical puzzle board. If on your turn, your puzzle piece does not fit 
into the vertical game board, you lose that round. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-3074 

ages 7+

Sold only
in UK

Sold only
in UK

Kanoodle® Flip
Use your noodle and challenge your thinking with more mind-bending fun. 
Kanoodle® Flip is the all-new brain-bending puzzle that challenges players to think 
in a new way. The end-over-end rolling puzzle pieces and serious strategies will 
bend and challenge young minds. Contains 1 Kanoodle Flip carrying case and 
game board, 3 shapes of increasing difficulty, 100 Kanoodle Flip puzzles, and game 
guide. Game board measures 4cm H x 12cm W. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-2998

ages 7+

Sold only
in UK

New Kanoodle® Cosmic
Critical thinking goes cosmic with this galactic game of strategy and reasoning. 
Choose a challenge, place the pieces shown, and try to solve the puzzle using 
the remaining pieces—including six asymmetrical shapes that fit four different 
ways! You’ll really have to use your noodle to solve this nebulous new take on 
our best-selling Kanoodle.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
EI-3037   

ages 7+



Colour Cubed Strategy Game
Colour-matching fun for everyone! Place any card to start. Each card includes 
different combinations of up to four colours, so be sure to look at your cards 
closely. How many colours can you match with your next play? Match the most 
colours and win! This addictive, make-you-think strategy game builds matching, 
critical thinking and addition skills. Includes 40 cards and activity guide.  
Cards measure 7.5cm H; Box measures 11.5cm x 11.5cm 
LER 9283  

ages 5+

Create-a-Maze™ A Create Your Own Game  
Build a maze with curvy, colourful pieces by following the designs pictured 
on the activity cards. Then map a path through the maze, tilting the board and 
guiding the ball around the obstacles and into the goal. Includes maze board and 
base, 17 maze pieces, four balls (two red, two blue) and ten activity cards. Board 
measures 27cm in diameter. For 1 to 4 players.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 2823  

ages 5+

iTrax™ Critical Thinking Game  
Strategy game of critical thinking and problem-solving! Allocate game pieces, 
observe game cards, race to find the path that links two blocks and recreate it. 
First correct path wins that round. Three levels of play. For 2 to 4 players. Includes 
44 game pieces and 25 reversible game cards measuring 20cm W.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9279   

ages 6+

Tumble Trax® Magnetic Marble Run  
Create your own unique marble run, then drop the marble from the highest point 
to see your design come to life! Endless combinations of designs provide multiple 
levels of learning. Includes 14 magnetic foam pieces, one goal, four marbles and 
10 activity cards. Longest pieces measure 25cm L x 5cm H 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2821   

ages 5+
LearningResources.co.uk 167
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BrainBolt™ 
Follow the lights and see if your memory is up to the BrainBolt™ 
challenge. Watch, remember, and identify the lights that are new to 
the sequence. Perfect for solo play and ready for head-to-head mode 
with a friend, timed mode, or advanced mode for expert players. 
Requires 3 AAA Batteries (included).  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
EI-8435 

ages 7+

New
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Press
for play
mode

Play hide & seek

Play fetch

Dance, eat, & more
 in Play Mode

100%
Screen
Free!

Storybook with
coding adventures!

Coding Critters™ Scamper & Sneaker 
Play, learn and code with Scamper the cat and her curious friend Sneaker! 22 piece 
playset includes house, slide, yarn ball, cat toy and more! Requires 3 AAA batteries 
not included. 22 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 3081 

ages 4+

Coding Critters™ Bopper, Hip & Hop  
Meet Bopper the bunny and her two pals Hip and Hop. They’re ready for a fun 
storybook coding adventure. Code Bopper to find the carrots, pull them along in 
her garden cart and more. Comprises one Coding Critter and two friends, range of 
accessories and a full-colour 20-page coding storybook which includes interactive 
challenges. Requires 3 AAA batteries not included.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for < 3 yrs. 22 Piece Set 
LER 3089 

ages 4+

Coding Critters™ Rumble & Bumble  
Code up some crashing fun with Rumble the dinosaur and his clumsy 
friend Bumble! 23 piece playset includes cave, slide volcano launcher 
and more! Requires 3 AAA batteries not included. 23 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 3082 

ages 4+

Coding Critters™ Ranger & Zip 
Have playful coding adventures with Ranger the dog and his mischievous 
friend Zip! 22 piece playset includes house, slide, tennis ball launcher and 
more! Requires 3 AAA batteries not included. 22 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 3080 

ages 4+

These playful pets teach pre-schoolers 
coding through play.

Your First Coding Friends
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Coding Critters™ Pair-a-Pets  
Pair-a-Pets are the new pals for Coding Critters™ Ranger, Scamper, Rumble and Bopper. 
Choose from puppies, kittens, dinos and bunnies and add them to your Coding 
Critters adventure. Each Pair-a-Pets set comprises two pals, food and food bowl, and a 
storybook filled with coding adventures and activities. Follow along or create your own 
adventure. It’s always more fun when there are more friends. Works with all Coding 
Critters sets. Pets measure approximately 4cm L. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for < 3 yrs. 
LER 3090 Pair-a-Pets Adventures with Hunter & Scout 
LER 3091 Pair-a-Pets Adventures with Pouncer & Pearl 
LER 3092 Pair-a-Pets Adventures with Romper & Flaps 
LER 3093 Pair-a-Pets Adventures with Fluffy & Buffy 

ages 4+

Includes storybook Includes storybook 
with activities! with activities! 

Works with all  Works with all  
Coding Critters sets!Coding Critters sets!

New 
LER 3094

LER 3095 LER 3096

LER 3084

Coding Critters™ Pet Poppers
Meet the Pet Poppers, the quick-moving Coding Critters pals. These fun pets 
introduce preschoolers to STEM concepts through the challenges found in their 
full-colour activity storybooks. As children launch the Pet Poppers into their world, 
they’ll learn about force and motion, angles, logic, trial and error, and problem-
solving. Pet Popper launcher house measures 4cm H x 6cm W x 8cm L. 4 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 3094 Pet Poppers - Zing 
LER 3095 Pet Poppers - Pepper 
LER 3096 Pet Poppers - Ripper 
LER 3084 Pet Poppers - Dash 

ages 4+
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""whoo-hoowhoo-hoo""
""Uh-oh!Uh-oh!""""Hee-hee

Hee-hee""

New 

Includes storybook with Includes storybook with 
activities! activities! 

Movement, sound, and more!Movement, sound, and more!

LER 3097 LER 3099 LER 3098

Coding Critters™ Go-Pets
Get ready for a twisting, turning coding journey with the Coding Critters™ Go-Pets. These 
motorised pets know how to follow black line paths towards all kinds of adventures. Children 
follow along with their full-colour coding activity books as they master coding and STEM skills 
such as counting and ordinal numbers, sequential thought, and computational thinking. Each 
set includes a Go-Pet, Coding Puzzle Tiles, Coding Activity Book, Quick Start Guide and 4 x LR44 
batteries (included). Go-Pets measure 5cm H x 8cm L. 14 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 3097 Go-Pets - Scrambles the Fox 
LER 3099 Go-Pets - Dipper the Narwhal 
LER 3098 Go-Pets - Dart the Chameleon 

 ages 4+
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Two speeds -  
perfect for  

tabletop and  
floor play!

Code & Go® Individual Robot Mouse  
Jack, the fully programmable robot mouse, is ready to follow commands to teach 
hands-on coding concepts! Create a step-by-step path for Jack using the 30 double 
sided coding cards to provide the perfect introduction to coding concepts. Jack 
lights up, makes sounds and features two speeds and colourful buttons to match 
coding cards for easy programming and sequencing. Set includes activity guide. Jack 
can also be used with the Code & GoTM Robot Mouse Activity Set (LER 2831) for more 
play options, learning opportunities and fun! Jack measures 10cm L and requires 3 
AAA batteries, not included. 31 Piece Set 
LER 2841  

ages 4+

Code & Go® Robot Mouse Math Pack 
Boost learning with an interactive focus on addition, subtraction, 
number sequencing and more by integrating coding concepts into 
maths lessons. Set includes number cards, coding cards, mat, dice 
and teacher’s guide with levelled activities. Robot Mouse  
not included. Activity board measures 51 cm L x 25.5cm W. 
16 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2861  

ages 5+

Code & Go® Robot Mouse Activity Set
Build your maze and then use the coding cards to create a step-by-step path for Colby, the 
Programmable Robot Mouse. Program the sequence of steps, and then watch Colby race 
to find the cheese! This set includes 30 double-sided coding cards, 10 double-sided activity 
cards, cheese wedge and activity guide to provide the perfect hands-on introduction to 
coding concepts. Create your path with 16 maze grids to create a 50cm x 50cm maze board, 
22 maze walls and three tunnels for endless possibilities. Colby lights up, makes sounds 
and features two speeds, along with colourful buttons to match coding cards for easy 
programming and sequencing. Add multiple players with Jack, the Programmable Robot 
Mouse (LER 2841)  sold separately. Colby measures 10cm L and requires 3 AAA batteries, not 
included. 83 Piece Set 
LER 2831  

ages 4+

Build your maze. Use coding cards to create  
a step-by-step path.

Watch Colby the mouse race  
to find the cheese!

Programme a sequence of  
up to 40 steps.

1
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Code & Go® Mouse Mania 
Building on the success of the Code & Go Robot Mouse 
Activity Set, this board game requires speedy thinking! 
Players roll dice and race mice around the board, selecting 
cards, planning strategies and collecting the most cheese 
wedges to win! Multiple levels of play for up to 4 players. 
Improves critical thinking, analogue coding sequence and 
STEM skills. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2863  

ages 5+

Code & Go® Robot Mouse
Classroom Set 
Add more coding challenges to lessons with this 
comprehensive robot set! Includes Code & Go: Mouse 
Math, Board Game, two full Robot Mouse sets, two 
individual mice, (four robots total). 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2862  

ages 5+

Let’s Go Code!™ Activity Set   
Coding with your buddies is a step in the right direction! Enjoy non-digital coding activities that 
promote cooperative learning through interactive team play. Hopping, stepping and turning 
encourage gross motor skills and directional sense whilst understanding sequencing for beginning 
programming. Full-colour guide includes coding overview and sample mazes. Foam colour mats 
measure approximately 23cm H x 23cm W. 50 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2835  

ages 5+
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Black Line Following Object Detection Code up to 80 steps

Botley® the Coding Robot Activity Set
Botley® the Coding Robot is your 100% screen-free coding buddy. Botley is a 
programmable robot designed to teach children coding basics and sequential 
thinking through hands-on play. Through programming Botley to complete a 
sequence of up to 80 steps including forwards, backwards and right and left turns, 
children learn key STEM skills. For first-time coders, Botley is ready to use right out of 
the box. As children grow in confidence and capability, they can use features such as 
object detection and black line following to create more complicated sequences and 
challenges. The 77-piece Activity Set is an ideal way to take children from beginner 
coding play to more complex challenges. The set comprises Botley, mats, interactive 
obstacles, blocks and more. Focuses on step-by-step coding, programming and 
critical thinking. Incorporates object detection and loops into coding challenges. 
Requires 5 AAA batteries not included. 77 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2935  

ages 5+
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Botley® the Coding Robot
Let’s send Botley® the Coding Robot on a journey of discovery! By programming 
Botley to take a trip of up to 80 steps including forward and backwards and right 
and left turns, children discover sequential logic and critical thinking. There’s 
no need for a screen, simply use the remote to programme Botley’s route. 
Botley is ideal for first-time coders and as children grow in confidence, they can 
programme Botley to do more complex routes. Set includes easy-to-use remote 
programmer, detachable robot mask and arms, and 40 coding cards. Botley 
measures 13cm W x 7cm H x 8.5cm D. Requires 5 AAA batteries not included. 
45 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2936  

ages 5+

Botley® the Coding Robot Action Challenge Set
Set up chain-reaction action challenges for Botley® with this interactive 40-piece 
accessory set. Create STEM-inspired obstacle challenges with the falling dominos, 
rolling balls and swinging hammers and then code Botley to get things moving. 
(Botley not included.) Largest piece the rotating gate measures 30cm L. 
40 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2937  

ages 5+

Botley® Crashin’ Construction Accessory Set
Set up new STEM challenges for award-winning Botley®. Build up block structures, 
then code Botley to knock them down, clean up the mess or tow them with a hook and 
cable. The 10-piece set works with original Botley and new Botley 2.0 and includes 
adjustable plough, swinging wrecking ball, and full-colour guide with coding activities. 
Crane measures 28cm H x 4cm W. (Botley not included). 10 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 2939 

ages 5+
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LSP 8594-UK

Botley® 2.0 the Coding Robot Activity Set
Botley® 2.0 is here to put the fun in coding fundamentals. The next generation of 100% 
screen-free coding robot, kids can do even more with Botley 2.0! Programme Botley 2.0 
to do up to 150 steps in one sequence including 45 degree left and right turns. Turn off the 
lights and see Botley 2.0’s eyes light up. You can even change the colour or programme by 
colour and watch Botley 2.0 put on a cool light show and dance to the beat.  
 
Botley 2.0 has a playful personality and loves games. Play a game of Botley Says where 
players listen and repeat the musical sequences. Or crack the secret code and turn Botley 
2.0 into a police car or roaring dinosaur. Because Botley 2.0 loves trying new things, use 
the two different face plate colours and glow-in-the-dark stickers to personalise each 
Botley 2.0.  
 
It’s easy for first-time coders to get started with Botley 2.0 and as kids grow in confidence, 
they can use the the Activity Set to build up an obstacle course, programme Botley 2.0 
to do up to 150 steps and watch it navigate through. The 77-piece Activity Set includes 
programmable robot, easy-to-use remote programmer, two detachable robot face plates 
and arms, reversable mats, 40 coding cards, interactive blocks and obstacles and activity 
guide. Botley measures 13cm W x 7cm H x 8.5cm D. Requires 5 AAA batteries not included. 
78 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2938 

ages 5+

Botley® 2.0 the Coding Robot
Set includes easy-to-use remote programmer, two detachable robot 
face plates and arms and 40 coding cards. Requires 5 AAA batteries not 
included.  46 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2941 

ages 5+

BOOOooo!BOOOooo!  

Discover fun transformations - Discover fun transformations - 
turn Botley into a ghost, police turn Botley into a ghost, police 

car, and morecar, and more

LER 2938
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Accessorise your Botley® or Botley® 2.0  
Use these fun accessories to personalise your Botley® or Botley® 2.0 at home or in the classroom during coding lessons and challenges. 

New 

New 

New 

LER 2955

LER 2954

Botley® the Coding Robot Facemask 4-Pack 
Dress up Botley or Botley 2.0 with this set of 4 facemasks in vibrant colours. Ideal for use in 
classrooms for multiple Botleys or at home to personalise your coding robot. Facemasks with 
assembled arms measure 10cm L x 10cm W x 7cm H. 12 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 2953 

ages 5+

Botley® the Coding Robot Costume Party Kit 
Get ready for a costume party with your Botley or Botley 2.0. This fun 13-piece set 
includes funky glasses, cool hats, and fun arms. Pieces store in a Botley-shaped 
storage case. Glasses measure 4.5cm H x 9.5cm L. 13 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 2956 

ages 5+

Botley® 2.0 Color Wraps 
Add a pop of colour to your Botley 2.0 with this set of 2 facemasks with removable 
arms, and 2 remote programmer covers. Remote cover measures 11cm W x 8cm L x 
3cm H. 4 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 2954 Red & Silver  
LER 2955 Purple 

ages 5+
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Artie 3000™ 

Artie 3000™ is the coding and drawing robot that puts children in control! Artie 
has a built-in Wi-Fi server so can be used anywhere without requiring an internet 
connection. The easy-to-use drag and drop programming can be used on a Mac, 
PC or tablet and offers four modes of play; pre-programmed shapes, games, art 
for colouring and freeform coding. Artie has 360-degree movement - tell him to 
turn right or left, forwards or backwards or spin in any direction! Four swappable, 
washable coloured pens are included and the innovative drawing simulator software 
allows coders to test their ideas before setting Artie down on paper. Children 
will learn basic programming, geometry and maths whilst creating cool designs 
and having great fun! Measures 15.5cm H x 14cm W. Requires 4 AA batteries not 
included.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-1125 

ages 7+

+ =
CONTROL FROM A 
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THE CIRCUITS

TO POWER
YOUR PLAY!

EI-4200
EI-4201

EI-4202
New

CIRCUIT-POWERED 
LIGHTS, SOUND 
AND MOTION!

Circuit Explorer® 
Construction play meets electrical engineering with this snap-together building system. Line up 
the circuitry on the over-sized pieces and snap them together to build a fully powered, large-scale 
space-themed world. Circuit Explorer is a simple building set that lets kids build realistic-looking 
3D toys that light up and move! Follow the easy instructions to build a Rocket with light-up Nose 
Cone and Nozzles, Space Rover with light-up headlights, and Landing Pad with colour changing 
light effects, or connect the pieces your way to make out-of-this-world custom, light-up, builds. 
Then launch into hours of screen-free, pretend-play fun with the included astronaut and robot 
figures. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  WARNING: This toy produces flashes that may trigger 
epilepsy in sensitized individuals. 
EI-4200 Circuit Explorer® Rocket Assembled Rocket measures 22cm H x 4cm W.
Requires 9 AAA batteries (not included). 
 
EI-4201 Circuit Explorer® Rover Assembled Rover measures 6cm H x 19cm L.
Requires 9 AAA batteries (not included).
 
EI-4202 Circuit Explorer® Deluxe Base Station Assembled Space Station measures 29cm H x 
69cm W. Requires 15 AAA batteries (not included). 

ages 6+
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STEM Explorers™ Geomakers 
With the help of the 10 included real-world challenges, children can craft their own 2-D and 3-D shapes 
during STEM-filled play sessions that boost early geometry, critical thinking, and fine motor skills. 
Includes 30 sticks: 10 small, 12 medium and 9 large, 12 curves, 6 Red connectors (8 holes), 10 orange 
connectors (10 holes) and activity guide. 58 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
 LER 9293 

ages 5+

STEM Explorers™ Magnet Movers
Children experiment with the motion of magnetic attraction and other early 
physics concepts with this magnetic wand and set of magnetic accessories. 
Hands-on experiments explore real-world lessons in magnetism building critical 
thinking and cause and effect. Includes magnetic wand and post, 2 magnetic 
rings, bar magnet, 2 magnetic balls, horseshoe magnet, string, 30 colour chips 
and guide with 10 activities. 39 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
 LER 9295 

ages 5+

STEM Explorers™ MathLink® Builders
Become a master builder with STEM Explorers MathLink® Builders. Enhance critical 
thinking and problem-solving skills with 10 seriously fun building challenges: 
Construct animals, design real-world-inspired structures and more! MathLink® Cubes 
feature shape cut-outs and connection points on all 6 sides and work with all existing 
MathLink Cubes. Includes 100 MathLink Cubes in 10 different colours and an activity 
guide. Cubes measure 2cm D. 100 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
 LER 9294 

ages 5+
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STEM Magnets Activity Set
Attract early learners to the wonders of magnetism! STEM lessons are 
irresistable when you add the excitement of fun, colourful tools to scientific 
exploration. Durable, playful magnets in a variety of shapes engage children 
as they explore magnetism, polarity and magnetic attraction and repulsion. 
Includes two bar magnets, two magnetic bugs, four ring magnets, horseshoe 
magnet, magnetic post, two snap-on cars, tray with maze, string and ten 
double sided activity cards. Comprehensive activity guide with reproducible 
materials is also included. Largest piece (maze tray) measures 28cm L x 
21.5cm H. 24 Piece Set   SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2833  

ages 5+

STEM Sink or Float Activity Set 
Young learners can dive into early physics in a fun, colourful way with this two piece 
submarine and floating raft along with weights, balls and stars to bring investigations to life. 
This set also features ten detailed activity cards (with over 20 engaging, high-impact activities) 
that cover all aspects of STEM, plus key science concepts of buoyancy, density and more! 
Comprehensive activity guide with reproducible materials is also included. Largest piece 
(submarine) measures 15cm L x 9cm H. 32 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2827 

ages 5+

STEM Simple Machines Activity Set 
Keep it simple with real STEM learning! Discover amazing engineering wonders 
through scientific exploration with colourful, engaging tools and hands-on 
activities and experiments. Introduce and explore all six simple machines as you 
make amazing discoveries, design solutions for real-world problems and conduct 
your own investigations. Includes a lever-board, wedge, pulley with rope and 
hook, cart with four removable wheels, Archimedes screw, four barrel weights 
and ten double sided activity cards to build early engineering and problem 
solving skills. Comprehensive activity guide with reproducable materials is also 
included. Largest piece (cart) measures 12.5cm L x 9cm W. 19 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2824  

ages 5+

STEM Force & Motion Activity Set 
Get your motor running with real STEM learning! Discover the science of motion 
through scientific exploration with colourful, engaging tools and hands-on 
activities. Explore the science of 'how things go' as you conduct investigations, 
solve problem and explore early engineering. Features ten double sided activity 
cards covering all aspects of STEM, plus key science concepts of gravity, inertia, 
friction, push/ pull and more! Includes two cars, two double sided tracks, 
four weighted blocks, pendulum ball, ladder with two removable bars and a 
comprehensive activity guide with reproducible materials. Ladder measures 23.5cm 
H, tracks measure 30.5cm L and cars measure 7cm L. 20 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2822 

ages 5+

LER 2827
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Slime not included

Yuckology! Slime Lab 
Make, store and learn the science behind slime with this reusable lab set! 
Children can follow the child-friendly recipes to learn early science skills 
while making their own slimes, putties and doughs out of common household 
ingredients (not included). The set’s durable plastic construction helps you 
make slime again and again! Sieve measures 15cm H; bowl is 12cm in diameter. 
12 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 2944

ages 4+

Yumology! Sweets Lab 
Use science to make a tasty treat with this reusable sweets-making lab 
set. Children can follow child-friendly recipes to learn early science skills 
while making their own lollies, no-bake biscuits, and juices out of common 
ingredients (not included). This set’s durable plastic construction helps you 
make sweets again and again. Largest part cylinder 22.2cm H. 16 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 2943

ages 4+

Splashology! Water Lab 
Dive into the wonders of water science with this splash-filled experiment set! 
This set is made from sturdy plastic and is perfect for science fun in the bath, at 
the beach or a water table. Use the included activity guide to introduce hands-
on experiments on volume, buoyancy, water flow and more! Largest piece 
floating test tube holder measures 21.9cm L x 11.75cm W. 19 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 2945 

LER 2946 Splashology! Water Lab Classroom Set includes LER 5559 (see 
page 48)

ages 3+

Ingredients 
not included
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Candy Creations Science Lab Kit 
Get a taste for sweet science with this innovative candy chemistry kit that 
introduces children to food-related STEM careers such as food technology. 
The 20 hands-on activities including making marshmallows and hard candy, 
cover STEM aspects such as measuring ingredients and creating chemical 
reactions. The kit includes all the preparation equipment needed to do the 
activities and uses common household ingredients. The kit also includes a 
Career & Lab Guide (English only). Kit measures 8cm H x 29cm W x 38cm L. 
43 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
93424

ages 8+

See Page 
205 for more 

Science Activity 
Sets
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Includes Includes 
Storybook Lab Storybook Lab 

guide!guide!

Ocean drum

Box guitar

Includes Includes 
Storybook Lab Storybook Lab 

guide!guide!
Stethoscope

DIY blood 
modelFingerprinting

Includes Includes 
Storybook Lab Storybook Lab 

guide!guide!

Mood lamp

Calming
mood tubeStress balls

DIY Music Maker Science Lab 
Learn about pitch, vibration and acoustics, and then hear and see musical 
concepts come to life. The in-depth 36-page illustrated storybook and activity 
guide provides a hands-on STEM experience that teaches children about 
science, music and sound concepts. Little musicians get to build their own 
vibrant instruments. Musical instruments are light and sized for small hands. 
Set comprises 10 activities with supplies to build 3 instruments including a 
pan flute, ocean drum and box guitar, and help children develop fine motor 
co-ordination, problem-solving skills, and observation and comparison. Drum 
measures 4cm H x 19cm in diameter. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
92393

ages 5+

Head-to-Toe Human Body Science Lab 
Learn about the human body and how first responders including first aiders and 
paramedics help keep others safe. The in-depth 36-page illustrated storybook and 
activity guide provides a hands-on STEM experience that focuses on science and 
first aid concepts. Explore and experiment with a working stethoscope, eye patch, 
finger printing kit, and more. Activities encourage fine motor skills, problem-
solving, and observation and comparison. Stethoscope measures 77cm L. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
92392

ages 5+

Squishy Water Beads Science Lab 
Learn about the characteristics of gases, liquids and solids while having fun 
with squishy, slippery, bouncy water beads. The in-depth, 36-page illustrated 
storybook and guide offers an activity-based STEM experience that focuses 
on the scientific method, properties of matter, and sensory play. Includes 10 
activities with supplies to create mesh stress balls, a scented mini mood lamp, 
and a calming mood tube. Calm down tube measures 20cm H x 5.5cm W. 
Mood lamp requires 2 AAA batteries not included. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
92391

ages 5+
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Playground Engineering & Design Building Set 
Get early STEM skills in full swing! Young learners have the tools to design and 
build their own playground including a swing set, see-saw, twisty slide and more. 
Activity cards include step-by-step experiments and real-world connections 
and an added art component incorporates STEAM lessons. Guide includes 
reproducible worksheets. Slide measures 15cm L.  
104 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2842 

ages 5+

Tree House Engineering & Design Building Set
Young engineers will love constructing their very own tree house using bucket 
lifts, railings, ladders and more! A delightful way to develop their STEM and 
critical thinking skills. Set of 52 pieces includes branches, canopy, bucket, ladder 
and more plus five activity cards and sticker sheet. Platform measures 13cm x 
11cm. 52 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2844 

ages 5+

City Engineering & Design Building Set
Budding builders can design their very own city using realistic construction 
pieces like bridges, cranes, buildings and more! A hands-on way to build 
STEM skills and develop critical thinking. Set of 100 pieces includes building 
essentials, beams, girders, play figures, cones, flags, sticker sheet and 10 activity 
cards. Platform measures 11cm x 11cm. 100 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
 LER 2843 

ages 5+

Skate Park Engineering & Design Building Set
A 'cool' way to develop STEM skills! Encourage imaginative design engineers 
to create their own skate park using ramps, jumps and more! Set of 43 pieces 
includes 37 realistic construction items such as girders, platforms, cones plus a 
skater figure, skateboard, five cards and a sticker sheet! Longest ramp measures 
25cm L x 5cm W. 43 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2845 

ages 5+

Castle Engineering & Design Building Set 
Design and build a medieval castle, then help the knights launch the catapult, 
lower the drawbridge, and navigate trap doors!  Included activity cards build 
critical thinking skills through engineering and design challenges. Plastic 
platfom measures 11 cm x 11cm, 123 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 2876

ages 5+
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Crashapult™ STEM Challenge
Introduce angles and distances with a vibrant challenge that embraces a trial 
and error approach to reaching solutions through challenges. Promotes critical 
thinking and engineering concepts. Includes two-piece: catapult, target funnel 
and hoop target (approx. 30cm tall when completed); two launch balls, one goal 
cup, decorative stickers, five challenge cards. 13 Piece Set                                      

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 9287 

ages 5+

Pendulonium™ STEM Challenge 
Swing into action with this fun three-piece pendulum! Introduces force and 
momentum with a trial and error approach to reaching solutions through challenges. 
Promotes critical thinking and engineering concepts. Includes six cones, two 
launch balls, one windmill, two goal cups, decorative stickers and challenge cards. 
Pendulum stands approx. 19cm tall. 17 piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 9288 

ages 5+

Wacky Wheels™ STEM Challenge
Quirky introduction to speed, angles and distances with a trial and error approach to 
solutions through challenges! Promotes critical thinking and engineering concepts. 
Includes two-piece paddlewheel launcher and hoop target (approx. 30cm tall 
when completed), two launch balls, five blocks, one ramp, one goal cup, decorative 
stickers, five challenge cards. 15 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs   
LER 9289 

ages 5+

TurboPop! STEM Challenge 
Introduce children to force, trajectories and other physics concepts that pair trial-
and-error problem solving with child-powered challenges. Load the air cannon, 
launch the balls through the hoops at the targets and into the stacked blocks! 
Includes full-colour guide of challenges. 16 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 9292

ages 5+
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Simple Machines Building Set
Support investigations of simple machines through hands-on exploration. 
The included weights (two 5g and two 10g) and eight rubber bands allow for 
exploration of effort, force, load, motion and distance. Activity guide included. 
63 Piece Set.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2442  

ages 8+

Gears! Gears! Gears!® Machines in Motion 
Engage children for hours of exploration and discovery with infinite 
constructive activities! An expansive set of 116 colourful Gears! pieces 
with interchangeable parts are a perfect way to build STEM skills. Includes 
propellers, wrecking ball, chains, pulleys, wheels, axles and instructions for 
multiple engineering creations. 116 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 9227  

ages 5+

Design & Drill® Space Circuits
3…2…1 Get ready to blast off with Space Circuits! Mini STEM-gineers use a child-safe 
power drill to complete 20 space-themed missions to create circuits that really 
work! Using the circuit board, learn to light and spin simple motors, add momentary 
buttons and switches and many more! Includes space circuit board, child-safe power 
drill, 20 bolts, 10 double-sided challenge cards and guide. Requires 3 AAA and 3 AA 
batteries, not included. Board measures 28cm L x 20.5cm W. 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-4176 

ages 5+
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Primary Science® Jumbo Magnifiers
Observe on a grand scale with our extra large magnifiers, sized perfectly for 
small hands. Magnifiers feature 4.5x magnification and have built in stands for 
hands-free viewing. Magnifiers measure 20cm L and come in six colours. 
LER 2774 Jumbo Magnifiers  Set of 6   
LER 2775 Jumbo Magnifiers CDU Set of 12  
LER 2777 Jumbo Magnifier & Tweezer Set 2 Piece Set 

ages 3+

Jumbo Tweezers
Motor Skills: Help young hands develop their grip. Develop important fine 
motor control to build handwriting skills. Ergonomically designed chunky 15cm 
tweezers come in six colours and store in a resealable bucket. 12 Piece Set  
LER 1963 

ages 5+

Primary Science® Big View Bug Jars
Attractive jars have ladybird wings that open to invite children to investigate 
insects. Wings open to reveal a 3.5x magnifying lens. Screw-on cap and air vents 
keep specimens secure. Durable plastic jars measure 11cm H x 8cm W. 
LER 2781 Big View Bug Jars  Set of 6 
LER 2780 Big View Bug Jars CDU (12 Jars) 

ages 3+ 

LER 2777LER 2774



Viewer detached for 
exploration on the go!

Primary Science® ViewScope 
Real working child-friendly science tool features a soft eyepiece, simple 
magnification and a clear case for viewing specimens. Includes a detachable 
viewer for on the go discoveries. Features 20x magnification and an easy turn 
focusing wheel. Measures 20.5cm L x 15cm. 
LER 2760 

ages 3+

Primary Science® Binoculars
Features 6x magnification and 35mm lenses. Made of durable plastic. Neck strap 
has a break away safety feature.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 2421 

ages 3+

Primary Science® Big View Binoculars  
Get a close-up view of the world! Colourful, simple to use binoculars featuring 
an easy turn focusing wheel, soft rubber eyepieces, 6x magnification and 
breakaway lanyard are perfect for little explorers. Binoculars measure 14cm L x 
12.5cm H 
LER 2818 

ages 3+

Primary Science® Solar Lantern
Observant young scientists explore everything under the sun using only solar 
power! This portable, handled modern lantern measures 17.5cm (tall). It's easy to 
carry and no batteries are required!  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2763  

ages 3+
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Primary Science® Jumbo Eyedroppers with 
Stand 
Encourage experimenting with volume and cause and effect. A fun way to 
develop fine motor skills. Droppers measure 11.5cm L. 11cm W stand provides 
convenient storage. Safe for use with liquids from -12° to 93°C. Set of 6 with 
stand. 
LER 2779 

ages 3+

Primary Science®  Colour Paddles 
Transparent 15cm paddles in six colours with three textures demonstrate the 
principles of colour mixing. Includes three of each colour. 18 Piece Set 
LER 0352 

ages 3+

Primary Science® Colour Mixing Glasses 
Child-size glasses enable children to explore primary and secondary colours by 
slotting in up to two lenses per side. Includes two each of red, yellow, blue and 
distortion lenses and colour mixing guide. Glasses measure 16.5cm. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2446 

ages 3+

Primary Science®  
Jumbo Test Tubes with Stand 
Feature calibration marks of 25, 50, 75 and 100ml. Includes wipe clean screw-on 
lids and 14cm W storage stand. Test tubes measure 15cm H. Set of 6 with stand. 
LER 2788 

ages 3+

Includes vented 
lids for scented 
exploration!

Primary Science® Sensory Tubes
Young scientists can fill these four, sturdy, free-standing lidded tubes with everyday 
items to enhance sensory experiences. Includes eight solid and four vented lids 
for scent exploration through dual openings. Develops sensory awareness while 
enjoying scientific exploration. Measure 30cm H x 5cm in diameter.  
LER 2445 

ages 2+
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Primary Science® Mix & Measure Set
Introduce standard and non-standard measurement with colour-coded pieces. 
Includes scale, bowl with lid, proportional measuring cups and spoons and 
ten activity cards. Activities cover a range of concepts including measurement 
equivalences, along with fun scientific recipes, enabling children to learn basic 
measurement vocabulary while exploring and observing! Bowl measures 15cm in 
diameter. 22 Piece Set 
LER 2783 

ages 3+

Primary Science® Lab Set
Support hands-on science investigations into concepts including science processes, 
living and non-living things, physical science, senses and more. Includes beakers, 
magnifying glass, funnel, pipette, flask, tweezers, goggles, large and small test tubes 
with lids and stands and ten activity cards. 22 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LSP 2784-UK  

ages 3+

Primary Science® Archimedes Screw
Observe water defying gravity! Sized perfectly for small hands and featuring soft-
grip handle and protruding lip for ease of use, this fully functional screw pump 
can also be used to transport soil, sand and other small solids. Measures 28cm L.  
LSP 2836-UK Jumbo Archimedes Screw   
LSP 2837-UK  Jumbo Archimedes Screw Set of 4   

ages 5+
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Primary Science® Lab Gear
Now children can look the part while using their science tools! Includes adjustable 
lab-style glasses and polyester/cotton mix lab coat. Coat fits most children aged 3 to 
6. Should not be considered protective equipment. 2 Piece Set 
LSP 2761-UKM Primary Science® Lab Coat & Lab Style Glasses 

ages 3+

Primary Science® Mighty Magnets
Magnetically correct: one foot north, one south. Measure 12.5cm H. 
LER 0790 Mighty Magnets  Set of 6  
LER 1790 Mighty Magnets CDU Display  (Set of 12) 

ages 3+

Magnetic Wands 
Set of six magnetic wands, measuring 20.5cm L. Comes in a rainbow of six 
different colours. Set of 6 
LER 0762 

ages 3+

Super Magnet Lab Kit 
Everyone gets hands-on exploration with this 119 piece 
set. Includes activity guide. 119 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 2064 

ages 5+



Includes two 
eye pieces.  
No need to 
close one eye!

GeoSafari® Jr. Critter 
Habitat
This super-sized critter habitat is 
perfect for curious little learners and 
junior nature enthusiasts! Collect and 
observe bugs, frogs, fish, rocks, leaves, 
flowers and more…the possibilities 
are as unlimited as a little one’s 
imagination. Container supports wet 
and dry habitats, features air holes 
for ventilation and has five magnifiers 
(4.5x, 3x, 2x). Plus, the exclusive 
rotating feeder makes feeding a 
snap, with no risk of a critter escape. 
Measures 25.4cm H.   
EI-5092 

ages 3+

GeoSafari® Jr.  
Sneak & Peek 
Periscope™

Observe nature from your favourite 
secret hideout. This periscope has 
a wide viewing area to see far and 
wide, easy-grip handles and soft 
goggles with a comfy nose placement 
to guarantee a relaxed expedition. 
Exploring in the dark? Simply flip on 
the LED light. Requires 2 AAA batteries, 
not included. Measures 35cm L. 
EI-5217 

ages 4+

GeoSafari® Jr. Bugnoculars
Little scientists can catch and observe critters in this bug-friendly container. With 
built-in 3x and 2x magnifiers, snap-lock lid with air holes and watertight bottom.  
EI-5091 

ages 3+

GeoSafari® Jr. Bug Viewer
This crystal-clear bug viewer has a magnifying lid lens and measuring grid. Built-
in air holes in the tight-fitting top keep bugs alive. Measures approx 7.5cm H. 
EI-5111 

ages 4+

GeoSafari® Jr. 
Underwater Explorer Boat and Magnifier
This miniature glass bottom boat offers a clear view of what’s lurking in the 
deep! Plastic boat features 3x magnified viewing window. Use in the sea, lake, 
pond, river, bathtub – anywhere with water! Included ring-buoy wrist strap 
prevents the boat from floating away. Measures 25cm L.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-5115  

ages 3+
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GeoSafari® Jr. My First Microscope
A fully functional microscope designed especially for little hands! 
Features two eyepieces to eliminate the need to close one eye and 
simplified focusing means objects appear the right way up and are 
left-right corrected. Chunky pieces and LED light enable enhanced 
viewing of small details. Measures 18cm W x 19cm H. Now includes 
Pink version. Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-5112 
EI-5112P - Pink  

ages 3+

GeoSafari® Jr. Kidnoculars®

These lightweight, durable binoculars have been designed specifically 
for young children. Focus free with 2x magnification as well as 
placement guided goggles and enlarged eyepieces, these binoculars 
are perfect for scientists as young as 3 years! Include a quick release 
neck strap. Measure 13cm W. Now available in Pink. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-5260 
EI-5260P  - Pink   

ages 3+

GeoSafari® Jr. My First Telescope 
Discover amazing up-close lunar exploration with this real working telescope built 
specifically for little hands. The 10x magnification provides views of the moon, 
while keeping the field of vision wide, which is essential for young children's 
understanding of magnified views. Includes a guide which showcases the phases 
of the moon. Now available in Pink.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-5129 
EI-5129P - Pink 

ages 4+

EI-5129

EI-5112

EI-5260

EI-5260P
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GeoSafari® Jr. Mighty Magnifier
Light up your finds and flip the lenses to swtich from 2 x to 8 x magnification for an 
up-close look at the world around you. Features adjustable explorer glasses with 
built-in LED light for night viewing, double eyecup for easy viewing and adjustable 
head strap. Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included). Measures 7cm H x 18cm W x 
14cm D. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-5141 

ages 4+

GeoSafari® Jr. Explorer Scope
Curious little preschoolers can discover nature at close range with this combined 
microscope and telescope! Perfect for scientific exploration and STEM learning. 
Microscope features 8x magnification, soft rubber hand grips, breakaway neck 
strap and snug goggles. Extend the telescoping barrel for distance viewing with 
15x magnification. Extended telescope measures 23.5cm L.  Please note that 
objects will appear upside down in microscope mode due to the convex lense. 
EI-5211  

ages 3+

GeoSafari® Jr. Kidnoculars® Extreme™

Explore the world in amplified sight and sound with these all-in-one binoculars 
made just for children! The focus-free binoculars feature extra-large eyepieces and 
3 x magnification with a breakaway strap. The built-in audio amplification allows 
children to hear what they see. Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included). Measures 
9cm H x 19cm W x 18cm D. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-5261  

ages 5+

NewGeoSafari® Jr. KidScope™ 

A fun introduction to slide microscopes and STEM learning for curious young 
scientists, the KidScope offers kid-friendly magnification and printed slides that 
provide a successful viewing experience every time. The KidScope includes 60 
printed, magnified images on 15 easy-to-use slides. Children can also place their 
own specimens directly onto the viewing stage and take a closer look through 
the microscope’s 3x magnification. The KidScope has a dual eyepiece so children 
can view using both eyes, a chunky focus knob that’s easy for little hands to 
turn, an LED light to illuminate the slides, and a slide storage drawer. KidScope 
measures 15cm H x 21cm W x 23cm L. Slides measure approx. 13cm in diameter. 
Requires 3 AAA batteries, (not included). 16 Piece Set 
EI -5117   

ages 5+



GeoSafari® Jr. Talking Telescope™ 
Learn about outer space from your inner space! Stay indoors and let this clever, multilingual 
telescope share 120 facts and 120 quiz questions about space. Features the voice of Emily 
Dawn Calandrelli, 24 stunning images from the cosmos (planets, stars, space), tripod with 
soft rubber feet and multilingual guide. Promotes STEM learning, exploration and discovery. 
Telescope measures 30cm L. Audio in English, Spanish, French & German. Requires 3 AAA 
batteries, not included. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-8806 

ages 4+
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GeoSafari® Jr. Talking Microscope™

It’s the ONLY talking microscope for preschool scientists! Updated to introduce more animals, plants and 
household items with 60 images to view on 20 prepared slides. Features the voice of wildlife warrior Bindi 
Irwin, fact or quiz mode (with 100 facts/questions), comfortable eyepieces for easy viewing with both eyes 
open, integrated slide storage, multilingual audio. Audio in English, Spanish, French & German. Requires 3 AAA 
batteries, not included.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-8801 

ages 3+
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A world of learning at 
your fingertips.

Features the voice of 
Wildlife Warrior  
Robert Irwin

Wildlife Photos 
©Robert Irwin

Over 1,000 fun facts 
about the world!

This high-tech, hands-on globe 
is the perfect introduction to 
interactive geography!

GeoSafari® Jr. Talking Globe™

Put the world at young learners fingertips! Press the smart pen to any spot on the 
32cm globe to hear thousands of fun facts (about continents, countries and nature), 
play quizzes and more! Features advanced smart pen technology, 'Explore It', 'Find 
It' and 'Measure It' modes for a truly global introduction to geography! Features the 
voice of Wildlife Warrior, Bindi Irwin. Pen requires 2 AAA batteries, not included. 
Audio in English only. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-8888  

ages 4+

New 
GeoSafari® Jr. Talking Wildlife Camera™

Go on a learning safari with GeoSafari® Jr. and wildlife TV presenter, Robert 
Irwin. This toy camera comes with 130 built-in high-resolution wildlife images 
that guarantee a successful viewing experience every time. The Talking Wildlife 
Camera includes 130 built-in HD images and 2 modes of play that feature over 
120 fun facts and 120 quiz questions! Camera measures approx. 19cm L x 22cm 
W. Tripod measures approx. 15cm H x 20cm W. Requires 3 AAA batteries (not 
included). Note: camera does not take pictures. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-8808  

ages 4+
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Beaker Creatures® Bubbling Volcano Reactor 
An erupting addition to the world of Beaker Creatures! Place your Reactor Pod within 
the volcano, then add in water to trigger the bubbling eruption! Extend the science 
even more with the included experiment guide. Includes 1 volcano playset, 1 Reactor 
Pod with mystery creature and 1 mini-poster with amazing science facts. Volcano 
measures 11cm H. 3 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3827 

ages 5+

Beaker Creatures® Reactor Pod Series 2
Meet 30 new collectible creatures! The Swampoids, Bytebots, Firelytes, Dogstars and 
limited-edition Colour-Change Frostonians are waiting to be extracted from their 
Reactors Pods. Individual blind boxes include 1 creature in a single Reactor Pod,  
1 classification card, and 1 mini-poster with amazing science facts.

 SMALL PARTS. Not for < 3 yrs.  
LER 3825 Beaker Creatures Series 2 / 6 pack bundle  
LER 3820 Beaker Creatures Series 2 / 24 Pods CDU

ages 5+

Beaker Creatures® Reactor Pod Series 1 
Drop the pod in water to reveal one of 35 collectible Beaker Creatures! The 
Astrolytes, Oceanites, Frostonians, Buglettes and minisaurs are waiting to be 
extracted from their pods. Individual blind boxes include 1 creature in a single 
Reactor Pod, 1 classification card, and 1 mini-poster with amazing science facts. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for < 3 yrs. 
LER 3824 Beaker Creatures Series 1 / 6 pack bundle 
LER 3818 Beaker Creatures Series 1 /24 Pods CDU 

ages 5+

Beaker Creatures® Series 3 6-Pack  
Science meets collectibles in the third series of our popular Beaker 
Creatures line! Over 30 new collectible creatures from 5 new planets 
are ready to be revealed! Includes limited-edition glow-in-the-dark 
creatures. Individual blind boxes include 1 figure in a single Reactor Pod, 1 
classification card, and 1 mini-poster with amazing science facts.  
6 Piece Set 

  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3831 

ages 5+
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Beaker Creatures® Liquid Reactor Super Lab 
Extract Beaker Creatures® from their Reactor Pods with a colourful bubbling reaction! 
Doubles as a working lab set with real-world science experiments. Includes 2 Reactor 
Pods, 2 classification cards, 2 mini-posters, and 1 exclusive full-size poster. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for < 3 yrs. 
LER 3813 

ages 5+

Beaker Creatures® Alien Experiment Lab  
Make your own Reactor Pods, soak your creatures in slime and set off bubbling 
eruptions with the Beaker Creatures® Alien Experiment Lab. Includes 2 Reactor 
Pods with mystery Beaker Creatures, experiment booklet, hands-on science tools 
including Reactor Pod Mould Maker, slime sieve, slime storage, test tube, extruder 
and more!  

  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3830 

ages 5+

Beaker Creatures® Monstersglows - 5 Pack
Meet the glowing, ghoulish Monsterglows! Drop their bubbling pods in water 
to reveal one of eight all-new Beaker Creatures! Includes mini-posters with real 
science experiments! 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
LER 3833 

ages 5+

New

Beaker Creatures® Monsterglow Lab
The latest crazy, wacky lab set from Beaker Creatures helps kids uncover the 
secrets behind the glow with experiments inspired by biology and chemistry. 
Includes a full-colour experiment booklet that encourages observation and 
cause-and-effect learning, glow-in-the-dark components, and two pods each 
containing a collectable Monsterglows creature. 13 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
LER 3838   

ages 5+

New
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GeoSafari® MicroPro™

This comprehensive set features professionally made slides and everything 
needed for young scientists to make their own. MicroPro features power setting 
from 50x to 600x with built-in light and focusing to help deliver bright, clear 
images. Measure 33cm H. Microscope requires 2 AA batteries, not included.  
95 Piece Set 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-5301 

ages 8+

New GeoSafari® Stereoscope
The double lenses on the GeoSafari Stereoscope provide a three 
dimensional view of opaque objects—plus, it’s easy to use! Place one of 
12 included rock samples—or any found object—on the stage. Then turn 
on the light, choose from 10x or 20x magnification, and use the focus 
knob to bring your object into crystal clear view. Battery-powered, the 
Stereoscope is perfectly portable for exploration on the go. Requires 2 
AA batteries (not included).  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-5303  

ages 8+
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GeoSafari® Vega 360 Telescope
Aspiring astronomers can explore the natural wonders of their world, from 
craters of the moon and other celestial sights to up-close views of birds and 
animals. The all glass optics and magnification from 18x to 67x provide users 
with bright,clear images. Measures 44cm H.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-5304  

ages 8+

GeoSafari® SeaScope®

Magnify under water fun with the GeoSafari® SeaScope®! This scientific scope 
helps kids investigate underwater life from sea stars to kelp beds, without getting 
wet! With 5x magnification views, the SeaScope also features a built-in LED 
flashlight to illuminate dark waters and an attached thermometer to determine 
water temperature. Perfect for exploring life in streams, ponds, lakes and tide 
pools. Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included. Measures 56cm L when extended. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-5202 

ages 7+

GeoSafari® Compass Binoculars
Young explorers can see and know where they're heading with these lightweight, 
soft-grip binoculars with built-in compass and attached neck strap. Large 30mm 
glass lenses and an easy turn central focus make distant objects 4x larger. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-5274  

ages 8+

NewGeoSafari® Fossil Excavation Kit
Excavate fossils just like a real palaeontologist! Use the archaeology tools to dig 
into the hardened sand block and unearth the 8 different fossils buried inside. 
Now, clean them up and use the magnifying glass to examine the specimens up 
close. This engaging science project provides hands-on experience with science 
tools and is a fun introduction to palaeontology. The set includes a hardened sand 
block with 8 real fossils inside, rock hammer, chisel, brush, and magnifying glass. 
Fossil sizes and appearance may vary. Excavation tools have sharp points. Sand 
block measures 4cm H x 15cm W x 10cm L.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-5340 

ages 5+



Unique journal  
included in every set

Nancy B's Science Club® Microscope  
& Activity Journal 
Dual microscope features LED lights to transform it from a dissecting 
microscope into a light microscope with 30x to 400x magnification. 
Includes a full set of science tools; tweezers, scalpel, petri dish, prepared 
slides, blank slides, specimen vial and a 22 page journal. Requires 3 AAA 
batteries, not included. Measures 22cm H.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-5350  

ages 8+

Nancy B's Science Club® Black Light 
Illuminator & Nature’s Mysteries Journal
Includes black light with three LEDs, invisible ink pen and a 22 page journal. 
Requires 2 AA batteries, not included. Black light measures 14cm L. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-5355  

ages 8+

Nancy B's Science Club® Mighty Microbes Lab 
and Germ Journal
Includes four petri dishes, flask, spreader, waterproof colony counter grid, loupe 
with 8x magnification, tweezers, funnel, pipette, latex-free gloves, nutrient agar 
and a 22 page journal to stimulate an interest in microbiology and biology! 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-5362  

ages 8+

Nancy B's Science Club® AquaScope™  
& Underwater Wonders Activity Journal 
Underwater telescope with 5x magnification and an 18 page journal.  
Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included. Measures 55cm L.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-5352  

ages 8+
203LearningResources.co.uk
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Zoomy™ 2.0 Handheld Digital Microscope 
Understand the world in greater detail than ever before! This all-in-one, 
handheld digital microscope gives early scientific exploration a whole new 
perspective. Zoomy™ 2.0 is simple to use for young children to observe, 
investigate and analyse the structure of objects in detail. Magnifies up to 54x and 
can be used with a computer, projector or interactive whiteboard. Uploads and 
connects via USB so no batteries are required. Features 640 x 480 pixels, VGA 
CMOS sensor, four LED lights and two head adapters. Compatible with PC and 
Mac. Measures 6.5 cm L x 6.5 cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

LER 4429-B  

ages 4+

Discovery Prism™

Divide light into colour instantly! High quality, plastic 10cm optical prism 
divides white light into a colourful spectrum. Fun activity guide included.  
EI-5263  

ages 4+

Stethoscope
Real working stethoscope lets students hear their own heartbeats. Sturdy 
enough to withstand years of classroom use. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2427 

ages 5+
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Owl Pellet Mystery Science Lab Kit 
Children dissect real owl pellets to identify what animals an owl eats based 
on the skeletons they find. Perfect for a budding young zoologist, biologist, 
or veterinarian, this kit has a fact-filled Career & Lab Guide (English only), and 
all items needed to do 10 hands-on learning activities. Kit measures 8cm H x 
29cm W x 38cm L. 8 Piece Set. Warning: Contains owl pellets.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

90738  

ages 8+

Dig & Display Fossil Kit 
When children dig in and excavate the real fossils in this kit, they’ll learn about 
the evolution of plants and animals that lived on Earth millions of years ago. 
Unearth the 8 included fossils and then turn the reusable packaging into a 
display case to show off the specimens. The kit has everything a child needs 
to complete the activities and comes with a Career & Lab Guide (English only). 
Fossils may vary in size and appearance. Excavation tools have sharp points. 
Kit measures 8cm H x 29cm W x 38cm L.  12 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93418  

ages 8+

World of Gemstones Dig Kit 
Young geologists will unearth gemstones and learn about the different 
cultures around the world where the gemstones are found. Dig out a real 
amethyst, red jasper, jade and more – there are 8 waiting to be found! Then 
turn the reusable packaging into a World Culture display box. The kit includes 
everything needed to complete the activities and comes with a Career & Lab 
Guide (English only). Gemstones may vary in size and appearance. Excavation 
tools have sharp points. Kit measures 8cm H x 29cm W x 38cm L. 12 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93419  

ages 8+

Take Flight Science Lab Kit 
With this kit, children learn about the importance of wind speed, predicting 
the weather, and building and launching different types of rockets. Through 
18 fun activities, children are introduced to air-related careers including 
propulsion engineer, meteorologist, and astronomer. The kit includes all the 
components needed to complete the experiments and has a Career & Lab 
Guide (English only). Kit measures 8cm H x 29cm W x 38cm L. 47 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93422 

ages 8+



Magnet Force Science Lab Kit 
Through 9 repeatable experiments, children learn about magnetic force, 
levitation, and attraction as they race magnetic cars, and build a magnetic train. 
The kit introduces children to different magnet-related STEM careers including 
electrical engineer, medical technician, and particle physicist. It has all the 
items needed to engage in the kit’s experiments, and a fact-filled Career & Lab 
Guide (English only), to inspire young learners. Kit measures 8cm H x 29cm W x 
38cm L. 19 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

90740 

ages 8+
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H20hhh! Water Science Lab Kit 
This kit’s 23 repeatable water-themed activities let kids investigate STEM-
related career options including marine biology, hydraulic engineering, and 
climate change analyst. The kit has all the equipment children need to do the 
repeatable experiments in their own home laboratory, and comes with a fact-
filled Career & Lab Guide (English only). Kit measures 8cm H x 29cm W x 38cm 
L. 36 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93414 

ages 8+

Chemistry with a Bang! Science Lab Kit 
This set’s 22 activities give children an introduction to STEM careers with a 
big bang including volcanologist, pyrotechnician and firefighter. It includes 
all young scientists need to cover explosive geysers, sparklers, lava lamps, 
chemical reactions, and the sound of thunder, and comes with a fact-filled 
Career & Lab Guide (English only). Kit measures 8cm H x 29cm W x 38cm L. 47 
Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93423 

ages 8+

Kick-off to Chemisty Science Lab Kit 
Through activities about acids and bases, testing pH, and observing chemical 
reactions, children are introduced to chemistry-related STEM careers, 
including pharmacist, chemical engineer and flavourist. To inspire young 
scientists, this set includes a fact-filled Career & Lab Guide (English only). Kit 
measures 8cm H x 29cm W x 38cm L. 62 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   

93425 

ages 8+
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Chick Life Cycle Exploration Set
No incubator required! Students can see the day-by-day development of a chick 
by cracking open these realistically illustrated eggs. Activity guide includes 
definitions, chicken facts and a photocopiable sheet to label. Eggs and storage 
tray are labelled for self-checking and easy organisation. Durable eggs measure 
7cm. View the entire 21 day incubation period! Labelled storage tray included! 
21 Piece Set.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 2733 

ages 5+

Giant Magnetic Frog Life Cycle  
Demonstration Set
Frog Life Cycle includes nine pieces to model the life cycle of a frog (from egg 
to tadpole to adult frog). Realistically detailed jumbo magnets bring life cycle 
demonstrations to life! Pieces are wipe clean for labelling. Activity guide included. 
Largest pieces measure roughly 20cm L x 20cm H. 9 Piece Set.  
LER 6041  

ages 5+

Giant Magnetic Plant Life Cycle  
Demonstration Set
Realistically detailed jumbo magnets bring life cycle demonstrations to life!  Plant 
Life Cycle includes two plants: apple tree and bean plant. Pieces are wipe clean for 
labelling. Activity guide included. Largest pieces measure roughly 20cm L x 20cm H. 
12 Piece Set. 
LER 6045   

ages 5+

Giant Magnetic Butterfly Life Cycle  
Demonstration Set
Magnets featuring realistic illustrations model up to nine stages in the butterfly 
life cycle to bring science to life. The pieces are wipe clean for labelling and an 
activity guide is included. Largest pieces measure roughly 20cm L x 20cm H. 9 
Piece Set.  
LER 6043   

ages 5+
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LER 1905 

Hydroponics Lab
Get a 360° view of growing plants from the roots up! Unique, transparent 
seed baskets provide a view of seedlings growing both up and down. 
Includes three test tubes, three seed baskets, three stands with wipe clean 
surface for easy labelling and activity guide. Durable, shatterproof plastic 
tubes measure 4cm W x 18cm H.  
EI-5099  

ages 5+

Now You See It, Now You Don’t™  
See-Through Compost Container
The perfect way to introduce children to the decomposition process 
while highlighting earth-friendly themes. Three separate compartments 
enable students to view the entire process clearly and make side-by-side 
comparisons between different materials. Includes plastic box with three 
clear-view compartments featuring aeration holes and magnification spots, 
three thermometers and activity guide. Box measures 30cm W x 20cm L. 
EI-5095 

ages 4+

Soft Foam Cross-Section Models
Demonstrate the parts of a flower, animal or plant cell with these 
tactile soft foam models. One half of each colourful model is 
labelled with the parts, while the other halves are labelled with 
letters for assessment activities. Flower model measures 15cm H  
LER 1901 Plant Cell 
LER 1905 Flower Model 
LER 1900 Animal Cell  

ages 7+

LER 1901
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Skeleton Foam Floor Puzzle 
Children learn all the major bones as they assemble this unique soft foam 
skeleton. Great for playtime, this large 15 piece puzzle is 122cm tall when 
assembled, making it life size for children. Parts labelled on reverse. 15 Piece Set

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 3332 

ages 3+

Double Sided Giant Magnetic Human 
Body Demonstration Set
Twice the learning: skeletal system on one side and major organs and 
muscle groups on the other! Realistically detailed pieces combine to 
create a body over 90cm high. Great for whole class demonstration 
or small group use. Includes activity guide with reproducible 
diagrams. 17 Piece Set 
LER 6044 

ages 5+

Magnetic Healthy Foods 
Beautifully illustrated foods from the five main food groups. Set comes with 
34 magnetic pieces, wipe clean magnetic placemat, menu pad and suggested 
activities. Magnetic placemat measures 42cm W x 30.5cm H. 36 Piece Set 
LER 0497 

ages 3+
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LER 3334

LER 3336

LER 3337

LER 3335

LER 1907

LER 1903

LER 1902

Anatomy Models 
Students manipulate the inner workings of the human body as they build these 
models, gaining a deeper understanding of how organ systems interact. Each 
realistically detailed plastic model includes a display stand and guide with 
facts and step-by-step, photo-illustrated assembly instructions. Largest model 
(skeleton) measures 23cm H.   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 3338 Complete Anatomy Model Set  All 4 models  
LER 3334 Heart Model Measures 12.5cm H  
LER 3335 Brain Model Measures 9.5cm H  
LER 3336 Human Body Model Measures 11cm H  
LER 3337 Skeleton Model Measures 23cm H 

ages 8+

Soft Foam Cross-Section Models
Look inside the human body with these realistically detailed models. Each model 
separates into halves, one with labels and the other with letters for self-checking 
or assessment (heart features labels only). Models measure approximately 13cm 
and come with an activity guide. 

LER 1902 Soft Foam Cross-Section Heart Model 
LER 1903 Soft Foam Cross-Section Brain Model  
LER 1907 Soft Foam Cross-Section Eye Model 

ages 7+

Pumping Heart Model
Easy-to-use, multisensory model uses a simple hand pump to demonstrate  
basic heart and pulmonary blood flow. Create a memorable exploration  
of how the heart and lungs work together for oxygen exchange by adding 
coloured liquid to the unit. Includes clearly labelled heart chambers, main artery, 
veins and lungs, ten packs of dye and activity guide. Measures 30cm W x 27cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 3535  

ages 8+
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Giant 76cm Thermometer
Largest working thermometer available for class display! This wall-mounted wooden-based 
thermometer clearly display temperatures in both Celsius and Fahrenheit scales. Recessed tubes 
prevent breakage. Measure -40°C to 50°C and -40°F to 120°F. 
LER 0399 

ages 5+

Weather Centre
This sturdy carry case holds a 7.5cm barometer, hygrometer and Celsius 
and Fahrenheit thermometer, as well as three stands for using the 
instruments individually. Activity guide included and three removable 
stands included. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2940 

ages 5+

Boiling Point  
Thermometers
Turn up the heat with these durable thermometers! They teach children 
about temperatures from -30°C to 120°C and -22°F to 240°F. They are 
mercury free so safe for little ones to use. Thermometers measure 2.5cm 
x 17.5cm. 10 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2415 

ages 8+
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LER 2434

Primary Science® Shining Stars 
Projector
It’s a galaxy of stars in the palm of your hand! Young 
astronomers can explore early space science by beaming 
images of space onto any surface for a close-up view of stars, 
planets and more! Just place the discs into the slot for quick 
and easy viewing. Features an easy-carry handle, automatic 
shut-off to conserve battery life and a stand for projector mode. 
Includes three discs, with eight images on each (24 images 
total). Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included. Projector in stand 
measures 17.5cm H. 5 Piece Set 
LER 2830 

ages 3+

Giant Magnetic Solar System
Demonstration Set
Full-colour, realistically detailed magnets capture students’ attention as the teacher 
models solar system concepts. Includes eight planets, Pluto (dwarf planet), Sun, 
Earth’s moon, asteroid belt and activity guide. Largest magnet (Sun) measures 25cm 
in diameter. Make more of the whiteboard! 12 Piece Set 
LER 6040 

ages 5+

Inflatable Globe
Make a game of geography. Toss this 30.5cm globe to students and have them 
identify continents, countries, capitals and oceans. Includes repair kit and 
activity guide 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2432 

ages 6+
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Star dome projects 
38 constellations

Inflatable Solar System Set
Demonstrate rotation, revolution and orbit. Teach the position, order, size 
and shape of the planets and sun. When the lesson is over, hang everything 
from the ceiling on the hooks provided. Set includes 58cm Sun, 36cm Jupiter, 
28cm Saturn (with rings), 23cm Neptune, 23cm Uranus, 19cm Venus, 19cm 
Earth, 15cm Mars, 15cm Mercury, 13cm Pluto, 13cm Moon, teachers’ activity 
guide, and convenient foot pump. Deflates for easy storage. Made of durable, 
washable plastic. 13 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 2434 

ages 5+

GeoSafari® Motorised Solar System
It’s 2-in-1 fun with the new & improved GeoSafari® Motorised Solar System, complete with 
eight planets, the sun, star dome and Earth's moon! Set up the solar system to see Mercury, 
Venus, Earth and Mars rotating slightly faster than Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, just like 
they do in space. Turn off the lights and project a planetarium-style star show on the ceiling for 
the ultimate in-room space experience. Additional night light feature with automatic shut-off 
included. Requires 4AA batteries, not included.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
ESP 5287-UK 

ages 8+
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Wipe Clean Giant Inflatable Labelling Globe
Customise this wipe clean globe to enrich geography lessons. Locate and 
label continents, bodies of water, countries, trade routes and more. Features 
no printed words – perfect for assessments. Includes activity guide, repair 
kit, display hook and string. Use with wet-erase markers. Measures 67.5cm in 
diameter. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2438 

ages 5+

Puzzle Globe
Teaching geography to little ones has never been easier, or more fun! Each 
removable continent features a different shaped post that fits only one area on 
the globe, allowing for ease of use and simple self correction. Continents also 
include colourful animals and famous landmarks for extended learning, as 
well as six blank continent labels for customisation. Globe measures 20cm in 
diameter; largest piece (Asia) measures 14.5cm L. 14 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 7735 

ages 3+

GeoSafari® Jr. Talking Globe™

Put the world at young learners fingertips! Press the smart pen to any spot on 
the 32cm globe to hear thousands of fun facts (about continents, countries 
and nature), play quizzes and more! Features advanced smart pen technology, 
'Explore It', 'Find It' and 'Measure It' modes for a truly global introduction to 
geography! Features the voice of Wildlife Warrior, Bindi Irwin. Pen requires 2 
AAA batteries, not included. Audio in English only. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-8888 

ages 4+
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Soft Foam Cross-Section Earth Model
Unravel the mysteries of earth science with this soft foam model. The 
Earth’s two hemispheres separate to show the four main layers of 
the earth and their temperatures and depths. Activity guide included. 
Measures approximately  
13cm in diameter. 
LER 2437 

ages 5+

Rock, Mineral and Fossil Collections
Students can dig up some exciting learning fun with these fascinating 
rock, mineral and fossil collections! Each set includes a selection of hand 
picked specimens, a colour identification chart, labels, storage tray and 
activity guide. Sizes and appearance may vary.
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-5210 Rock, Mineral & Fossil Collections - 
Complete Collection, set of all 5   
EI-5204 Fossils only 9 Piece Set 
EI-5205 Igneous Rocks only 12 Piece Set 
EI-5206  Metamorphic Rocks only  12 Piece Set 
EI-5207 Minerals only 12 Piece Set 
EI-5208 Sedimentary Rocks only 12 Piece Set 

ages 8+

Erupting Volcano Model
There’s nothing like an erupting volcano to get children fired up about 
science! One half of the detailed cross-section shows the inside, the other 
is labelled for assessing knowledge. Includes easy-to-make lava recipe and 
33cm clear plastic tray and removable tube for quick clean up. Teacher’s 
guide included. Measures 28cm W x 33cm H. Includes tray for mess-free 
exploration! 5 Piece Set 
LER 2430 

ages 6+
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Letter Construction Activity Set
Snap together colour-coded pieces to build uppercase and lowercase letters, 
plus develop fine motor skills! Practise letter recognition and pre-handwriting 
too. Enough pieces for four students to simultaneously build the same letter. 
Includes 13 activity cards with step-by-step directions. Largest piece measures 
25cm L. 73  Piece set 
LER 8555 

ages 3+

Word Construction
A nuts and bolts approach to making and spelling words! Start with consonant, 
vowel, consonant and make a word. Then, turn any piece to make a new word. 
Add additional pieces for longer words, including silent e. Includes six bolts and 
30 printed nuts (includes the most commonly used letter sounds) and an activity 
guide. Bolts measure 12.5cm L. 36 Piece Set 
LER 5044 

ages 5+

Tactile Letters
Practise letter recognition and formation by tracing the tactile path, starting 
at the dot and following the arrows. Trace the wrong way and the rough 
texture provides sensory input for self-checking. Sturdy plastic letters can 
be used in all types of messy play, and feature colour differentiation for 
consonants and vowels. Largest letter measures 10cm L x 7cm W.  
26 Piece Set  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LSP 0192-UK 

ages 4+

Magnetic Letter And Number Construction
Build letters and numbers with colour-coded, magnetic pieces! Soft foam lines 
and curves can be used to create both uppercase and lowercase letters, plus 
numbers too. Great for use in small groups. Largest piece measures 5cm L.
262 Piece Set. 
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 8551 

ages 4+
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Phonics & Word Building Dominoes
Reinforce phonics skills, from short vowels to blends and digraphs, 
with these appealing, colour-coded sets. Dominoes are printed with 
consonants and word families or root words, prefixes and suffixes for 
children to put together hundreds of different words. Great for word 
formation games. Dominoes measure 2cm H x 4.5cm W. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-2940  Short Vowels  84 Piece Set 
EI-2941  Long Vowels  84 Piece Set 
EI-2942  Blends & Digraphs  84 Piece Set 

ages 6+

EI-2940 Short Vowels

EI-2941 Long Vowels

EI-2942 Blends & Digraphs

Vowel Owls™ Sorting Set
Help students distinguish long from short vowels in single-syllable words using 
engaging picture cards. Sort the cards into the owl labelled with the correct vowel. Use 
the extra “blank” owl for “sometimes y” or to distinguish long from short sounds of the 
same vowel. Includes six colourful owls (five printed with the vowels and one blank), 
100 picture cards to sort and an activity guide. Owls measure 10cm H.  
106 Piece Set   
LER 5460 

ages 5+

Soft Foam Phonics Cubes Set
Sets can be used individually to reinforce specific phonics skills or together in 
language games. Includes 18 colour-coded cubes (six lowercase alphabet, six 
blends and six word families) and an activity guide. Cubes measure 4cm.  
(3 sets of 6 cubes). 18 Piece Set  
LER 0589 

ages 3+

LER 0589
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Phonics Bean Bag
These colourful embroidered bean bags are a great tactile way to reinforce letters 
and sounds. Each bean bag features an appealing picture representing the letter, 
with special double sided bean bags for short and long vowel sounds, and the 
hard and soft sounds of c and g. Includes cloth storage bag and activity guide. 
Bean Bags measure 7cm. 26 Piece Set  
EI-3044 

ages 4+

Rhyme & Sort Rockets™

Children place a card in the rocket doorways then sort the cards that rhyme by 
ending sounds, syllables and more. Real-life photography enables children to 
relate the objects they sort to the real world. Language-free cards are perfect for 
pre-readers. Includes eight rockets and 80 sorting cards. Rockets measure 13cm 
H, cards measure 3.5cm W. 88 Piece Set 
LER 5462 

ages 4+

Space Mission: Nonsense Words
A read and rescue race! Designed to prepare children for the National Curriculum 
year 1 Phonics Screening Check. Children fly their saucer and use the super suction 
feature to collect the astronaut and alien cards, correctly pronouncing the words on 
the back in order to save them. Astronauts are real words, aliens are nonsense words 
(i.e. words that are made up but phonetically plausible). Rescue the most to win! 
Game includes 110 game cards, 4 saucers and an activity guide. 
LSP 8511-UK 

ages 4+
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Sight Word Swat!
Ready, set, swat! Learning essential sight words is fun with these colour-coded, friendly 
flies featuring the top 300 high frequency words from phases 2-6 of the government 
Letters & Sounds framework. Support beginning readers to recognise the words quickly 
and build their confidence—crucial steps to achieving reading fluency. ‘Tricky’ words 
are written in yellow to easily distinguish and remind children they cannot sound these 
words out phonetically. Collect the most flies after all sight words have been called out 
to win! Set features various game instructions for 1–4 players. Plastic swatters measure 
23cm L. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LSP 8598-UK 

ages 4+

Sight Word Bingo
Newly designed game features additional level of play and updated word lists 
that align with phases 2 and 3 of the government Letters & Sounds phonics 
framework. Players begin by recognising single sight words in level 1 before 
reading them within captions in level 2. ‘Tricky’ words are written in yellow 
to easily distinguish and remind children they cannot sound these words out 
phonetically. The first player to cover three spaces in a row wins! 
For 2-4 players. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LSP 2193-UK 

ages 5+

POP for Sight Words™

Watch for the POP pieces in this fast paced early literacy game which is ideal for 
reinforcing high frequency words and improving fluency. Children take a piece of 
popcorn from the box and read the sight word. Includes 100 cards. Popcorn style 
storage box measure 16cm H.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 8430 

ages 5+
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Word on the Street® Junior
This easy-to-learn version of Word on the Street® helps to develop vocabulary 
skills, creative thinking skills and encourages teamwork. Draw a category card and 
set the timer to think of the best possible word to fit the selected category. Move 
the letters in your chosen word to your side of the street before time runs out! The 
first team to move eight tiles across the street wins! Perfect for 2–8 players. Game 
board measures 72.5cm L x 19.5cm W. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-2831 

ages 7+

Word on the Street® 
Buckle up and get in the fast lane to fun with Word on the Street, the hilarious 
tug of words! Draw a category card and set the timer to think of the best possible 
word to fit the selected category. Move the consonants in your chosen word to 
your side of the street before time runs out! First player to move a letter all the 
way off the board claims the letter tile. The first wordsmith to collect eight letter 
tiles wins! Game board measures 72cm L x 19.5cm W. 2-8 players 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-2830 

ages 10+

POP for Blends™

Reach into our fun popcorn box to practise building a word with that 
beginning blend or diagraph. Fast-paced game play promotes fluency while 
included 'POP' cards keep players on their toes! Two levels of play add to 
the challenge. Each game includes 100 cards. Popcorn style storage boxes 
measure 16cm H. 

  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 8471  

ages 6+

Word Building Dominoes
 Reinforce phonics skills, from short vowels to blends and digraphs, with these 
appealing, colour-coded sets. Dominoes are printed with consonants and 
word families or root words, prefixes and suffixes for children to put together 
hundreds of different words. Great for word formation games. Dominoes 
measure 2cm H x 4.5cm W. 108 Piece Set 

  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
EI-2944 

ages 7+
221LearningResources.co.uk
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Magnetic Punctuation
Model correct punctuation on the whiteboard with these 
colourful, jumbo-sized magnets. Perfect for preparing British 
students for the Year 6 spelling, punctuation and grammar test! 
Largest piece measures 11cm L. 36 Piece Set  
LSP 0345-UK 

ages 5+

Sentence Building Dominoes
Building sentences becomes a game with this set of double sided, colour-coded 
dominoes! Dominoes are printed with nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, 
conjunctions and prepositions. Handy storage tub included. Dominoes measure 2cm H 
x 4.5cm W. 114 Piece Set    

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
EI-2943 

ages 6+

Word For Word® Word Building Phonics Game
Hurry to build words using all sides of the Reading Rods® within the two-minute 
time limit. Earn points for words spelt correctly and the player with the most 
points wins! Reinforces students’ spelling techniques with word families, two and 
three letter word endings and blends. For 2-4 players.    

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
LER 7180 

ages 7+
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Fox in the Box Positional Words Activity Set
Learning to rhyme, what a fun time! This set is ideal for teaching positional 
word vocabulary ('behind', 'next to' etc), rhyme and more. Improves dexterity 
and following directions. Set includes; hat, box, tree, chair, 16 picture cards, 
40 activity cards, reversible spinner, activity and games guide. Largest piece 
measures approximately 7.5cm H. 65 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.W 
LER 3201 

ages 4+

Blurt!® Vocabulary Game
Fast-paced game play reinforces vocabulary, semantics and quick word recall 
across two levels of play. Nominate a reader to take a card and read aloud a clue, 
the first player to “Blurt” out a correct answer choice wins the point and moves a 
space. The first player to move round the whole scoreboard wins. For 3+ players. 
Cards measure 8.5cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-2917 

ages 7+

Super Sleuth Vocabulary Game
Solve mysteries whilst promoting awareness of homophones, multiple-meaning 
words, synonyms and antonyms. Draw a card, read aloud the clue and state your 
answer. Use the special decoder to check the answer concealed in the fingerprint 
on the back of the card. If you’re correct collect a badge! The first player to collect 
a badge from each category wins. For 2 to 4 players. Cards measure 10cm W 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
EI-2937 

ages 8+
223LearningResources.co.uk
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Writing Prompt Cubes
Students can use these quiet foam cubes in both creative storytelling and  non-
fiction writing activities. Feature different writing prompts on every side (36 
prompts total). Activity guide included. Cubes measure 4cm W. 6 Piece Set 
LER 7232 

ages 6+

Story Starter Cubes 
Get students excited about storytelling with these quiet 4cm foam cubes!
Each set includes two character cubes, two setting cubes and two 
situation cubes. To get a story started have students roll the cubes, then 
mix and match characters, settings and situations. Includes instruction 
booklet 
LER 7020  Word Cubes  6 Piece Set 
LER 7021  Picture Cubes  6 Piece Set

ages 6+ 
 

LER 7020

LER 7021

Retell a Story Cubes
Boost reading and listening comprehension with these six foam cubes while 
encouraging creativity and storytelling skills. With a unique story retelling 
suggestion on each side, cubes feature 36 different activities. Activity guide 
included. Cubes measure 4cm W. 6 Piece Set 
LER 7233 

ages 6+

Plot Blocks™

Imagination has no limits! By combining a multitude of different settings, 
characters, objects and actions, children create a truly unique story with every 
roll. The set includes 18 picture cubes; six ‘who’, six ‘what’ and six ‘how’, six 
double sided settings mats and four transparent settings mats for children to 
create their very own story setting. Pick a setting, roll two of each cube and let 
the endless stories begin! The set includes a teacher’s guide with suggested 
activities. Mats measure 29cm x 21cm. 28 Piece Set   
LSP 7328-UK 

ages 4+
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Conversation Cubes
Spark discussions that will get all of your students talking. Colourful 4cm 
soft foam cubes feature 36 engaging questions about student experiences 
and perspectives. Use in character development activities, brainstorming 
before writing, and to build oral language, social and listening skills. 
Activity guide included. 6 Piece Set 
LER 7300 

ages 6+

Reading Comprehension Cubes
Liven up reading discussion classes with these soft foam cubes. Cubes ask 
children comprehension questions to answer before, during and after reading. 
Great for individual or group use. Cubes measure 4cm W.  
6 Piece Set 
LER 7022 

ages 6+

Basic Vocabulary Photo Cards
Develop key vocabulary and language skills with these inspiring double-sided, real-
life photo cards. The cross-curricular cards feature familiar objects and everyday 
topics to support the learning of new sounds and words. Perfect for supporting 
children with English as an additional language Feature real-life photography! Cards 
measure 9cm square.  156 Piece Set 
LER 6079 

ages 5+

FingerFocus Highlighter 
Kids can process letters and sounds better than ever with this wearable highlighter. Readers follow 
along with texts or images using the finger-pointing method while the highlighter clearly frames 
what to read. The removable ring means it feels like a natural extension of the finger. Includes 4 
highlighter wands (yellow, blue, purple, and clear) and a removable ring. Wand measures 7.5cm x 
5cm. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

91244 - Individual Pack

91496 - Small Group Set - 6 Sets

 ages 3+

Easily track text Easily track text 
and images!and images!
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Original Talking Hot Dots® Pen
The Original Hot Dots® Pen with its fun sound effects, phrases and audio/visual feedback gently redirects 
incorrect answer choices and congratulates correct ones. Sounds can be muted for quiet classroom 
use. Requires 2 AAA batteries, not included. Measures 16.5cm H. Example sounds: Perfect, Wow, That’s 
excellent, That’s brilliant, Nope, Nice try.
EI-9254 

ages 6+

Hot Dots® Ace the Talking, Teaching Dog® Pen
Designed especially for little hands, Ace laughs and lights up as young children 
learn. After three consecutive correct answers, Ace buzzes with excitement, 
reinforcing the learning experience. Requires 2 AAA batteries, not included. 
Measure 15cm H.
EI-2350 

ages 3+

Hot Dots® Let’s Learn!  
Jolly Phonics Set 
This comprehensive set includes three spiral bound books (letter 
sounds, first words and vowel sounds) featuring a total of 64 activities 
on 32 double sided pages. Set also includes our popular Inky Mouse 
Talking Pen. Requires 2 AAA batteries, not included. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
EI-9289 

ages 3+

Hot Dots® Jr. Beginning 
Phonics Card Set
Initial and final sounds, and rhyming words. 
Pen not included.
EI-2352 

ages 3+
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All About Me! Sorting 
Neighborhood Set

LER 3369 
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Angry

Silly

Sad

Suprised

See My Feelings Mirror
This child-friendly mirror helps children recognise and identify with different 
pictured emotions in both themselves and others. This helps increase their 
social-emotional and self-emotional awareness. The mirror is made from 
shatterproof glass to ensure safety. Each mirror includes 6 different emotions, 
an easy-grip handle, and a Getting Started Guide with 4 activities. Each mirror 
measures approximately  
20 cm H x 10cm W. 6 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
91294  See My Feelings Mirror 
91293  See My Feelings Mirror Set of 4 

ages 3+

New
Express Your Feelings Pocket Chart
Our best-selling Pocket Charts offer a convenient, visual way to help teachers and children 
organise and manage themselves. Every day students enter the classroom feeling slightly different. 
The Express Yourself Pocket Chart helps children identify their emotions and share them with their 
teachers in a safe way. The chart comes with 30 people craft sticks, 5 double-sided organisational 
cards, 5 emoji header cards, 12 emotion header cards, and 5 blank dry-erase cards. Chart measures 
74cm H x 56cm W. 58 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
93385 

ages 3+

Scared

228

New
Big Feelings Pineapple™

This pineapple is ready to show some emotions! Help children explore and learn 
about emotions and expressions using this tropical friend’s changeable mouths, 
eyes, eyebrows, and hands. It’s a fun, hands-on way to help children learn to 
recognise expressions and emotions in themselves and others. Set includes 
a guide with tips for introducing social emotional learning (SEL). Assembled 
pineapple measures 16cm H x 10cm W x 8cm L.  30 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
LER 6373   

ages 3+
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Sensory Fidget Tubes
The mesmerising motion inside the Sensory Fidget Tubes offers children a soothing 
visual distraction to help them focus and calm down, and encourage independent play. 
These tubes have been specially developed for children, are easy for little hands to grip, 
and are permanently sealed. Set comprises a soothing gravity spinner, fantastic fidget 
tube, calming glitter tube, magical reverse hourglass, and a Getting Started guide with 4 
activities. Tubes measure 22cm H x 5cm W. 4 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
92419 

ages 3+

ColorMix Sensory Tubes
Help children practise managing their emotions with this mesmerising set of 
colourful tubes. Shake a tube to mix the colours, and then watch as they slowly 
separate back into their original colours. Tubes are securely sealed, and the 
square-end caps mean children can use them vertically and horizontally. Tubes 
measure 20cm H x 4.5cm W. Includes Getting Started Guide. 3 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
93386 

ages 3+

Sensory Fidget Toy Kit
Eight toys are included in this kit created to help children deal with big emotions, 
calm their minds and bodies, reduce anxiety and stress, and practise quiet focus. 
Each hands-on fidget toy offers a unique experience and allows for independent play. 
Set includes 1 Sensory Fidget Tube*, 1 Globe Stress Ball, 1 Playfoam® Jumbo Pod*, 1 
Rainbow Coil Spring, 2 Marbleised Poppers, 2 Glow Sticks, 20 PopCubes®, 100 Link ‘n’ 
Learn® Links and Getting Started tips. *Colours/styles may vary. 127 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
93599 

ages 3+

Mindful Maze Set
Mindful Maze Boards are an easy-to-use, hands-on way to help children 
develop self-management skills through guided breathing exercises. Each 
board features two tactile designs. Children use their index fingers to trace 
along a design and follow the breathing pattern. There are 6 patterns from 
which to choose including Rainbow Breath, Square Breath, and Star Breath. 
These fun, colourful, tactile boards encourage children to experiment and find 
their favourite. The set has 3 double-sided boards and a Getting Started Guide. 
Boards measure approximately 18cm square. 3 Piece Set 
93247 

ages 3+

Includes 1 Sensory 
Fidget Tube
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Emotion Cubes
Help students learn to recognise and discuss different emotions with these 4cm foam cubes featuring 
real-life photography of children. Two cubes include six photographs each of multicultural faces 
expressing different emotions (12 faces total), while the other two cubes feature corresponding emotion 
words. Activity guide included. 4 Piece Set 
LER 7072 

ages 6+

Soft Foam Emoji Cubes
Emoji symbols are a language in themselves so why not use them as tools 
for social development! Children roll dice, two with 12 familiar emojis and 
two with 12 written prompts involving secondary emotions. They name the 
emotion displayed or express how they are feeling. Includes four cubes  
each measuring approx. 4.5cm. 4 Piece Set 
LER 7289 

ages 3+

Let’s Talk SEL Cubes
Roll the dice and get the conversation going – there’s a new conversation in every go. 
Get children talking, sharing and learning with this set of cubes featuring engaging 
prompts targeting Social and Emotional Learning (SEL). Cube categories include ice 
breakers, social skills and emotional/feeling prompts. Set contains 6 soft foam dice in 3 
colours. Each cube measures 4cm x 4cm. 
6 Piece Set  
LER 6369 

age 5+

New

230

Learn About Feelings Activity Set 
Help children build important social-emotional skills with this activity set that teaches them about 
feelings and emotions in themselves and others with 10 engaging activities. Children match body 
postures and facial expressions, learn that emotions can look different on different people, and 
discuss how situations may cause an individual to feel a certain emotion. The set includes 2 question 
cubes, 4 character cubes, 12 character cards, 18 situation cards, 1 poster and a Getting Started Guide. 
Cubes measure 4.5cm square, character cards measure 10cm L x 10cm W. 38 Piece Set   

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.   
92868   

ages 3+
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Family Counters not included

All About Me Family Counter™ Activity Cards
Set of 21 double sided activity cards teach patterns and sequences, sorting, 
grouping, early arithmetic, size recognition and positional awareness. The set also 
includes a 1-20 number line. Activity guide included with even more activity ideas to 
use with the cards. The cards are designed to be used with our All About Me Family 
Counters™ (LER 3372) which are sold separately. Cards measure 29cm W x 11cm L.

LSP 3377-UK 

ages 3+

All About Me Family Counters™

Help young children learn all about themselves and their families with these 
family themed counters! The counters come in six different shapes and colours 
to represent the people and pets in any family. Tallest figure measures 6cm.                     

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 

LER 3372    72 Piece Set 
LER 3660   24 Piece Set in 4 colours  

ages 3+
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All About Me! Sorting Neighborhood Set
From a young age, children begin to understand their place in the world through 
learning about their families. This new addition to our All About Me range helps 
children identify family members and make their own family groups to put into 
the houses, and even features a family dog. When playing, children will also learn 
more about colours, matching and sorting, and counting. Set comprises 6 houses 
and 36 counters. House with roof attached measures approximately  
8cm H x 7cm W.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 3369  All About Me! Sorting Neighborhood Set 
LER 3370 All About Me! Sort & Match Houses 

ages 3+
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All About Me 2-in-1 Mirrors
Help children learn all about themselves with these easy-to-hold, double sided 
mirrors. One side is a regular mirror; the other is a “fun mirror” that warps 
reflections. Feature unbreakable, non-glass mirror panels. Measure 15cm L. 
Set of 6
LER 3371 

ages 18 months +

All About Me Double Sided Mirror Boards
Handheld boards feature the outline of a face on the wipe clean side and a  
mirror on the reverse. Children look at their reflections and then draw matching 
facial features on the outlined face. Measure 12cm in diameter. Set of 4
LER 3373 

ages 3+

All About Me Buddy Builders™

Stretch imaginations to new heights! Little ones will enjoy stacking and building fun with this 
set of 32 figures in eight different colours. Connectors in the hands match the connectors in 
the feet for easy stacking and multiple poses allow for building vertically. Perfect for learning 
colours, sorting and developing fine motor skills. Each piece measures 7.5cm H. 32 Piece Set  
 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  

LER 1081 

ages 3+
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Kids Face Masks

EI-8951  
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20-Second Handwashing Timer
Clean hands help everyone stay healthy. Encourage this hygiene habit 
in the classroom and home with the 20-Second Handwashing Timer. 
Light and sound let you know when to start and stop scrubbing. Tap 
the bubbles to activate the timer. When it lights up, start scrubbing 
your hands. The timer stays lit for 23 seconds which is enough time to 
get ready and scrub for the recommended 20 seconds. A small beep 
lets you know it’s time to finish washing. The timer measures 9cm in 
diameter. 1 Piece 
LER 4361 

ages 3+

Healthy Hands Pocket Chart
This handy pocket chart helps teachers encourage and manage healthy hygiene 
habits in the classroom. It comes with 36 name cards, 30 handwashing cards and 
30 desk cleaning cards to help everyone remember to clean their desks and wash 
their hands regularly. The nylon chart with grommets measures 56cm W x 76cm 
H. 97 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 4364   

Mesh Washing Bags
Hygienically clean washable toys and classroom essentials with this set 
of five durable polyester mesh bags. Each bag can be filled with toys 
and placed in a bucket or tub for easy cleaning. Bags can be dipped in a 
bucket of bleach water or placed on the top rack of a dishwasher. (Please 
note bags are not suitable for use in a washing machine.) Set of five bags 
feature bead and pull cord closure, and measure 35cm L x 30cm W.  
5 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs.  
LER 4365 

Create-A-Space™ Sanitizer Station
Organise your classroom hygiene supplies with Create-A-Space™ Sanitizer Station, 
inspired by our popular Create-A-Space organisers. Ideal for the classroom, home 
or office, the removable plastic trays hold sanitisers and disinfectant wipes. The 
easy grip handle means the station can be moved with ease to wherever it’s needed. 
The four-piece set includes one easy-grip handle and three removable trays. When 
assembled, trays measure 22cm L x 15cm W x 10cm H. Handle measures 18cm H. 
4 Piece Set 
LER 4362 
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New

New New

Social Distance Discs!
Keep classrooms healthy. Use this set of colourful foam discs and the measuring cord to help 
students stay a safe distance apart. Simply stretch the cord to the required social distancing length 
and place a disc at either end to show students where to stand. Then do the same with the remaining 
discs. Set includes 30 foam discs in five colours (blue, red, green, yellow, and purple) which are 
durable and washable. Cord measures approx. 2m L, discs measure 25cm in diameter.  
30 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
LER 4360   

ages 3+

Social Distancing Floor Decals
Made from durable, waterproof vinyl material, these floor decals can be used indoors or outdoors 
to direct foot traffic and act as a reminder to stand apart. All decals products come with an 
instruction sheet. 
 
93732 Dashes Includes 10 bright orange dash decals. Dashes measure 30cm L x 5cm W. 
93733 Arrows Includes 10 arrows in two colours (orange and blue). Arrows measure 30cm L. 
93735 Footprints Includes 8 pairs of 20cm Footprints in four colours. 

ages 3+

Handwashing Reminder Decals
Place these removable vinyl decals on or near frequently 
touched items and surfaces to encourage healthy hygiene 
habits. These decals adhere to most flat, smooth, clean 
surfaces and can be used over and over again. Ideal for use 
in the classroom, home, or office. Set includes 60 decals of 
various sizes ranging from approximately 2cm in diameter, to 
14cm in diameter.  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs. 
60 Piece Set 
93709 
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Kids Face Masks*
These fun, bright reusable face masks for kids are comfy and cute. Designed for 
young children, they’re made from double layer, ultra-soft fabric with stretchy elastic 
ear straps to help prevent masks from falling off or sagging. Masks are washable 
and reusable – use them again and again. Each mask measures 15cm L x 12cm H. 
Set includes getting started guide. Note: This product is not a toy. Use under adult 
supervision.
 
EI-8950 The Sneaky Snacky Squirrel Kids Face Mask 3 Piece Set 
EI-8951 Dinosaur, Tiger, Shark Kids Face Mask 3 Piece Set 
EI-8952 Puppy, Kitty, Fox Kids Face Mask 3 Piece Set 

ages 3+

*Disclaimer: Face coverings provide protection but are not a substitute for medical grade face coverings. 
Face coverings are not intended for use in a medical setting. No warranties, either express or implied, that 
the face coverings prevent infection or the transmission of viruses or diseases. Products make no claims of 
antimicrobial protection, antiviral protection, particulate filtration, or infection prevention or reduction. This 
mask should not be placed on young children under the age of 3, anyone who has trouble breathing, or is 
unconscious, incapacitated or other unable to remove the mask without help.

Children's Face Shields* (Set of 5)
Designed to fit young children, these wraparound visors shield a child’s face, nose, and 
mouth from direct contact with droplets in the air and liquid splashes. The headpiece is 
comfortable to wear and the elastic band helps each visor fit snugly and stay in place. 
Each visor is made from lightweight clear material so others can see the wearer’s facial 
expressions and lip movements. Face shields come in one size and fit most children 
aged 3-7. This set of five features fun, colourful designs on the headbands. Each shield 
measures 25cm W x 16cm H. Note: This product is not a toy. Use under adult supervision. 
5 Piece Set  
LER 4363 

ages 3-7
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Simple Stopwatch
Timing practice even the youngest of students can master! Features three 
simple buttons (green for go, red for stop and yellow for clear) and an easy-
to-read display that shows minutes, seconds and hundredths of a second. 
Requires one 1.5V button-cell battery, included. Colours may vary. Measures 
7cm H.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs             
LER 0808 Simple Stopwatch  
LER 0809 Simple Stopwatch Point of Sale Display  Set of 6 

ages 5+

Digital Timer Count Down/Up
Count down or up from 1-99 minutes with this handy timer. Can stand 
alone, clip to a belt or be hung or attached to a whiteboard. Colours may 
vary. Measures 7cm W. Requires 1 AAA battery, included        

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 4339  

NewJumbo Sand Timers
Watch time pass with these colourful Jumbo Sand Timers, designed for use 
anywhere children need help managing time. The colourful, squared-off, 
soft rubber end caps provide increased durability, and allow for quiet 
pausing of the timer. (Note: Jumbo Sand Timers are not precision timing 
devices.) Timer measures 18cm H. 
93066 Jumbo Sand Timer (1-Minute) 
93067 Jumbo Sand Timer (2-Minute) 
93068 Jumbo Sand Timer (5-Minute) 
93069 Jumbo Sand Timer (10-Minute) 
93070 Jumbo Sand Timer Bundle: Includes 1-Minute, 2-Minute, 5-Minute 
and 10-Minute timers 

ages 3+
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Primary Timers
Easy to use timer features a unique lap function, enabling the user  
to momentarily stop timing whilst a timer still runs in the background.  
Portable 5cm timers feature safety release lanyards. Packaged in a sturdy  
storage case. Requires 1.5 V button-cell battery, included. 6 Piece Set                     

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 8136 

ages 5+

Time Tracker® Mini
This super simple timer helps children know how much time is left for any game 
or activity up to 120 minutes. Simply twist the dials to select a total time and 
warning alarm time that are customised with glowing lights and sound effects. 
Features adjustable volume with mute option. Requires 3 AAA batteries, not 
included. Measures 12cm H.                
LER 6909 

Magnetic Time Tracker®

Easily programme the three colour sections along with one sound effect. 
Time up to 24 hours in one second increments. Magnetic backing allows for 
front of class display. Requires 3 LR44 button cell batteries, included. Also 
requires 4 AA batteries, not included. Measures 17.5cm H             
LER 6968 

ages 3+

Time Tracker®

New and improved version of our best selling timer features simplified 
functionality, larger display and brighter lights. Lighted colour sections give 
visual cues as to the amount of time remaining to complete a task; customise 
with a warning tone and 'times up' sound effect. Requires 4 AAA batteries, not 
included. Measures 20cm H.        
LER 6900 
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LER 4275

No Yell Bell® Classroom
Attention-Getter
No need to shout with this voice saving electronic teacher bell! 
Select one of seven unique sounds (tick tock, hand bell, alarm, 
magic wand, applause, laser and trumpet), tilt the bell and direct the 
speaker at students. The sound begins immediately and continues 
until the bell is returned to its upright position. Great for signalling 
the beginning or end of an activity, warning students when they are 
too noisy, or applauding correct answers. Requires 4 AAA batteries, 
not included. Measures 22cm H.                
EI-1250 

Teacher Incentive Stamps
Set of coloured plastic stamps feature words of encouragement and a 
picture. From “Super!” to “Great work!” students will look forward to seeing 
these fun stamps on their work. Includes stamps with positive messages as 
well as other useful comments (Needs Improvement etc.) Plastic storage case 
included. Stamps measure 4cm H. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs            
LER 0678 30 Piece Set 
LER 4275 Jumbo 7-Colour Stamp Pad Non-toxic washable ink (Measures 165 
x 127mm). 

ages 3+
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HONK! 
HONK!
HONK! 
HONK!

Ding Ding 
Dong!Dong!
Ding Ding 
Dong!Dong!

Boing!Boing!

DI NG!DI NG!DI NG!DI NG!

Farmyard Answer Buzzers
Sounds include cockerel, cow, horse and dog. Requires 2 AAA batteries, not 
included. Set of 4 Buzzers. Measures 9cm in diameter.                            

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 3775 

ages 3+

Recordable Answer Buzzers
“Create-your-own” fun buzzer sounds! Record a message, words, sounds or 
music - up to seven seconds per buzzer. Just tap, record, tap and listen! 
Requires 2 AAA batteries, not included. Set of 4 Buzzers. Measures 9cm in 
diameter.                            

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 3769 

ages 3+

Original Answer Buzzers
Sounds include horn honk, boxing bell, doorbell and boing.                 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 3774 Original Answer Buzzers. Set of 4 Buzzers 
Requires 2 AAA batteries not included 

LER 3777 Original Answer Buzzers Point of Sale. Set of 12 Buzzers 
Requires 2 AAA batteries included 

ages 3+

Lights & Sounds Answer Buzzers
Light up the lesson with these four colourful, game show buzzers. Sounds include 
siren, game-show, laser and charge. Requires 2 AAA batteries, not included.  
Set of 4 Buzzers. Measures 9cm in diameter.                        
  SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs 
LER 3776 

ages 3+
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LER 1960

Hand Pointers
Point them in the right direction! A fun way to focus attention, encourage 
positive behaviour and eagerness to learn. Can be used for interactive 
whiteboard, presentations, class participation, maps, charts and much more. 
Assorted colours. Measure 37.5cm L. Extra long pointer measures 60cm. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2655 Original Hand Pointers 3 Piece Set 
LER 1960 Extra Long Hand Pointers  3 Piece Set 
LER 1968 Rainbow Hand Pointers  10 Piece Set 

ages 3+

Zoomy™ 2.0 Handheld Digital Microscope
Understand the world in greater detail than ever before! This all-in-one, handheld 
digital microscope gives early scientific exploration a whole new perspective. 
Zoomy™ 2.0 is simple to use for young children to observe, investigate and analyse 
the structure of objects in detail. Magnifies up to 54x and can be used with a 
computer, projector or interactive whiteboard. Uploads and connects via USB so no 
batteries are required. Features 640 x 480 pixels, VGA CMOS sensor, four LED lights 
and two head adapters. Compatible with PC and Mac. Measures 6.4 cm L x 6.4 cm H. 
No batteries required.                            

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 4429-B 

ages 4+

Luna™ 2.0 Interactive Projection Camera
Three technology tools in one! Luna™ the contemporary, easy-to-use digital projection 
camera is also a web cam and photo/video camera. Perfect for students’ multimedia 
projects across the curriculum or whole-class demonstrations of manipulatives in action, 
book pages, science models and more. Connects via USB port to use with your computer 
or interactive whiteboard so no batteries are required. Features 5MP digital images, 
adjustable gooseneck, auto focus, eight LED lights and internal microphone. Compatible 
with PC and Mac. Measures 51 cm H.  No batteries required.                       
LER 4427 
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Contents not included

Magnetic Create-a-Space™ Storage Bins
Keep attractive activities organised! Colourful and convenient, these 
four brightly coloured storage boxes are built to stand on their own, or 
magnetically adhere to a whiteboard. Easily access all your crafty tools 
throughout the day! Boxes measure 9cm x 5cm. Set of 4 
LER 3807 

Create-a-Space™ Storage Centre
Make a meeting place for creative minds. The Create-a-Space™ 
Storage Centre brings an easy, convenient way to organise and present 
everyday “maker” materials in the classroom. Tray measures 30.5cm in 
diameter and containers measure 11.5cm H. 10 Piece Set 
LER 3806 

Contents not included

Create-a-Space™ Mini Center
Take creativity wherever it takes you. Tidy, sort and store ‘maker’ materials and 
move them wherever you need them. The Mini Centre is a smaller take on our 
popular organiser and comes complete with easy-carry handle and three removable 
compartments;  two small and one large. Each Mini Centre Measures 18cm H x 15cm W. 
4 Piece Set 
LER 3810 - Single Mini Center 
LER 3710 - Mini Bundle contains 4 Create-a-Space™ Centers
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Magnetic Learning Calendar
This calendar aids in understanding concepts of weeks, months, years and 
seasons. Includes 51 magnetic date, season and month pieces and activity guide. 
Grommeted for hanging. Measures 30.5cm W x 42cm H.  

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 0504 

ages 4+

Standard Pocket Chart
Create a learning area in seconds with this versatile pocket chart. Simply hang up 
and customise the ten horizontal pockets with any teaching materials. The large 
storage pocket on the reverse side keeps any materials not in use to hand. Once 
the lesson is over, leave on display as an effective visual reference for your class. 
The content is then ready to go for the next lesson, requiring minimal set up time! 
Includes 4-page activity guide with photocopiable sheets. Measures 85cm W x 
107cm H.  
LER 2206 

Organisation Station® Pocket Chart
Perfect for organising the classroom and the students. Convenient storage chart 
makes collecting homework and sending notes home easy. Includes blank, wipe 
clean name tags. Measures 72cm W x 114cm H .
LER 2255 

Magnetic Pocket Chart Squares  
An updated look to our multi-use organisation tool. Store papers and supplies in 
their correct place with these six magnetic pocket charts squares that can be used 
individually or as one large chart. Includes hook-and-loop fasteners, and now in 
bright, updated colours. Measures 43cm H x 36cm W. Set of 6

LER 2386
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2 levels of play

Magnetic Student Wipe Clean Boards
Ideal for individual learning or small group demonstration. Wipe clean boards are 
double sided, with one magnetic side. All boards measure 29cm W x 23cm H.   
Set of 10  
LER 4278 

ages 3+

SpinZone® Magnetic Whiteboard Spinners
Add a fun spin to classroom activities! Use these three giant spinners to turn the 
whiteboard into a custom game or activity for the whole class. Draw a circle, 
write in content, attach a spinner and play! Includes arrow, pencil and pointing 
hand spinners. Measure 28cm L. 3 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-1768 

ages 4+

Jumbo Magnetic Spin Wheel
Transform your whiteboard into an interactive, whole class game space! Simply 
place the spinner on the whiteboard and use dry-erase markers to create games 
and activities – the possibilities are endless. Includes three double sided, wipe 
clean cards and teacher guide with cross-curricular activity suggestions. Measures 
40cm in diameter. 5 Piece Set 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
EI-1769 

ages 3+

Magnetic Hooks
A simple way to accessorise the whiteboard and organise classroom display! 
Coloured hooks measure 3.5cm in diameter. White hooks measure 3.2cm. 

 SMALL PARTS. Not for <3 yrs  
LER 2694 Coloured Magnetic Hooks  Set of 4 
LER 2698 Original White Magnetic Hooks  (Not shown) Set of 5 
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Magnetic Pocket Chart Squares
Beyond versatile! Use the four charts individually, or connect vertically or 
horizontally with hook-and-loop fasteners to make a larger chart! Great for small 
groups, combined whole group displays and more. Each chart features five rows of 
clear pockets for teaching cards, plus two large storage pockets on  
the reverse side. Hang with included magnets or grommets.  
Each chart measures 35cm W x 42cm H. Set of 4  
LER 2384 

ages 3+

Magnetic Collaboration Boards
Teamwork and design skills will be in abundance when children collaborate using 
this set of four large magnetic wipeable writing/display boards. Boards come in 
four colours and measure 28cm x 43cm. Includes strong, durable grommets for 
hanging. Set of 4 
LER 6370 

ages 5+

Wipe Clean Pockets
Environment and budget friendly! Clear pockets turn every paper into a reusable 
wipe clean activity; just slip in any activity worksheets. Includes five pockets and 
five dry-erase markers with eraser tips that store in the handy loop on the top of 
each pocket. Measure 25cm W x 35cm H. Set of 5 
LER 0477 

ages 3+

Magnetic Storage Pockets
Handy pockets enable teachers to store whiteboard accessories within easy 
reach, or even provide children with additional desk storage. Four pockets in four 
different colours hold up to 350g each and measure 23cm W x 14cm H.
Set of 4  
LER 6447 

Workstation Signs
Double-duty signs identify classroom activity centre areas and hold up to 30 
activity sheets in the handy back pocket. Customise for small group activities, daily 
work, classroom reminders and more. Wipe clean signs feature green, orange, 
purple, blue and red borders for differentiation. Stand up easels measure 23cm W x 
30cm H. Set of 5
LER 0482 
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0-30 Number Line Floor Mat...............................................145
1 To 10 Counting Cans............................................................. 57
1” Wooden Colour Cubes .....................................................140
10 On The Spot! Making Ten Game ..................................160
1-10 Counting Owls Activity Set .......................................... 57
1-20 Number Line Floor Mat .................................................58
1-2-3 Build It!™ ..........................................................................67
1-2-3 Build It!™ Robot Factory ...................................... 10, 67
1-2-3 Froggies™.........................................................................63
1cm Plastic Pattern Blocks ...................................................130
2D & 3D Shapes .............................................................131
20-Second Handwashing Timer ................................30, 234
24-Hour Number Line Clock ..............................................119
3-Letter Word Puzzle Cards ...........................................12, 42
5 X 5 Pin Geoboards, Set Of 10 ...........................................134
5-In-1 Outdoor Measure-Mate ...........................................122
8 Pack Playfoam ........................................................................84 

A  
ABC Party Cupcake Toppers  ................................................45
About Time! Small Group Activity Set ............................. 117
Active Play ................................................................ 62-63
Advanced NumberLine Clock™ .................................... 3, 118
All About Me ......................................................... 231-232
Alpha Catch™ .............................................................................62
Alphabee™ ..................................................................................44
Alphabet ................................................................... 59-61
Alphabet Acorns ........................................................................ 61
Alphabet Marks The Spot™ Alphabet Activity Set .........62
Alphabet Sand Moulds ............................................................60
Alphabet Soup Sorters ............................................................ 61
Anatomy Model Set ................................................................210
Angles ........................................................................... 137
Answer Buzzers ...........................................................240
Apparatus & Accessories (Science) ...........................204
Aquascope & Activity Journal ........................................... 203
Archimedes Screw  .................................................................192
Artie 3000™..............................................................................178
Attribute Apples .........................................................................56
Attribute Blocks .......................................................................132
Avalanche Fruit Stand™ .........................................................65

B  
Babysaurs Sorting Set ....................................................... 10, 45
Back In Time Dinosaur Counters™ ................................... 113
Backyard Bugs™ ..................................................................... 114
Barnyard Friends Build & Spin ...............................................54
Base Ten ........................................................................ 154
Basic Vocabulary Photo Card Set ..................................... 225
Beads And Pattern Card Set ...................................................50
Beaker Creatures®  ....................................... 25, 199-200
Beaker Creatures® Monsterglow Lab .......................25, 200
Beaker Creatures® Monsterglows (5-Pack) ............25, 200
Beginning Sorting Set............................................................109
Big Feelings Pineapple!™ ............................................. 26, 228
Big Time™ Clocks ................................................................... 116
Big Time™ Mini Clock .......................................................6, 117
Binoculars ................................................................................ 190
Birds In A Nest ................................................................... 55, 111
Blurt!® Vocabulary Building Game .................................. 223
Boiling Point Thermometers .............................................. 211
Botley® ...................................................................174-177
Botley Crashin’ Construction Accessory Set ................. 175
Botley®  The Coding Robot ................................................. 174
Botley® 2.0 The Coding Robot ...........................................176
Botley® 2.0 Color Wraps ................................................ 21, 177
Botley® The Coding Robot Costume Party Kit ....... 21, 177
Botley® The Coding Robot Facemask ....................... 21, 177
Brain Anatomy Model ............................................................210
Brainbolt™ ......................................................................... 27, 167
Bucket Balance ............................................................... 124-125
Bucket Of Translucent Shapes ...........................................132
Bug Jars  .....................................................................................189
Build & Spin .................................................................................54
Build-A-Grid  ............................................................................144

Buy It Right Shopping Game ...............................................163
C  

Camp Set ......................................................................................79
Candy Creations Science Lab Kit ................................25, 183
Castle Engineering & Design Building Set ......................185
Centimetre Cubes ...................................................................123
Chemistry With A Bang! Science Lab Kit .................24, 206
Chick Life Cycle Exploration Set ........................................207
Childrens Face Shields .................................................. 29, 236
Circuit Explorers® ......................................... 19, 106, 180
Circular Sorting Tray ..............................................................109
City: Engineering & Design Building Set .........................185
Class Motivation ..........................................................239
Classpack Tangrams ..............................................................133
Classroom Clock Kit ............................................................... 116
Classroom Essentials .................................................. 233
Classroom Organisation ............................................242
Clings .......................................................... 8, 129, 137, 147, 154 
Code & Go® ............................................................172-173
Code & Go® Robot Mouse Activity Set ............................172
Coding ................................................................... 168-178
Coding Critters™ .................................. 20, 169, 170, 171
Coding Critters™ Go-Pets ............................................ 20, 171
Coding Critters™ Pair-A-Pets .............................................170
Coding Critters™ Pet Poppers ....................................20, 170
Coding Critters™ Ranger & Zip ..........................................169
Coins ...........................................................................................128
Collaboration Boards ............................................................245
Color Cubed .............................................................................167
ColorMix Sensory Tubes ...............................................26, 229
Colour By Playfoam®  ..............................................................90
Colour Mixing Glasses ........................................................... 191
Colour Paddles ........................................................................ 191
Connectible Ten-Frame Trays ............................................ 147
Connecting People®  ............................................................. 113
Construction .......................................................... 92-106
Conversation Cubes ............................................................. 225
Cooking Set................................................................................. 77
Count & Color Choo Choo™ ..................................................43
Counters .................................................................. 112, 113, 114
Counting & Place Value Pocket Chart..............................153
Counting Dino-Sorters Maths Activity Set ..................... 115
Counting Puzzle Cards ....................................................12, 42
Counting Surprise Party .........................................................45
Crashapult™ Stem Challenge ...............................................186
Create A Maze...........................................................................167
Create-A-Space™........................................... 31, 234, 242
Create-A-Space™ Mini Centre .............................................242
Create-A-Space™ Sanitizer Station .............................31, 234
Create-A-Space™ Storage Centre ......................................242
Creative Play .............................................................81-91
Critical Thinking.......................................................... 167
Crocodile Hop™ Early Skills Activity Set ............................63
Cross-Section Animal Cell Model..................................... 208
Cross-Section Eye Model .....................................................210
Cross-Section Flower Model .............................................. 208
Cross-Section Human Brain Model ..................................210
Cross-Section Human Heart Model..................................210
Cross-Section Plant Cell Model ........................................ 208
Cubes & Dominoes ......................................................140
Cuisenaire® ................................................................... 152 

D

Deluxe Fraction Tower® Activity Set.................................155
Demonstration Clocks ...........................3, 116, 117, 118, 119
Design & Drill® ..................................17, 18, 98 -105, 187
Design & Drill® ABCs & 123s .......................................... 18,101
Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ Fire Truck .................... 17, 99
Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ Police Motorcycle ... 17, 99
Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ Rescue Helicopter ... 17, 99
Design & Drill® Bolt-It™ Bucket .............................................98
Design & Drill® Bolt-It™ Race Car ...................................... 100
Design & Drill® Bolt-It™ Rocket .............................................98
Design & Drill® Class Set .......................................................105

Design & Drill® Marble Maze ........................................ 18, 101
Design & Drill® Robots ..........................................................103
Design & Drill® See-Through Creative Workshop ........104
Design & Drill® Patterns & Shapes .............................. 18, 101
Dice .................................................................28, 148, 149
Dice In Dice ...............................................................................149
Dice Poppers! ................................................................... 28, 148
Differentiated Base Ten Blocks Demo Clings ...........8, 154
Dig & Display Science Lab Kit...................................... 23, 205
Digital Timer  ............................................................................237
Dinosaur Counters ................................................................. 112
Dinosaur Floor Puzzle T-Rex ................................................66
Discovery Acorns ......................................................................46
Discovery Eggs ..........................................................................46
Discovery Prism ...................................................................... 204
Dish Set ......................................................................................... 77
Dive Into Shapes!  A ‘Sea’ And Build Geometry Set .....136
DIY Music Maker Science Lab .............................................184
Dominoes ..................................................................................140

E  
Early Skills ................................................................ 42-45
Early Years ................................................................ 32-67
Earth Science ....................................................... 214-215
Emoji Cubes & Emotion Cubes .......................................... 230
Emotional Development ....................................228-230
Erupting Volcano Model .......................................................215
Euro Money ...............................................................80, 127, 128
European Place Value Disks ................................................153
Express Yourself Pocket Chart ....................................27, 228
Extra Geared Mini-Clocks .................................................... 116

F  
Face Masks ......................................................................... 29, 236
Family Counters Smart Pack ...............................................231
Farm Animal Counters ........................................................... 112
Farmer’s Market Food Sorting Set .............................. 55, 111
Farmyard Answer Buzzers ................................................... 240
Fidget And Sensory Tubes .................................................. 229
Fine Motor Peacock Pals ........................................................ 51
Fine Motor Skills ......................................................48-54
Fine Motor Tool Set™ ................................................................48
Fingerfocus Highlighters ..................................................... 225
Finn The Fine Motor Fish ................................................... 9, 52
Folding Geometric Shapes™ ................................................136
Fox In The Box Positional Words Activity Set ............... 223
Fraction Formula™ Game ......................................................158
Fraction Pie Puzzles ...............................................................158
Fraction Squares Double-Sided Magnetic  ....................157
Fraction Tower® Equivalency & Fraction Cubes ...........155
Friendly Farm® Animal Counters ....................................... 114
Froggy Feeding Frenzy............................................................64
Fruit Basket ............................................................................11, 37
Fruity Fun™ Counters.............................................................. 114
Fun Fish Counters ................................................................... 112

G  
Games ...................................................... 64-66, 160-161
Gator Grabber Tweezers ........................................................49
Gears Gears Gears!® ..................................18, 93-97, 187
Gears! Gears! Gears!® Robots In Motion ....................18, 95
Geoboards ................................................................................134
Geometric Shapes ..................................................................136
Geometry.............................................................. 134-136
Georeflector™ Mirror .............................................................134
GeoSafari® ..................................... 22, 201-202, 213-214
GeoSafari® Fossil Excavation Kit ................................ 23, 202
GeoSafari® Jr. .......................................................194-198
GeoSafari® Jr.  Talking Wildlife Camera™ ................ 22, 198
GeoSafari® Jr. Kidnoculars™ ................................................195
GeoSafari® Jr. Kidscope™ .............................................. 22, 196
GeoSafari® Jr. My First ...........................................................195
GeoSafari® Jr. Talking Globe ..................................... 198, 214
GeoSafari® Jr. Talking Microscope™ .................................197
GeoSafari® Motorized Solar System  ................................213
GeoSafari® Rock & Fossil Collections ..............................215
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GeoSafari® Stereoscope ................................................22, 201
Giant Classroom Thermometer ......................................... 211
Giant Double-Sided Magnetic Fraction Circles ............157
Giant Geosolids® .....................................................................135
Giant Inflatable Solar System Set ......................................213
Giant Magnetic Array Set ......................................................145
Giant Magnetic Base Ten Set ...............................................153
Giant Magnetic Frog Life Cycle ..........................................207
Giant Magnetic Pattern Blocks ...........................................130
Giant Magnetic Place Value Demonstration  Disks .....153
Giant Magnetic Solar System ..............................................212
Giant Soft Dot Cubes & Numeral Cubes .........................148
Globes ..................................................................... 198, 212, 214
Glow-In-The-Dark Playfoam®  .............................................85
Glow-In-The-Dark Playfoam Pluffle™ Twist ..............15,82
Good Behaviour Buckets ................................................10, 44
Good Job Reward Chart .........................................................44
Goodie Games™ ABC Cookies ..............................................62
Graduated Beakers & Cylinders .........................................126
Grammar & Punctuation ............................................ 223

H  
H2ohhh! Science Lab Kit...............................................24, 206
Hand Pointers...........................................................................241
Handwashing Reminder Decals .................................31, 235
Handwashing Timer 20 Second.................................30, 234
Handy Scoopers™ ......................................................................48
Head To Toe Human Body Science Lab ..........................184
Healthy Hands Pocket Chart .......................................30, 234
Heart Anatomy Model ...........................................................210
Hide & Seek Learning Treehouse .........................................44
Hide-N-Go Moo™ ......................................................................47
Hip Hoppin’ Hundred Mat™ Hundreds Activity Mat .....145
Hoot The Fine Motor Owl ...................................................... 51
Hoppy Floppy’s Happy Hunt Game ....................................64
Horseshoe-Shaped Magnets ..............................................193
Hot Dots® ............................................................. 162, 226
Hot Dots® Let’s Learn! Maths...............................................162
Hot Dots® Let’s Learn! Phonics ......................................... 226
Huey The Fine Motor Hippo ............................................. 9, 53
Human Body .........................................................209-210
Human Body Anatomy Model ............................................210
Human Body Double-Sided Magnetic  ........................... 209
Hundreds Number Board ..................................................... 141
Hundreds Pocket Chart ........................................................ 141
Hydroponics Lab .................................................................... 208

I  
I Sea 10!™ Maths Game ..........................................................160
In The Garden Critter Counters™ ....................................... 113
Inflatable Globe .......................................................................212
Inflatable Labelling Globe ...................................................214
Ink Stamp Pad...................................................................60, 239
Itrax™ Critical Thinking Game .............................................167

J  
Jumbo Animals ........................................................ 38-41
Jumbo Animals - Mommas And Babies ............................ 41
Jumbo Archimedes Screw  ..................................................192
Jumbo Dinosaurs .....................................................................38
Jumbo Eyedroppers With Stand ........................................ 191
Jumbo Magnetic Letters, Numbers & Operations .........59
Jumbo Magnetic Spinner .................................................... 244
Jumbo Polyhedral Dice ........................................................148
Jumbo Sand Timer ......................................................... 28, 237
Jumbo Soft Foam Dominoes ..............................................140
Jumbo Test Tubes................................................................... 191
Jumbo Tweezers .................................................... 49, 115, 189
Jungle Animal Counters ....................................................... 112

K  
Kanoodle®  ...................................................... 27, 165-166
Kanoodle® Cosmic ..........................................................27, 166
Kick-Off To Chemistry Science Lab Kit ....................25, 206
Kitchen Set .................................................................................. 77

L  
Laminated Hundreds Boards .............................................. 141
Learn About Feelings Activity Set ..............................26, 230

Learn-A-Lot Avocados .....................................................13, 46
Learning Intervals Of Time Center Kit ........................ 3, 118
Learning Laces Skills Board ...................................................50
Let’s Go Code!™ Activity Set ................................................173
Letter and Word Construction .................................. 217
Letter Blocks ............................................................................... 61
Letter Construction Activity Set .................................59, 217
Life Cycles & Insects............................................207-208
Lights And Sounds Answer Buzzers ................................ 240
Link ‘N’ Learn® Links ..............................................................110
Literacy .................................................................216-226
Literacy Prompts ......................................................... 225
Litre Measurement Set ..........................................................126
Little Banker ..............................................................................163
Lowercase Alphabet Stamps .................................................60
Lowercase Lacing Alphabet ..................................................50
Lowercase Magnetic Learning Letters ...............................59
Luna 2.0 ......................................................................................241

M  
Magic Moves® Electronic Wand ...........................................66
Magnetic Addition Machine ................................................146
Magnetic Alphabet & Numbers ............................................59
Magnetic Apple Fractions ....................................................158
Magnetic Butterfly Life Cycle ..............................................207
Magnetic Create-A-Space™ Storage Bins ........................242
Magnetic Demonstration Rainbow™ Angle Circles  ....137
Magnetic Foam Rainbow® Circles .....................................157
Magnetic Force Science Lab Kit .................................24, 206
Magnetic Fraction ...................................................................157
Magnetic Healthy Foods ...................................................... 209
Magnetic Hooks ..................................................................... 244
Magnetic Learning Calendar ...............................................243
Magnetic Learning Letters .....................................................59
Magnetic Letter Construction ............................................217
Magnetic Paint Can Colour Sorting Set ...........................110
Magnetic Pizza Fractions .....................................................158
Magnetic Plant Life Cycle .....................................................207
Magnetic Pocket Chart Squares ............................... 243, 245
Magnetic Punctuation .......................................................... 222
Magnetic Storage Pockets ...................................................245
Magnetic Student Write & Wipe Boards .......................... 244
Magnetic Ten Frame Answer Boards ................................ 147
Magnetic Time Activity Set ..................................................120
Magnetic Time Tracker® ...................................................... 238
Magnetic Wands ......................................................................193
Magnifiers (Jumbo) ................................................................189
Make A Splash™ 120 Activity Mat ........................................145
Math Marks The Spot™ Game ..............................................145
Math Mat Challenge™ Addition & Subtraction Game ..160
Math Trekker Multiplication & Division............................ 151
Math Whiz™ ................................................................................ 151
MathLink® .........................................................2, 138-139
MathLink® Cubes Big Builders ............................................138
MathLink® Cubes Maths Activity Set & Fluency Set .....138
MathLink® Cubes Numberblocks 1-10 Activity Set .2, 139
Maths ..................................................................... 107-168
Maths Balance ..........................................................................146
Max The Fine Motor Moose .............................................. 9, 52
Measure-Mate 5-In-1 .............................................................122
Measurement ....................................................... 122-126
Measuring Worms™ ................................................................. 114
Mental Blox®................................................................. 164
Mesh Washing Bags ........................................................30, 234
Metric Weight Set  ...................................................................123
Micropro™ ..................................................................................201
Microscope & Activity Journal .......................................... 203
Mindful Maze Set .............................................................26, 229
Mini 100-Bead Rekenrek ..................................................7, 143
Mini Dino Counters ................................................................ 114
Mini Motor Math Activity Set ................................................. 57
Mini Motors® Counters .......................................................... 114
Mini Muffin Match Up............................................................. 115
Mini Relational Geosolids® ..................................................135

Minute Math Electronic Flash Card ................................... 151
Mix & Measure Primary Measurement Set ........... 126 , 192
Mixaroo ................................................................................. 11, 42
Money...................................................................80,127-8
Money Activity Set ..................................................................163
Money Bags™ Coin Value Game .........................................163
Money Games .............................................................. 163
Multimedia ................................................................... 241
Multiple Representation Dice ....................................121, 150
My First Game Bears In Pairs .................................................65
My First Game Petting Zoo ....................................................47

N  
Nancy B’s Science Club  .............................................203
Nestable Bucket Balance................................................. 5, 125
Nestable Pan Balance ....................................................... 5, 125
New Products................................................................... 2
New Sprouts® ..................................................... 13, 69-76
New Sprouts® Pasta Time ............................................... 13, 70
No Yell Bell™ ............................................................................. 239
Now You See It, Now You Don’t See-Through Compost 
Container .................................................................................. 208
Number ......................................................................57-58
Numbers & Counting ...........................................141-146
Number Bonds .........................................................................142
Number Construction .............................................................58
Numbers And Counting Card Set ......................................162 
Numeracy Skills ........................................................... 151

O  
Ocean Animals ......................................................................... 112
Organisation Station® ............................................................243
Owl Pellet Mystery Science Lab Kit........................... 23, 205

P  
Pan Balance ..............................................................................124
Pancake Pile Up!™ Relay Race Game ..................................63
PaperCraft Dolls Chic Boutique.................................... 16, 91
PaperCraft Dolls Designer Studio ................................ 16, 91
Parquetry Blocks & Cards Set .............................................130
Pattern Blocks ..................................................... 129-130
Pattern Block Activity Set ................................................6, 129
Pattern Block Design Cards ............................................6, 129
Pattern Blocks Demonstration Clings ........................8, 129
Pattern Blocks Smart Pack ..............................................6, 129
Pedro The Fine Motor Peacock ............................................52
Peekaboo Learning Farm .......................................................43
Pendulonium™ STEM Challenge ........................................186
Penguins On Ice - Math Activity Set .................................146
Percent Bar  ...............................................................................144
Pet Counters ............................................................................. 114
Phonics ................................................................. 218-219
Phonics Bean Bags .................................................................219
Phonics Cubes & Dominoes ................................................218
Pizza Fractions .........................................................................158
Place Value Disks ....................................................................153
Play Money ..........................................................80,127-8
Play Money UK Assortment ...................................................80
Playfoam® ..................................................... 14, 15,82-90
Playfoam® 4 Pack Classic, Sparkle ......................................84
Playfoam Pluffle™  ......................................................... 82
Playfoam Pluffle™ Twist Black & White .......................15, 82
Playfoam Pluffle™ Twist Glow In The Dark ................15, 82
Playfoam® Build-A-Snowman .......................................14, 88
Playfoam® GO!  ..........................................................................86
Playfoam® Jumbo Pods  .........................................................85
Playfoam® Mermaid Magic .............................................15, 88
Playfoam® Pals™ Space Squad  ......................................14, 89
Playfoam® Pals™  ......................................................88-89
Playfoam® Putty  ..................................................... 15, 83
Playfoam® Shape & Learn.......................................................86
Playfoam® Shape & Learn Counting ............................ 14, 87
Playfoam® Shape & Learn Letter Sounding ............... 14, 87
Playfoam® Squishy Sandcastle .............................................86
Playfoam® Unicorn Mane .......................................................88
Playground Engineering & Design Building Set ...........185
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Plot Blocks.................................................................................224
Pocket Charts ..............27, 30, 141, 153, 228, 234, 243, 245
Pocket Money Bingo ..............................................................163
POP For Addition & Subtraction™ .................................... 161
Pop For Blends .........................................................................221
Pop For Sight Words™ Game ............................................. 220
Pound Sterling Play Money ........................................127, 128
Power Polygons™ ..................................................................132
Precision School Balance With Weights .........................123
Pretend & Play®  ....................................................... 77-80
Pretend & Play® Calculator Cash Register  ............. 80, 127
Pretend & Play® Original School Set ..................................78
Pretend & Play® Post Office Set ............................................78
Primary Bucket Balance........................................................123
Primary Bucket Balance With Baby Bears™ Counters .109
Primary Calculator ................................................................. 151
Primary Science® ................................................. 189-193
Primary Science® Lab Set .....................................................192 
Primary Shapes Template Set ............................................. 131
Primary Timers ....................................................................... 238
Pumping Heart Model ...........................................................210
Pupil Clock Dials .....................................................................120
Puppy, Kitty, Fox Kids Face Mask Set  ....................... 29, 236
Puzzle Cards ........................................................................12, 42
Puzzle Cards 3-Letter Word  ..........................................12, 42
Puzzle Cards Bundle .........................................................12, 42
Puzzle Globe ............................................................................214

R  
Raccoon Rumpus™ ....................................................................65
Rainbow Calculators  ............................................................ 151
Rainbow Fraction® .............................................. 155-159
Rainbow Fraction® Bingo & Dominoes ...........................156
Rainbow Fraction® Circles ...................................................157
Rainbow Fraction® Circles Demo Clings .......... 8, 137, 157
Rainbow Fraction® Measuring Cups ............................4, 156
Rainbow Fraction® Squares .................................................157
Rainbow Fraction® Teaching System Kit .........................155
Rainbow Fraction® Tiles Demo Clings ........................ 8, 157
Rainbow Fraction® Tiles With Tray ....................................155
Rainbow Sorting Crayons ............................................. 55, 111
Rainbow™ Premier Pentominoes In Bucket ................... 131
Rainbow™ Angle Circles  .......................................................137
Reading Comprehension Cubes ....................................... 225
Ready, Set, Move™ - Classroom Activity Set ....................66
Recordable Answer Buzzers .............................................. 240
Rekenrek ................................................................................7, 143
Rekenrek, 20-Bead Sensory ...........................................7, 143
Rekenrod™ Foam Ten-Frames  ...........................................143
Rekenrek, 20-Bead Sensory ...........................................7, 143 
Rekenrek, Mini 100 Bead  .................................................7, 143 
Relational Geosolids®............................................................135
Retell A Story Cubes ...............................................................224
Rhyme & Sort Rockets™ .........................................................219
Robot Face Race ........................................................................65
Rockin’ Gem Surprise ..............................................................46
Role Play ...................................................................68-80
Ruff’s House Teaching Tactile Set .......................................47

S  
Sand & Water Set .......................................................................48
Sand Moulds–Numbers & Operations ...............................58
Sand Timers ...................................................................... 28, 237
Science .................................................................. 188-215
Science Activity Sets ...........................................203-206
Science Lab Kits ............................ 23-25, 183-184, 205, 206
See My Feelings Mirror ......................................................... 228
See N Snap Picture Hunt.........................................................45
SEL ......................................................................... 227-232
SEL Cubes ................................................................................. 230
Sensory Fidget Toy Kit ....................................................27, 229
Sensory Tubes .......................................................................... 191
Sentence Building Dominoes ............................................ 222
Serving Shapes Tea Set ...........................................................43
Shape Sorting Cupcakes ........................................................36

Shapes Don’t Bug Me™ Geometry Activity Set .............. 131
Shapes Up® ................................................................................133
Shelby’s Snack Shack Game™ ................................................64
Sight Words .................................................................. 216
Sight Word Bingo ................................................................... 220
Sight Word Swat ..................................................................... 220
Simple Machines Set ..............................................................187
Simple Stopwatch ...................................................................237
Simple Tape Measure .............................................................122
Skate Park: Engineering & Design Building Set .............185
Skeleton Foam Floor Puzzle ............................................... 209
Skeleton Model ........................................................................210
Smart Scoops™ Maths Activity Set .......................................56
Smart Snacks® ................................................................ 36
Smart Splash®  ................................................................ 37
Smart Toss™ Early Skills Activity Set ....................................63
Snap Cubes® .............................................................................140
Snap It Up®! Addition & Subtraction Card Games ........ 161
Snap-N-Learn™................................................... 13, 33-35
Snap-N-Learn™ Fruit Shapers ......................................... 13, 33
Snap-N-Learn™ Letter Llamas ........................................ 13, 33
Sneaky, Snacky Squirrel Game™...........................................64
Sneaky, Snacky Squirrel Game™ 10th Ann. Edit. .............64
Sneaky, Snacky Squirrel Kids Face Mask Set  ......... 29, 236
Social Distance Discs!.................................................... 30, 235
Social Distancing ................................... 30-31, 234-236
Social Distancing Floor Decals - Arrows .................31, 235
Social Distancing Floor Decals - Dashes .................31, 235
Social Distancing Floor Decals - Footprints ...........31, 235
Social Emotional Learning .................................228-232
Soft Foam Cross-Section Earth Model ............................215
Soft Foam Dot Dice ................................................................148
Soft Foam Geometric Shapes .............................................134
Solar System ......................................................... 212-213
Sort, Pattern & Play Set .........................................................109
Sorting ...................................................................110-113
Sorting & Counting ......................................... 55-56, 115
Sorting Bowls ...........................................................................109
Sorting Surprise Pirate Treasure ................................... 10, 43
Space Mission: Nonsense Words .......................................219
Spelling Puzzle Cards .......................................................12, 42
Spike The Fine Motor Hedgehog .........................................53
Spindoodle .................................................................................. 91
Spinzone Magnetic Whiteboard Spinners ..................... 244
Splashology! Water Lab ........................................................183
Squeezy Tweezers™ ................................................................49
Squishy Water Beads Science Lab .....................................184
Standard Pocket Chart ..........................................................243
Steggy The Fine Motor Peacock ..........................................53
STEM ................................................................ 67, 179-187
STEM Activity Sets ................................................181-187
Stethoscope ............................................................................. 204
Story Telling .................................................................224
Story Starter Cubes ................................................................224
String-Along Lacing  ................................................................50
Sum Swamp™ Addition & Subtraction Game ............... 161
Super Bucket Balance ............................................................124
Super Magnet Lab Kit .............................................................193
Super Sleuth Vocabulary Game ........................................ 223
Super Sorting Pie .................................................................... 115
Super Sorting Set ....................................................................110
Super Strong Magnetic Hooks........................................... 244
Super Suction Space Saucers ...............................................54

T  
Tables ............................................................................ 159
tacklingtables ...........................................................................159
Tactile Letter Set ...............................................................59, 217
Tactile Numbers & Operations Individual Set .................58
Tactile & Sensory Awareness .................................46-47
Take Flight Science Lab Kit .......................................... 24, 205
Take-Home Manipulative Kits.........................................7, 142
Tangrams ...............................................................132-133
Tangram Activity Set ..............................................................133

Tangrams Smart Pack .......................................................6, 133
Tape Measure–10m/33ft. .....................................................122
Teachable Touchables™ Texture Squares .........................47
Teacher Incentive Stamps ................................................... 239
Teaching Tac-Tiles ....................................................................47
Ten Frame ............................................................. 147, 149  
Ten Frames Dice ......................................................................149
Ten-Frame With Counters Demo Clings .................... 8, 147
Ten-Sided Dice In Dice  .........................................................149
The Playfoam® Game ..............................................................90
The Primary Time Teacher™ ................................................ 116
Thermometers ......................................................................... 211
Three Bear Family®  .............................................108-109
Time ........................................................................116-121
Timers ................................................................... 237-239
Time Activity Mat .................................................................... 117
Time Activity Set .....................................................................120
Time Dominoes ....................................................................... 121
Time Tracker 2.0 .................................................................... 238
Time Tracker®.......................................................................... 238
Times Table Swat ....................................................................160
Times Tables Cup Final .....................................................7, 159
Tock The Learning Clock™ ................................................... 121
Toucans To 10 Sorting Set ............................................56, 115
Trace & Learn Writing Activity ..............................................62
Trace Ace Scissor Skills Set ....................................................49
Transparent Counters ............................................................ 141
Tree House: Engineering & Design Building Set ...........185
T-Rex Rumble .............................................................................66
Tri-Facta™  .................................................................................. 161
Tri-Grip Tongs ............................................................................54
Trundle Wheel ..........................................................................122
Tumble Trax Magnetic Marble Run ...................................167
Turbopop! STEM Challenge ................................................186
Tweezers ................................................................... 49, 115, 189
Twisty Droppers™ ......................................................................48
Two Colour Counters ............................................................ 141

U  
Under The Sea Ocean Counters™ ...................................... 113
Upper & Lowercase Alphabet Puzzle Cards ..............12, 42
Uppercase Alphabet Stamps .................................................60
Uppercase Lacing Alphabet ..................................................50

V, W, X, Y ,Z  
Vega 360™ Telescope  ......................................................... 202
Vegetable Garden ...............................................................11, 37
Veggie Garden Sorting Set ....................................................56
View-Thru Colourful Geometric Shapes ........................135
Vowel Owls™ Sorting Set ......................................................218
Wacky Wheels™ STEM Challenge.......................................186
Weather Centre ........................................................................ 211
Weather & Temperature ............................................. 211
Whiteboard Resources .......................................244-245
Wild About Animals Jungle Counters™ ............................ 113
Wise Owl Teaching Bank ........................................................44
Wooden Geometric Solids ..................................................134
Wooden Pattern Blocks ........................................................130
Word and Word Building .................................... 221-222
Word Building Dominoes .....................................................221
Word Construction .................................................................217
Word For Word® Phonics Game ........................................ 222
Word On The Street® .............................................................221
Workstation Signs ...................................................................245
World Of Gemstones Science Lab Kit ...................... 23, 205
Wriggleworms! Fine Motor Activity Set .........................9, 51
Write & Wipe Boards.............................................................. 244
Write & Wipe Clocks ...............................................................120
Write & Wipe Fact Family Boards ........................................146
Write And Wipe Pockets........................................................245
Writing Prompt Cubes ...........................................................224
Yuckology! Slime Lab ............................................................183
Yumology! Sweets Lab ..........................................................183
Zoomy 2.0  ...................................................................... 204, 241
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UK & IRELAND** TERMS OF SALE
Trade prices are shown in our 2021 pricelist.
Carriage is paid on orders of net £250 or over. Orders under £250 will incur a minimum £15 
carriage and handling charge.
For credit account customers, orders will be ready to ship within 7 working days from receipt 
of order. Where payment is required on proforma, orders will be ready to ship within 7 
working days of receipt of cleared funds.
Although we make every effort to maintain stock of all items in our warehouse, shortages 
may occasionally occur. If an item is out of stock, it will automatically be placed on back 
order, we will provide you with our best expected available dates, unless you have instructed 
us to cancel the backorders.
Please note the maximum pallet height is 1.7m and maximum carton weight is 25kg.
We cannot be held responsible for the service provided by our carrier which may be affected 
by unforeseen circumstances.
Payment terms are 30 days from date of invoice for credit account customers.
Accounts must be current before subsequent shipments can be made. Overdue accounts are 
subject to a 1.5% per month finance charge.
For orders from the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, please see our Export Terms below.
UK Retail Trade Terms are available on request.
**For Ireland please see our European customer section below regarding shipment of your 
orders.

EXPORT TERMS OF SALE
Trade prices are shown in our 2021 pricelist.
Our net minimum order value is £350. (For Russia please contact your Sales Manager)
Container pricing or special price quotations are available upon request.

European Customers*
We are no longer able to offer Ex Works collection. We will calculate your delivery charge       
and send the details to you for your approval before shipping from the UK. Orders will be  
 imported & cleared into the EU under DDP incoterms, prior to immediate onward delivery. 
You will be invoiced for delivery separately.

Non-European Customer
Prices are EX-Works Southampton (UK). 
For credit account customers, orders will be ready to ship within 5 to 7 working days from 
confirmation of shipping method. Where payment is required on proforma, orders will be 
ready to ship within 5 to 7 working days of receipt of cleared funds. 
We will notify you when your order is ready for collection. Please note orders must be 
collected within 10 working days of notification. Failing this will result in storage fees of £25 
per pallet per week. Uncollected orders after 28 days of notification will be cancelled and 
products returned to inventory. A restocking fee may apply.
Learning Resources can arrange the shipment on your behalf. Please note all shipping 
charges are billed separately and require immediate payment.
We make every effort to maintain our stock levels. However, in the event of an item being out 
of stock, we will send you our best estimated date of availability and automatically include 
the item to ship with your next order. Should you require the items sooner we can then 
arrange to ship the back order at your expense.
If backorders are not required to ship automatically they should be cancelled.
We cannot be held responsible for the service provided by your and/or our carrier which 
may be affected by unforeseen circumstances.
Euro Pallets: Learning Resources reserves the right to pass on an additional charge of £5.00 
per pallet to customers requiring their orders packed on Euro Pallets.
Please note the maximum pallet height is 1.7m and maximum carton weight is 25kg
Payment terms are 45 days from date of invoice for credit account customers.
Invoices can only be paid in the stated currency into the corresponding bank account. Please 
note you will find the relevant bank details on your invoice.
Any errors of payment resulting in loss due to currency differences will not be borne by 
Learning Resources.
Accounts must be current before subsequent shipments will be made. Overdue accounts are 
subject to a 1.5% per month finance charge.
These terms apply to orders from the UK to Europe, the Middle East, Africa and India.
For sales to other parts of the world please contact Learning Resources Inc, 380 North 
Fairway Drive, Vernon Hills, Illinois 60061, USA. Tel: +1 847 573 8400, Fax: +1 847 573 8425

PAYMENTS
New accounts run on a pro forma basis. To set up an account, a completed account 
application form must be submitted. Please contact your Sales Manager for an account 
application form.
All credit accounts are subject to credit approval.

PRICES AND TERMS
Prices are exclusive of VAT.
Although it is Learning Resources’ intention to maintain prices for a full calendar year, 
we cannot guarantee that prices or terms will not change over this time period. Learning 
Resources reserve the right, in their sole discretion and upon 60 days’ prior notice, to 
increase prices upon the occurrence of unforeseen external events that, in our good faith 
determination, necessitate such increases. Such external events may include, without 
limitation, large increases in the prices of raw materials, energy, transportation, labour and 
other manufacturing costs.
Prices are effective from 1st January 2021. Learning Resources Ltd reserves the right to 
accept or reject any order based on our terms and conditions, which supersede any terms 
and conditions stated on your purchase order.
Samples are available at a special price. Please contact your Sales Manager for details.

RETENTION OF TITLE
The risk in the goods shall pass from the seller to the buyer upon delivery of such goods to 
the buyer. However, notwithstanding delivery and the passing of risk in the goods, title and 
property in the goods, including full legal and beneficial ownership, shall not pass to the 
buyer until the seller has received cleared funds in full for all goods delivered to the buyer 
under this and all other contracts between the seller and the buyer for which payment of the 
full price of goods there under has not been paid.

Payment of the full price of the goods shall include the amount of any interest or other sum 
payable under the terms of this and all other contracts between the seller and the buyer 
under which goods are delivered.

SERVICE AND RETURNS
Shortage and/or damaged merchandise must be reported to Learning Resources’ Customer 
Service department within 15 days of receipt of shipment. Claims for damages must be 
supported by photographic evidence.
In the event of a shortage, we will send the item or credit your account with prior approval 
from a Customer Service representative.
For damages that are the result of product defects, we will arrange collection of the item(s) 
and issue a credit or send a replacement.
For goods showing visible damage on the shipping carton, instruct the carrier to record 
damages on the freight bill before accepting delivery. Goods damaged in transit must be 
reported to the carrier immediately. Save all original shipping cartons, packing material and 
damaged items until they have been inspected or your claim has been settled. Goods must 
be signed for as damaged.
All returns must be accompanied by a packing slip and marked with an authorisation number 
available from your Customer Service representative. There will be no cash refund for 
returned items.
All items will be inspected upon return and must be in saleable condition to be eligible for 
credit.
Returns apply only to items listed in our current catalogues.
There will be a 20% restocking fee on all returns unless they are the result of errors made by

Learning Resources Ltd, 51A Bergen Way, King’s Lynn, Norfolk, PE30 2JG, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1553 762276  
Fax: +44 (0) 1553 769943
Email: sales@learning-resources.co.uk
www.LearningResources.co.uk
While we make every effort to ensure the accuracy of all information, we reserve the right to 
make corrections if an error does occur. 

*These terms may be subject to change.

Copyright © 2021 Learning Resources, Inc. All rights reserved. No trademark or any 
other part of this work may be reproduced in any form or mechanical means, including 
information storage and retrieval systems, without permission in writing.
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 Look out for our award winners throughout the catalogue

Play is a joyous and fundamental part of childhood. It’s the innate process through 
which children interact and engage with their world. Playful learning experiences 
where children have the freedom to explore, experiment, and express their 
creativity lay the foundation on which they build who they will become.

For over 35 years, Learning Resources has developed innovative, fun, award-
winning educational toys and games that support this natural process of learning 
through play. During 2021 we are adding over 100 exciting new products to our 
extensive range. Each is designed to prompt curiosity and discovery and help 
provide children with the building blocks they need to develop a lifelong  
love of learning.

Here are some of our favourites for 2021.

Circuit Explorer® takes learning about circuits off a flat board and into a fun 
3D space-themed world. Children line up the circuitry graphics on the easy-
to-connect construction pieces and snap them together to close the circuits, 
building a Rocket, Rover or Deluxe Base Station with working lights and fully 
powered features.

Numberblocks are the friendly characters from the award-winning CBeebies 
series that help young children see how numbers really work. Now children can 
build their own Numberblocks with the new MathLink® Cubes Numberblocks 
1-10 Activity Set. The set has everything children need to construct the 
Numberblocks from One to Ten in all the different ways seen in the episodes and 
engage with 30 activities that closely follow several episodes from Series 1-3.

Design & Drill® Bolt Buddies™ is a simple construction toy range for young 
children. Using a real working power drill and colourful bolts children build 
a Rocket, Pick-It-Up Truck, Race Car, Fire Truck, Rescue Helicopter or Police 
Motorcycle. Each toy’s packaging unfolds into a themed playset to inspire a rich, 
imaginative play experience.

Following on from the success of the award-winning 24-Hour NumberLine 
Clock™, the inventive teaching clock that shows children that a clock face is 
simply a circular number line, we’ve added an Advanced NumberLine Clock™. 
This new geared version teaches two concepts - elapsed time and how time is 
displayed on different clock faces that children will see in the real world.

Aware that space is at a premium in modern classrooms we have developed  
the Nestable Pan Balance and Nestable Bucket Balance. A fun, hands-on  
way for students to explore measurement, weight, volume, and equivalency  
these scales are quick and easy to assemble and disassemble, and pieces  
nest together for convenient, compact storage.

As you look through our new 2021 catalogue, we hope you’ll have many 
opportunities to discover your own new favourites.

Building Someone Amazing™  through play

MathLink® Cubes 
Numberblocks 1-10 
Activity Set 
LSP 0949-UK , Page 3
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CATALOGUE
2021

NEW 
Over 100

Toys for 2021

Circuit Explorer®

EI-4200, Page 19

Circuit Explorer®

EI-4202, Page 19
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